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ABSTRACT
A numerical model has been developed to simulate the 
settling process of discrete particles in rectangular 
clarifiera operating at neutral density conditions. First, 
the stream function-vorticity version of the equations of 
motion in the "conservation form" are solved numerically 
to establish the velocity field in the clarifier using a 
constant eddy viscosity turbulence model. Then a transport 
equation is solved for the spatial distribution of suspended 
solids concentration. When the steady-state conditions are 
reached, the concentration distribution yields the desired 
removal rate of the clarifier.
The numerical model employs a finite-difference scheme 
in which the unsteady term of the transport equation is 
replaced by a three-time level approximation, the convective
terms are approximated using a weighted upwind-centred dif­
ference formulation, the diffusion terms are differenced 
using "second-order"*accurate expressions. The resulting 
algebraic finite difference equations are then solved using 
the Alternating Direction Implicit scheme. The computational 
domain is discretized using a variable size mesh to reduce 
the number of required nodes, without sacrificing the high
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resolution'required in regions where flow gradients are 
expected to change rapidly. A  partial slip boundary, . 
condition is used for the.clarifier bottom.
The proposed numerical model was verified and nu­
merically tested prior to its calibration and was found 
to be stable and convergent to the "exact solution." A 
truncation convergence criterion was derived and confirmed 
by numerical expier imentation. The dominant factors in 
selecting the mesh size and time increment were the local 
Courant and grid or cell Reynolds number. The same two 
factors were also found to control the computational 
stability. Sensitivity analyses were carried out to 
investigate the effects of bottom and baffle-lip bound­
ary conditions, entrance velocity distribution; degree 
of upwinding, eddy viscosity and initial conditions on 
the ultimate steady-state solution'. The hydrodynamic 
submodel was found to be satisfactory in reproducing the 
main flow features and a reasonable agreement was observed 
between predicted arid measured velocity fields.
An unsteady version of the transport submodel was used 
to simulate the flow-through characteristics of a neutral 
density tracer. A fair agreement with the experiment was 
observed but the need for a more sophisticated turbulence 
model is indicated. The steady-state transport submodel 
was successful in simulating the settling process of dis-
vi
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Crete suspended solids. The-model was applied to predict 
.the removal rate of a non-uniform size mixture of discrete 
particles in a hypothetical tank. The simulation results 
were consistent wi-fch the results of Camp and Hazen. The 
model was also used to investigate the effect of scour 
and relative baffle submergence on the solids removal.
vxi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objective
The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a 
mathematical model to represent the settling process in 
rectangular clarifiers. In this study, only the settling 
behaviour of discrete particles is simulated for neutral 
density conditions, i.e., low influent concentration and 
no temperature variations. However, the model must be 
such that it can be modified to include changes in tank 
geometry, density and suspension properties.
1.2 Statement, of the Problem
In North America, most of the water and wastewater 
treatment plants include at least one stage of sedimenta­
tion. Most modern sedimentation tanks are operated on a 
continuous flow basis. Whenever a two-phase mixture, e.g., 
water and suspended solids flows under relatively quiescent 
conditions, the solids having specific weight higher than 
that of the liquid will tend to settle due to gravitational 
effects. This method of solid-liquid separation is widely 
used because it can economically process large volumes of 
suspensions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
In water treatment, sedimentation is used to remove 
particulate matter, flocculated impurities and precipitates 
which are formed in operations such as coagulation, water 
softening or iron removal. In wastewater treatment plants, 
sedimentation is used in grit chambers, particulate matter 
removal in primary clarifiers and biological-floe removal 
in secondary settling tanks. In some instances, coagulants 
and coagulant aids may be added to precipitate phosphorus 
and to increase the settling rate of fine and colloidal 
solids.
Sedimentation tanks have been classified according to 
their use and design criteria, such as grit chambers and 
primary clarifiers. The difference is mainly in the type 
and concentration of influent solids and the degree of 
clarification required. Tanks have also been classified 
according to the main flow direction, whether horizontal 
or vertical (upflow tanks). Horizontal flow tanks may be 
either rectangular or circular. Radial flow clarifiers 
have been designed with centre-feed and outward flow, or 
peripheral feed and inward flow.
The factors affecting sedimentation can be divided 
into two general categories: the characteristics of solid
and liquid phases that pertain to the settling process, and 
the hydraulic conditions within the clarifier. In addition, 
a designer has to take into consideration factors imposed by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
field conditions, e.g., plant operation, wind effects, flow 
variability and temperature differences between inflow, 
tank content and ambient air temperature.
Among the suspension characteristics which affect the 
process are the physical and chemical characteristics of the 
liquid phase such as its temperature, density and viscosity, 
and the physical and chemical characteristics of the solid 
phase such as the particle size distribution, density and 
shape. In addition, the influent concentration of solids 
and their flocculant characteristics influence the settling 
velocity of the suspended matter.
The process of suspended particles settling can be 
effectively analyzed by treating it as a transport 
phenomenon. The analysis consists of two parts, (,i) the 
hydrodynamics, (ii) the transport. The hydrodynamic 
simulation is a prerequisite for proper simulation of 
convection, diffusion, and resuspension behaviour of the 
suspended solids as the flow proceeds along the tank.
1.3 Motivation
Sedimentation basins constitute a substantial fraction 
of capital and operating costs of treatment plants. A high 
removal efficiency at low cost has been the aim of designers 
and operators of sedimentation tanks. In 19 76, a hydraulic 
study was carried out at the University of Windsor to evaluate
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the behaviour of the centre-feed circular clarifiers at the 
West Windsor Pollution Control Plant, Windsor, Ontario. A 
brief review of the literature, at that time, showed that 
the treatment of the hydrodynamic and transport aspects of 
this topic were inadequate, although sufficient pertinent 
background material was available.
Early designs of settling basins were based mainly on 
experience along with some simplified methods of analysis 
and design. In 1904, Hazen Cl) introduced the concept of 
overflow rate or surface loading. Since then, it has been 
used extensively as a basis for design. In 1944, Dobbins
C.2) presented a simple transport model which partially 
accounted for the effects of turbulence on sedimentation.
In 1946, Camp (3) applied Dobbins' model, assuming a 
unidirectional flow, to design clarifiers for settling of 
discrete particles with uniform and non-uniform size 
distribution.
Though the design method advanced by Dobbins and Camp 
accounts for certain aspects of the transport phenomenon, 
such as turbulence, it has not been adequate to explain the 
behaviour of settling tanks under operating conditions. It 
is believed that the main reason for this discrepancy is the 
oversimplified assumption in the hydrodynamic model that the 
flow is uniformly distributed both horizontally and 
vertically. Other reasons that contribute to this discrepancy
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
include the effects of density variations, either due to 
concentration or temperature differences, re-entrainment, 
shear stresses due to wind on water surface, and sludge 
removal mechanism on flow pattern.
The large number of factors involved in the settling 
of suspended particles, discrete or floe, in clarifiers 
has led researchers to use black-box type models. Tracer 
flow-through curves have been utilized to study the 
hydraulic behaviour of clarifiers under the assumption 
that there is a direct correlation between the removal 
efficiency and the hydraulic efficiency. Recently, serious 
doubts have been cast on the validity of flow-through curves 
as measures of the removal efficiency. For example, these 
curves do not distinguish between short circuiting due to 
planwise distribution of flow, i.e., jetting effects, and 
the vertical flow pattern, i.e., formation of horizontal- 
axis eddies. It has been indicated (4) that planwise flow 
distribution seriously affects the removal efficiency.
The progress made in numerical techniques, aided by 
the increasing capabilities of fast computers, has enabled 
researchers to solve the governing partial differential 
equations under relatively complicated boundary conditions. 
Models based on a Lagrangian frame of reference and employing 
plug flow, have been used to estimate particles settling 
lengths in open-channel turbulent flow (5, 6). These
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stochastic models have utilized the random walk theory. A 
second group of models has tackled the problem through the 
transport equation in the Eulerian frame of reference. These 
include hydrodynamic models with varying degrees of 
sophistication (7).
A group of Japanese researchers (8, 9) have solved 
the transport equation using a simple hydrodynamic model 
with unidirectional flow. They have included the unsteady 
nature of the inflow to clarifiers, and allowed resuspension 
of already settled suspended solids. Alarie, et aT CIO, 11) 
used a similar approach to simulate circular clarifiers.
Work done by Larsen and Gotthardsson (12, 13) in 
Sweden is amongst the most comprehensive research to analyze 
the behaviour of rectangular settling tanks. They used a 
hydrodynamic model based on a finite difference solution 
to the equations of motion. The details of their mathematical 
model are not available. Larock and Schamber (14) solved the 
hydrodynamics of a rectangular clarifier using finite 
element formulations of the equations of motion. The 
geometry of the tank considered is very similar to the flow 
over cavity. Their work was done concurrently with this 
project.
It is obvious that a mathematical model which can 
describe the behaviour of a settling tank under the given 
conditions of the basin geometry, the flow rate and the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7properties of suspension would be very useful. It will 
allow a rational evaluation of various designs and 
suggest effective modifications to remedy malfunctioning.
In addition, it can clarify the role of the various factors 
involved in the settling process, e.g., the effects of 
overflow rate, detention time, suspended solids character­
istics, inlet and outlet designs and baffling.
1.4 General Approach
The main theme of this dissertation is to predict the 
removal efficiency of rectangular clarifiers. The problem 
is tackled by using the convection-diffusion equation of 
transport. First, the equations of motion are solved 
numerically to establish the velocity field in the clarifier. 
Then, the transport equation is solved for the spatial 
distribution of suspended solids concentration. The resulting 
concentrations are then used to construct the iso-concentra­
tion curves. Finally, the removal efficiency, r, is computed 
from r = 1 - , where and are the influent
and effluent suspended solids concentrations respectively.
The derivation of hydrodynamic sub-model is carried out 
in three steps: (i) setting up the governing equations,
Cii) identifying the solution domain, and (.iii) selecting 
the numerical scheme. Flow in a settling basin involves 
stratified two-phase turbulent flow with slip between the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8two phases under relatively complicated boundary conditions. 
The flow is considered three-dimensional in the inlet zone, 
but downstream from the inlet zone, a two-dimensional 
representation may be adequate. Density gradients due to 
temperature or concentration variation may affect the flow 
pattern.
In the present problem, the stream function-vorticity 
formulations are used. The unsteadiness term in the 
vorticity equation is retained to control computational 
stability and the steady state solution is obtained as the 
asymptotic time limit of the unsteady equation. A two- 
dimensional representation is employed in this phase of the 
study because, although the storage of computer could handle 
a three-dimensional analysis, it would be a special job with 
very poor turn-around. Also, the CPU time (execution time) 
per run would be very excessive. This results in limiting 
the simulation to the settling zone. A simple turbulence 
model using a constant eddy viscosity is incorporated and 
its adequacy is assessed. The hydrodynamics is decoupled 
from the transport equation by excluding vorticity generated 
from density gradients. This restricts the simulation to 
neutral or near neutral density conditions. The model must 
be such that it can be readily modified to simulate other 
special conditions.
Figure 1.1 shows the solution domain selected for
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9this study. The geometry is typical of the settling and 
outlet zones in many rectangular clarifiers and most 
centre-feed circular clarifiers. It is worth mentioning 
that the mathematical model is general enough to handle 
other geometries after making appropriate changes in 
boundary conditions.
The governing differential equations are not 
'amenable to analytical solutions under the given boundary 
conditions. Hence, the solution has to be obtained 
numerically, for example, by using either a finite difference 
scheme or a finite element method. In the present study, the 
finite difference scheme is considered more appropriate 
because : (i) its treatment is considerably simpler for
the rectangular geometry involved, (ii) it requires less 
computer storage, and (iii) there is a vast literature on 
its application to other recirculating flow problems (15,
16,) , e.g., backward facing step problem and flow over 
cavity.
The second part of the simulation involves solving the 
convection-diffusion equation with an additional sink term 
that accounts for the settling velocity of the solids 
relative to the liquid. The settling velocity is assumed 
constant with time and space. Thus, the model is capable 
of simulating discrete particles settling. Flocculant 
material can also be simulated by either treating it as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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quasi-discrete or by incorporating an appropriate algorithm 
to change the settling velocity with space to account for 
the effect of flocculation on the settling velocity. An 
appropriate boundary condition along the tank bottom can 
be utilized, to simulate resuspension of already settled 
particles.
Model verification, calibration and validation 
represents the last step in developing a simulation model. 
This has been done in two stages: (i) numerical testing or
model verification (17), and Cii) parameter calibration 
using experimental data. The numerical testing ensures 
removal of anomalies from the simulation and perfection 
of the scheme before the actual calibration is done. Two 
sets of experiments have been conducted to calibrate the 
model parameters: (i) velocity measurements for the
calibration and validation of the hydrodynamic part, and 
(ii) dye tests for the validation of the transport model. 
Neutral density tracers, such as dyes, have been used 
instead of actual sediment because of the simplicity of 
these tests as opposed to sedimentation tests. It is 
believed that if the model adequately simulates the 
transport of dye which could be regarded as sediments 
with zero settling velocity, it should be capable of 
simulating sediment since both cases are governed by the 
same transport phenomenon. After calibration, both the
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hydrodynamic and transport models are validated using data 
that were not used in the calibration.
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2.1 General
In sedimentation tanks, the mixture of water and 
impurities enters from the inlet zone and, as it proceeds 
towards the effluent zone, the suspended solids settle 
downward to the sludge zone due to the gravitational 
effect, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Most modern clarifiers 
are operated on a continuous flow basis and the factors 
affecting the removal process can be divided into three 
groups as explained in Fig. 2.2: Ci) the characteristics
of the suspended solids and the transporting liquid,
(ii) hydrodynamic parameters in continuous flow operation, 
and (iii) field conditions.
2.2 Settling Characteristics of Suspended Solids 
(Types of Sedimentation)
Particles settle from suspensions in different manners, 
depending upon the suspension concentration and the 
flocculating properties of the particles. Four types of 
sedimentation have been identified : (i) type-I sedimentation,
(ii) type-II sedimentation, (iii) zone settling, and (iv) 
compression. The influencing factors and their effect on the
12
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settling regime are illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Alternatively, 
the settling patterns can be classified, on the basis of 
solids concentration in the suspension, as: (i) free
settling when particles settle individually at different 
rates in a dilute suspension, (ii) hindered settling when 
the settling of particles is influenced by the presence of 
other particles, and (iii) compression settling when the 
rate of settling is reduced due to the physical contact 
between particles.
The four types of sedimentation are described below 
with emphasis on the procedure to obtain necessary 
information on the settling velocities of suspended solids. 
Such information is obviously a prerequisite for simulating 
the settling process within the clarifier.
2.2.1 Type-I Sedimentation
Type-I sedimentation is concerned with the settling of 
non-flocculating, discrete particles in a low concentration 
suspension. The settling of such particles is unhindered by 
the presence of other particles and every particle retains 
its individual characteristics. When a discrete particle 
is released in a quiescent fluid, it accelerates until the 
fluid drag reaches equilibrium with its effective weight. 
After that, the particle settles out at a constant velocity 
called the fall or terminal or settling velocity. This 
settling velocity is a function of fluid properties (density
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and viscosity) , and particle characteristics (size, shape, 
density, orientation). Khattab (18) presented a review 
of the various factors involved in discrete settling.
Clarifiers that exhibit type-I sedimentation are modelled 
by assigning a constant settling velocity during the 
settling process.
A typical suspension of particulate matter may have 
a wide range of particle sizes. Thus, the suspended solids 
involved have a corresponding range of settling velocities.
A frequency distribution of settling velocities or a 
settling-velocity analysis curve (19) should be determined. 
This curve can be constructed by two different ways; (i) 
by the use of sieve analysis and hydrometer tests combined 
with the equilibrium equation that relates settling velocity 
with particle size (3, 20), or (ii) by use of a settling 
column as explained in Appendix A.
2.2.2 Type-II Sedimentation
Suspended solids in domestic and industrial wastewaters 
do not act as discrete particles (21). In general these 
solids are comprised of particles of different sizes and 
surface characteristics. Under quiescent conditions, large 
particles having high settling velocities overtake and 
coalesce with smaller, lighter particles to form still 
larger particles. The resulting velocities of the newly
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formed particles exceed the settling velocities of the 
parent particles.
The extent to which flocculation occurs in a settling 
tank is dependent on the opportunity for contact, which 
varies with the range of particle sizes, the concentration 
of particles, the depth of the tank, and the velocity 
gradients in the tank whereby particles in regions of 
higher velocity overtake and coalesce with particles in 
regions of lower velocity (3). As particles grow, their 
shear resistance decreases and when the shearing strength 
of the particle is exceeded by the applied shear due to 
local velocity gradients, the particle ceases to grow.
The dynamics of growth and breakage of floes in presence 
of fluid shear has been reported by various writers (3,
22, 23, 24) .
Because there is no adequate mathematical relationship 
to determine the effect of flocculation on the rate of 
change of settling velocity (25), settling column analyses 
have been used to study the settling characteristics of 
flocculant suspensions. In a settling column test, the 
suspension is placed in a column of height equal to the 
effective depth of the proposed tank and is allowed to 
settle under quiescent conditions. Samples are drawn off 
at various selected time intervals from different depths 
and analyzed for suspended solids concentrations.
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Concentrations are plotted with time and depth and the so- 
called iso-removal lines are constructed. Tliese iso-removal 
lines are then analyzed to obtain the necessary information 
regarding the settling characteristics.
Appendix A presents a brief summary of the test 
procedure, and the various methods of analysis. McLaughlin 
(2 6) proposed a similar settling column test along with a 
modified method of analysis that yields suspension settling 
characteristics in a format more convenient for a 
sophisticated transport model.
2.2.3 Zone and Compression Settling
The settling characteristics exhibited by concentrated 
suspensions or sludges, where both zone settling and 
compression usually occur, differ from those of dilute 
suspensions. In the latter case, mostly discrete settling. 
Type-I sedimentation, or flocculant settling, Type-II 
sedimentation, are encountered. Zone and compression settling 
are normally observed in clarifiers of activated sludge or 
flocculated chemical suspensions where solids concentration 
exceeds 500 mg/L (22, 27, 28). Although this dissertation 
is primarily concerned with the clarification of low 
concentration suspensions, zone and compression settling 
are briefly outlined, to illustrate the limits on any 
settling velocity algorithm.
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When solids concentration is high, particles settle in 
close proximity, their velocity fields interfere and the 
settling is hindered. In this case, the settling velocity 
of the suspension as a whole is less than the settling 
velocity of the single particles. If the suspension is 
non-flocculant and has a wide range of size distribution, 
the bulk settling rate will be between the fall velocities 
of the fastest and the slowest particles (13).
Zone and compression settling of a given sludge sample 
can be studied by considering its settling behaviour in a 
settling column. A one-litre graduated cylinder is 
considered to be satisfactory in this case (22). Initially, 
the solids concentration has to be uniform throughout the 
column as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). If the concentration is 
high enough, the sludge starts to settle out with a distinct 
interface (interface-1) between the mass of the settling 
sludge and the clarified liquid above. The zone below the 
clarified liquid is called the interfacial zone (27) and the 
solids concentration in this zone is uniform and equal to 
the initial concentration.
The sludge particles in this zone settle as a blanket, 
maintaining the same relative position with respect to 
each other. Their hindered settling rate is constant and 
dependent on the initial sludge concentration as well as 
the unhindered settling rate of the particles. The zone
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settling velocity can be obtained by observing the rate of 
subsidence of interface-1 with time, as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). 
As the settling proceeds, the solids on the bottom of the 
column build up at a constant rate. Subsequently, a 
transition zone is observed in which the settling velocity 
decreases due to the increase in solids concentration. The 
concentration of solids in the zone settling layer remains 
constant until interface-1 meets with the rising layers of 
compressed solids. At this time, t^ in Fig. 2.4(c), the 
transition zone disappears and the column displays two zones:
(i) clarified liquid zone, and (ii) compression zone. The 
compression zone exhibits a uniform concentration called 
the critical concentration, C 2 . With time, compression 
takes place and sludge begins to thicken, eventually reaching 
an ultimate concentration, C^.
In summary, clarifiera handling suspensions of high 
concentrations experience zone settling and compression.
The settling velocity in this case, depends on the unhindered 
settling rates of the solids involved as well as the sludge 
concentration. Larsen and Gotthardsson (13) used the 
following relationship to estimate the settling velocity of 
activated sludge solids:
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''s = ''so 2-1
where
Vg = suspension settling rate;
Vg^ = terminal settling Velocity at infinite dilution;
C = mass concentration of solid particles ; and
a = a constant depending on sludge properties and 
to be determined using sludge volume index.
2.3 Hydrodynamics of Settling Tanks (Governing Equations
of Motion)
2.3.1 Preamble
Flow in a settling tank represents a stratified, two- 
phase, turbulent flow. The equations of motion of two- 
phase flow are the obvious starting point for a comprehensive 
simulation. In similar sediment-related problems, a simple, 
but adequate,'approach has been frequently used where the 
liquid-phase simulation is decoupled from the solid-phase 
simulation. In this approach, it is assumed that the 
presence of solids does not affect the mechanics of flow 
of the liquid phase except for its effects on turbulent 
mixing and density stratification. Hence, flow is treated 
as a single-phase flow to establish the velocity and 
turbulence fields in the clarifier. This section introduces 
the hydrodynamic part of the simulation. Subsequently, based 
on the velocity and turbulence fields, the suspended matter
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is transported through th_e clarifier using the convection- 
diffusion equation, as described in Sec. 2.4.
The hydrodynamic simulation of any flow configuration 
involves the following steps; (.i) identifying the 
computational domain, (.ii) deriving the appropriate forms 
of the governing equations, (iii) choosing a suitable mesh 
system. Civ) formulating the selected numerical scheme,
(v) defining the boundary conditions, (vi) selecting the 
initial conditions, (vii) developing the solution procedure, 
and (viii) determining the convergence and stability of the 
resultant scheme. The computational domain for the present 
problem is shown in Fig. 1.1(c). Steps (ii) and (v) are 
reviewed in the following sections. Other steps are 
described in Chapter 3 where the problem formulation is 
presented.
2.3.2 Navier-Stokes Equations
Fluid flow is generally governed by a set of coupled 
partial differential equations which are statements of the 
conservation of mass, linear momentum and energy. In the 
present problem, isothermal conditions are assumed and only 
the continuity equation (conservation of mass) and the 
equations of motion (conservation of momentum) need to 
be treated. For the fluid element shown in Fig. 1.1(c), 
the three-dimensional governing equations of motion
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CNavier-Stokes) and the continuity equation (29, 30) are
vV^u + 2.2
2 F 2 3+ vV V + y
lü + + V iü + w _ 1 3p
^t 3x 3y 3z P 3x
3v + u ^ + V 3v + w IV = _  i i P
3t 9x ay 3z p ay
3w u ^ + V 3w + w 3w _ -  1  IE
3t 3x ay 3z P az
+ ^ 4 . 3w = 0
3x 3y 3z
2.4
2.5
where
2 2 2 2 
V = Laplacian operator = j- + j-
3x 3 y 3 z
u,v,w = X-, y-, z- components of velocity respectively;
p = pressure;
F ,F ,F = X - , y-, z- components of external body force onX y z
element per unit mass ;
V = molecular kinematic viscosity; 
x,y,z = coordinates of element in x,y,z directions ; and 
t = time.
Equations 2.2 to 2.4 are the x,y,z - vector components 
of Newton's second law of motion, F = ma. In these equations, 
it is assumed that fluid is incompressible, with constant 
properties and follows a Newtonian shear stress law where 
viscous force is linearly related to rate of strain. The
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external body force, (F ,F ,F ), is the gravitational
X y X
force on the element per unit mass. Equation 2.5 is a 
statement of mass balance over the element. The equations 
are written in an Eulerian frame of reference, i.e., a 
space-fixed reference through which the fluid flows (29, 
30). Under laminar flow conditions, these equations 
offer a complete solution to the viscous flow problem 
considered.
2.3.3 Reynolds Equations
In a turbulent flow, all flow parameters such as 
velocity and pressure are randomly fluctuating about 
mean or statistical average values (31). These mean 
motions do not satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations (3 2).
The instantaneous motion does obey the equations and, in 
principle, methods exist for solving them directly.
However, proper resolution of small scale turbulent motion, 
which may be about one millimeter in size, would require 
an impractical fine computational mesh. The resulting 
solution, in such a case, would be of little practical 
value since it would describe the randomly varying flow 
domain at only one instant. It is the mean motion, along 
with appropriate statistical characteristics of the 
turbulent fluctuations, that are normally of interest 
when a turbulent flow is studied.
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A turbulent flow is effectively studied by separating 
the fluid motion into a mean motion and a turbulent fluctu­
ating motion. Flow variables such as velocity, u, are de­
composed into a statistical average velocity, u, and a 
turbulent fluctuating velocity, u ' , (31, 33), i.e.,
u = Ù + u' 2.6
Substituting for all flow variables using expressions 
similar to Eq. 2.6 into the Navier-Stokes and the continuity 
equations, and taking the mean values of the equations 
according to Reynolds rules of averaging (31, 3 2), a new 
set of equations is obtained. The resulting equations, for 
incompressible, Newtonian fluid, usually referred to as 
Reynolds equations, read
3t 9x 9y 3z P 3x 3x 3 y
+ 2 2.7
3 Z
3Y. + ü 3 z  + v 2 i + w S i =  _ 1  m
3t 3x 3y 3z p 3y 3x 3y
-^3( - V W )  2 .8
8z ^
+.Ü + V ^ 5 + w ^
3t 3x 3y 3z P ÔZ g
+ V + F 2.9
2.10
9x 3y 3z
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where the overbar represents the mean value and the prime, 
the turbulent fluctuations. Equations 2.7 to 2.9 differ 
from Eqs. 2.2 to 2.4 in the presence of certain terms 
added to the mean values of stresses due to viscosity.
These additional stress-like terms are called Reynolds or 
eddy stresses.
2.3.4 Mathematical Models of Turbulence
The solution of Reynolds equations represents properly 
the turbulent flow field. However, the number of equations 
is less than the number of unknowns; the mean pressure, 
the mean velocity components and the Reynolds stresses. In 
order to overcome this so-called "closure problem" further 
hypotheses about Reynolds stresses must be made, i.e., a 
turbulence model is required. According to Launder and 
Spalding (34), a turbulence model means "a set of equations 
which, when solved with the mean-flow equations, allows the 
calculation of the relevant correlations and so simulates 
the behaviour of real fluids in important aspects".
Mathematical models of turbulence can be divided into 
two groups. The first group is based on the eddy-viscosity 
concept where the turbulent stresses are treated similar to 
the viscous shear stresses, using the Boussinseq analogy.
The turbulent velocity correlation terms such as -u'v'
and corresponding Reynolds stress-pu'v', are related to
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the mean motion rate of strain by an effective, apparent 
or eddy kinematic viscosity, e^.
.3Ü . 9v-u'v' = e + LJL) 2.11
^  3y 3x
is also referred to as the momentum eddy diffusivity 
or transfer coefficient.
The problem can now be solved, once a satisfactory 
relation is chosen to estimate the scalar kinematic eddy 
viscosity, within the flow field. Models of the first
group, vary in sophistication in calculating and the 
models of constant eddy viscosity have been used frequently. 
An improved version of these models replaces the scalar 
by a second-order tensor for the eddy viscosity (31). This 
approach is widely used in pollution dispersion problems, 
e.g., in rivers, where different values of are assigned 
to various directions, i.e., vertical, transverse, and 
longitudinal (33).
Other models use algebraic formulae for e^, e.g., 
Prantl's mixing length hypothesis, and Von-Karman's 
similarity hypothesis (35). Also, there are complex models 
which solve for one or more differential equations to 
estimate . The Kinetic energy-dissipation or K-e model 
(36, 37) is an example of a two-equation turbulence model.
The second group of turbulence models does not employ 
the eddy viscosity approach. These models are called
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"stress transport models" because they evaluate the Reynolds 
stresses using stress transport equations, mostly of the 
differential type. An example of an elaborate model from 
this group is the Kolavandin model (34) which involves 
solving 28 turbulence differential equations for the case 
of a three-dimensional problem and 20 equations for a two- 
dimensional one.
Turbulence models are judged (34) on the basis of 
their accuracy, width of applicability, simplicity and 
total economic expenditure, both in terms of manpower 
and computing time. Launder and Spalding, in their 
lectures on mathematical models of turbulence (34), 
commented that "the best model of turbulence will differ 
according to the problem under consideration,"and they 
pointed out that "the more direct knowledge of the flow, 
the greater is the chance that a simple description of 
turbulence can be made to suffice". In addition, any 
turbulence model, regardless of its sophistication, has 
to be calibrated and the task of optimising the constants 
and functions increases very rapidly with the number of 
equations.
In the present problem, the "mixed^region" (38) 
flow domain includes a wall jet, a shear layer, a large 
recirculating flow region and a sink-dominated region 
near the effluent weir. Solving the non-linear, coupled
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equations of fluid motion, Eqs. 2.7 - 2.10, can be difficult 
for such a domain, even when considerations of turbulence 
are totally absent. Hence, a constant eddy viscosity model 
has been selected, at this stage, where an average effective 
viscosity is assigned to the whole computational domain.
With such a simple turbulence model, it is hoped that 
problems associated with the numerical scheme and boundary 
conditions can be identified and solved independently of 
turbulence-related problems. The full implementation of 
a complex turbulence model such as the K-e model would 
almost double the computational time. However, a relatively 
efficient solution could be obtained by incorporating the 
K-e during the latter stages of the present model.
A turbulence model, based on the scalar constant eddy 
viscosity, often results in velocity profiles similar to 
those of laminar flow. To correct partially for this 
effect, without using a more complex turbulence model, a 
partial-slip boundary condition can be used along the 
clarifier bed, as will be explained later.
2.3.5 Incompressible Flow Equations (Primitive Equations)
Reynolds equations in Cartesian coordinates, Eqs.
2.7 - 2.10, are the fundamental Eulerian equations for 
three-dimensional incompressible turbulent flow of a 
Newtonian fluid, with constant properties. Substituting
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variable. However, computational fluid dynamicists (40,
41) have reported that steady state solutions can be more 
successfully obtained as being the asymptotic time limit 
of the unsteady equation because of improved computational 
stability. Frankel (16) discussed the interpretation of 
the time-step equations as iterative relaxations of the 
steady state equations. For more details on the use of 
the unsteady equation to solve steady state problems, the 
reader is referred to Cheng's review of numerical solutions 
of Navier-Stokes equations (38).
2.3.7 Conservation Form
Equation 2.16 is referred to as the "non-conservation" 
form of the vorticity transport equation (40). It can be 
recast in a different but equivalent form to take advantage 
of the "conservation property" discussed by Roache (40).
Tf the slightly modified version of the continuity equation
+ iZ, . ^15 + = 0 2.19
9x 3y 3x 3y
is added to both sides of Eq. 2.16, then the so-called 
"conservation form" of the vorticity transport equation 
is obtained
= . liSËl .  ^ ,2^ 2.20
3t 3x 3y
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for the Reynolds stresses by expressions similar to 
Eq. 2.11, the equations of motion and the continuity 
equation for a two-dimensional case can be reduced to
+ e V u + F._ 2.12
at 9x By p ax
+ F 2.13
at ax ay p Sy ™  ^
—  + —  = 0 2.14
3x 3y
2
where V is the two-dimensional Laplacian operator. The 
overbars on the various terms have been omitted for sim­
plicity, yet, all terms represent mean values. The term, 
is the effective kinematic eddy viscosity and the
molecular kinematic viscosity has been neglected compared
to its turbulent counterpart. According to Hinze (31),
Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13 are not strictly correct unless the trace 
of the stress tensor is subtracted; yet this difference is 
immaterial in a simple model (39) and can be neglected. 
Equations 2.12 - 2.33 are similar to Navier-Stokes equa­
tions 2.2 - 2.4, except that the relatively small molecular 
kinematic viscosity, v, has been replaced by the scalar 
kinematic eddy viscosity (generally Gj^ >>v ) and that all 
the flow quantities have been averaged.
The equations are written in terms of the primitive 
flow variables, u, v, p, and are often referred to as the
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"primitive equations" (40). Equations 2.12 and 2.13 are 
second order due to the stress terms and are non-linear 
due to the quadratic convective inertia terms. Hence, a 
hydrodynamic simulation using these equations involves 
solving three simultaneous (coupled) non-linear partial 
differential equations in three unknowns, u, v, p.
2.3.6 Stream Function-Vorticity Transport 
(Y-w) Equations
In simulating settling tanks, the pressure distri­
bution per se is not required. Hence, the equations of 
motion can be recast in another format where the pressure 
is eliminated and only one transport equation needs to be 
treated. The pressure, p, can be eliminated from Eqs.
2.12, 2.13 (40) by first cross-differentiating Eq. 2.12 
with respect to y and Eq. 2.13 with respect to x and 
then subtracting. Noting that the gravitational body 
forces, (F^, F^), have zero derivatives with respect to 
5^  and x respectively, and defining the vorticity, ûj as
Û) = —  - —  2.15
3 y 3x
the following parabolic vorticity transport equation 
(oj-Equation) is obtained
+ e + i f f , . 2.16
31 3X 3y 3x 3y
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Defining the stream function, Y, by
^  = u and ^  = - V. 2.17
Equation 2.15 is rewritten as
2.18(a)
2 2 
ax ay
or
V^Y = m 2.18 Cb)
which is an elliptic Poisson type equation.
The vorticity transport equation, Eq. 2.16, consists
of (i) the unsteady or local inertia term, |~, (ii) the
convective or advective terms, u|^ and v ^ ,  and (iii) the
2
diffusion terms, w. The equation states that the rate
of change of w is the difference between the net vorticity 
convected along with the flow in or out of the element and 
the vorticity diffused due to gradient in or out of the 
element. The vorticity is generated from walls or sudden 
changes in flow direction. Because of the unsteady term, 
the m-equation represents an initial-value problem, wherein 
the solution is started from some initial conditions.
The present investigation is concerned with clarifiers 
under steady or near steady state conditions, where can 
be set to zero in Eq. 2.16. This approach is often used in 
analytical solutions to eliminate time as an independent
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Although Eqs. 2.20 and 2.16 are mathematically two 
equivalent differential equations, this is not true when 
the equations are differenced. The finite difference 
analog of the conservation form; Eq. 2.20, has been shown 
to possess the conservative property as it preserves the 
integral Gauss divergence property of the continuum 
equation (Ref. 40, pp. 30). When neighbouring volumes 
are summed, the contributions on their common boundary 
cancel identically, so that the integral conservation 
laws retain the same form.
2.3.8 Initial and Boundary Conditions for 
(Y-m) Equations
In the solution of any time dependent partial dif­
ferential equation, it is necessary to specify the initial 
state of the flow domain and the conditions at its bound­
aries. When the unsteady equation is used to obtain a 
steady-state solution, a plausible initial solution is 
normally assumed, e.g., fluid initially is at rest. The 
effect of the initial conditions on the final solution, 
when a finite-difference scheme is used (40) , is relatively 
small compared to the same effect in a finite-element
formulation (39).
Computational fluid dynamicists (38, 40, 41) agree 
that in the mathematical formulation of a given physical 
problem, the boundary conditions are as important as the
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partial differential equations which describe the phenomenon. 
On the dominant importance of computational boundary con­
ditions , Roache comments,"All the fantastic flow patterns 
of common gases and liquids are solutions of the same par­
tial differential equations, the Navier-Stokes equation.
The flows (solutions) are distinguished only by boundary 
and initial conditions, and by the flow parameters such
as R .", where R is a characteristic Reynolds number, e e
This section introduces the possible methods for 
treating the various boundary conditions (for both Y and cu 
equations) involved in the computational domain under in­
vestigation. Before proceeding, it is important to mention 
that there are two mesh systems. In the first mesh system,
Y and m are calculated at the same nodes, and nodes can 
lie along the walls. The second mesh system includes 
space-staggered meshes, and shifted-meshes, in which some 
flow variables are defined at one set of nodes, and other 
variables in a mesh dislocated from the first, in a certain 
way. The first mesh system has been used widely by many 
researchers, in similar-type recirculating flow problems 
(Ref. 40, pp. 148) and is incorporated in the present 
model.
Since a solid impermeable wall is a streamline, any 
appropriate constant value of Y may be chosen. A free 
fluid surface is adequately simulated as a rigid slip wall
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where a constant Y can also be assigned. Thus at the free 
surface, the vertical velocity component (normal to the 
surface) is zero, and the horizontal, along the surface, 
component is free to develop. Inflow and outflow bound­
aries are often prescribed as Dirichlet boundaries where 
Y-values are obtained by integrating an assumed or measured 
velocity distribution.
Unlike stream function boundary conditions, vorticity 
boundary conditions are difficult to evaluate and yet 
crucial to a successful simulation. The vorticity trans­
port equation, Eq. 2.20, only determines how co is convected 
and diffused, while the total w is conserved at the in­
terior nodes. At inflow boundaries w may be flowing into 
the domain and it is also generated at solid walls. This 
flux of vorticity is convected and/or diffused in the 
domain, thus shaping the flow pattern.
In the absence of applied shear such as wind shear 
and temperature gradients, vorticity at a free fluid sur­
face can be shown to be zero (42). Vorticity values at 
inflow and outflow boundaries are deduced from the given 
velocity distributions. At sharp-concave corners, such 
as point b in Pig. 1.1(c), m is zero. Actually, w at 
such a point does not enter into the calculations when 
a 5-point difference equation is used at interior points.
A vorticity boundary condition at sharp convex corners.
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such as point a in Fig. 1.1(c)/ is difficult to determine 
for the corner point can be considered to belong to the 
solid no-slip wall or alternatively to the inflowing stream. 
An additional difficulty is that at a sharp convex-corner/ 
a high concentration of vorticity exists and emanates from 
the corner. Thus/ these "convex" points are key points to 
the solution. Roache (40) has listed several possible 
methods of evaluating . It appears that there is no 
agreement among researchers on how to treat a convex cor­
ner / and thus it can be considered as part of the calibra­
tion process.
Until recently, solid walls have been dealt with as 
no slip boundaries (40) whereby both velocity components 
are set to zero at all wall-nodes. When a turbulence 
model with a constant eddy viscosity is used, the resulting 
velocity distribution is mostly of the laminar type because 
the viscous near-wall region is inadequately simulated. 
Recently, researchers have used partial-slip boundaries 
to overcome this problem (43, 44). In this approach, the 
mesh does not extend all the way to the wall because most 
turbulent models are only valid in a fully turbulent regime. 
At the edge of the mesh, the normal component of the mean 
velocity is zero and the tangential component is allowed 
to slip in accordance with the so-called "law of the wall". 
More details on this approach are given later in the chapter
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on formulation.
2.4 Transport of Suspended Solids
2.41 Equation for Suspended Solids
Considering the transport of sediment into and out of 
the element of volume shown in Fig. 2.5, the concentration 
distribution of suspended solids in a turbulent flow field 
can be shown (45) to follow
M  = -L („c, - -i-Cvc)+ 2Ç) + V 3Ç
at 3x ay 3x ax ay By ® 3y 2.21
where C = mean value of suspended solids concentration;
u,v = X-, y- component of velocity;
Vg = fall or settling velocity of suspended solids 
in a turbulent field (positive downward); and 
^Sx'^Sy ~ ' y- components of turbulent transport co­
efficient or eddy diffusivity of suspended 
solids.
In deriving Eq. 2.21, the turbulent velocity-concentration 
correlations are treated in a manner similar to the Reynolds 
stress, i.e., they are related to the respective mean 
concentration through the so-called eddy diffusivity or 
turbulent transport coefficient of suspended solids. The 
sediment eddy diffusivity can be considered as a scalar, 
or as in Eq. 2.21, it may assume a different value for
3Ceach direction, i.e., -ù'C ' = e — . The mass transport
^^9x
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due to molecular diffusion is much less than that due to
turbulent fluctuations, and is neglected in deriving Eq.
2.21 or is assumed to be absorbed in the eddy diffusivity.
Equation 2.21 is a typical transport equation and it
can represent the conservation of any other transferrable
scalar quantity in a turbulent flow, such as a neutral den—
sity tracer, heat and energy. The equation yields the rate
3Cof change of concentration in the elemental volume, — , as
3t
the balance between net transport by fluid mean motion
3 3(convection terms, - — (uC) - — (vO) and the net turbulent
3x 3y
diffusion (— (e„ — ) + — (Cq , — )) . The "sink" term
3x 3x By 3y
SCV- —  accounts for the net downward flow of suspended
S 3y
solids due to gravitational attraction. In case of a 
neutral density tracer such as a dye, Vg in E q . 2.21 is set 
equal to zero since there is no slip between the tracer and 
fluid. Vg is the particle fall velocity in a turbulent 
field. For the case of a particle in the Stoke's range 
Vg has been approximated by the fall velocity of the same 
particle in a quiescent fluid. For more details on the 
effect of turbulence on a particle fall velocity, the 
reader is referred to Jobson and Sayre (46).
Sediment mass transfer coefficients e_„ and s haveoX oy
been shown (2, 45, 46, 47) to be related to the turbulent
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momentum transfer coefficients e and e bymx my
=sy = ^.22
where g depends on the mixing lengths of fluid and sediment, 
the particle size and the curvature of particle path lines, 
among others, as indicated by Jobson and Sayre (46). For 
dilute suspensions of small particles with settling veloci­
ties in the Stoke's range, g can be taken as unity (2, 45, 
47) .
Except for the settling velocity term, Eq. 2.21 is 
the same as the vorticity equation, Eq. 2.16, with C 
replacing w and sediment eddy diffusivities replacing 
their momentum counterparts. Since E q . 2.21 is linear in 
C, its solution does not require the additional Poisson 
solution. Also, the decoupling of the flow from the con­
centration equation permits one flow solution to be used 
for many concentration solutions with various values of V g .
2.4.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
The solution of Eq. 2.21 requires as a prerequisite 
the determination of the particle fall velocities, the 
velocity components u, v and the sediment eddy diffusivities 
Eg , E___ at all computational nodes. In addition, theoX oy
initial state of the system as well as the conditions on 
its boundaries must be specified. As with the co-equation.
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while any plausible initial condition may suffice, e.g.,
C = O at all interior nodes, satisfactory boundary condi­
tions are not easy to obtain.
At an inflow boundary, concentration is an input 
parameter and has to be specified. A free surface is 
treated as a nonpenetrating boundary where there is no 
net transport of material across the surface (2, 7, 8,
46), i.e.,
ac V
—  = _ ---  c at the liquid surface. 2.23
^sy
The boundary condition at a solid wall depends on its 
orientation, i.e., vertical or horizontal. Vertical 
walls pose no problem, and they are treated as reflecting 
boundaries where the concentration gradient normal to the 
wall is set to zero implying no transport of sediment 
across the wall.
At the bottom of the clarifier, there is a continuous 
deposition or settling of suspended solids at a rate of 
V cS y=0* Meanwhile, resuspension of already settled 
solids may take place depending on the hydraulic conditions 
at or near the clarifier bottom. It is the net effect of 
both deposition and pickup that determines the clarifier 
removal rate.
Solids movement along a stream bed or entrainment of
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solids into the main flow has been studied in fluvial 
hydraulics using various theories such as critical 
tractive force, hydraulic lift (45). In these problems, 
flowing sediment is sometimes decomposed into a bed load 
and a suspended load. The key parameter in this approach 
is the reference concentration near the bed, which links 
the two loads.
In settling tanks, precautions are normally taken to 
prevent resuspension of solids from the bed. Hence, 
suspended load movement can be decoupled from "bed load 
movement" except through a scour parameter. In this 
approach, the reference concentration is extrapolated 
from the concentration distribution in the main flow 
taking into account scour, if it exists, via a reduced 
deposition rate.
According to Takamatsu et (48) , "The scouring of
deposit can be treated by the diffusion type equation by 
introducing a certain parameter in the boundary condition 
at the bottom which describes the rate of scouring or 
resuspension". They used a boundary condition, originally 
proposed by Gouda (48), in the form
e_ —  + KV C = O at y = O. 2.24
3y ®
The parameter K in Eq. 2.24 depends on the degree of 
scouring. If K > 1, there is a tendency of scouring.
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When K = 1, there is a balance between deposition and 
scouring. If O < K < 1, there is a tendency to deposit, 
i.e., more deposition than scouring and the limit K = O 
signifies deposition only. Takamatsu ejk a^. (4 8) developed 
empirical relations, based on studies of a scale model 
rectangular clarifier, to relate the scouring parameter K 
to the longitudinal turbulent diffusion coefficient. More 
details on this scouring parameter are given later when 
Takamatsu's work is covered. It is worth mentioning that 
Sayre (49) proposed a similar boundary condition in con­
junction with his study on dispersion of silt particles 
in open-channe1 flow.
2.5 Previous Work on Settling Tanks
2.5.1 General
Suspended solids settling in a clarifier is affected 
by numerous factors. These factors can be classified, as 
mentioned earlier, into three main groups : (i) suspension
settling characteristics, (ii) hydraulic conditions within 
the clarifier due to its shape, inlet and outlet arrange­
ments, and (iii) other factors that are mostly related to 
field conditions such as temperature effects, variability 
of influent solids concentration, desludging, biological 
activities and wind effects.
With the existing state of knowledge of the various
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phenomena involved, it is a difficult task to quantify 
the combined effects of all the factors on suspended 
solids removal. This has led researchers to study and 
quantify only a limited number of factors, while minimiz­
ing the effects of the other factors. Two problems are 
associated with this approach. First, it is not easy to 
determine the relative importance of the various factors 
when they are studied separately and this may explain 
some of the disagreements amongst researchers. Secondly, 
comparing model results, experimental or mathematical, 
with prototype is only qualitative and not conclusive due 
to the difficulty in controlling all the operating condi­
tions of a real clarifier.
In this section, relevant literature review on the 
settling tanks is presented. First, the empirical work 
on clarifiers is summarized briefly. This includes all 
investigations that were not oriented towards modelling 
a clarifier using the governing equations of transport 
and/or hydrodynamics. For example, settling character­
istics, hydraulic efficiency, and design methods and 
practices belong to this group. Next the past attempts 
to model a clarifier behaviour are discussed, starting 
with simple transport models assuming undirectional flow, 
followed by Lagrangian Stochastic models, models for 
dynamic estimation of clarifier performance and finally
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mechanistic models.
2.5.2 Empirical Work on Settling Tanks
Settling properties of suspensions, discrete or floe 
type, have been discussed in Sec. 2.2 and Appendix A. 
Additional information in this area is available in most 
textbooks of sanitary engineering and sediment transport.
A comprehensive review on settling properties of discrete 
particles has been done by Khattab (18) and the ASCE 
sedimentation manual (45). The present study is primarily 
concerned with simulating discrete particles settling and 
the material on flocculant suspensions in Sec. 2.2 and 
Appendix A is presented to show the difference in settling 
behaviour between discrete and floe type suspensions.
A settling basin is usually subdivided into a number 
of zones characterized by various functional properties, 
e.g., an inlet zone, settling and sludge zones, and an 
effluent zone. The inlet zone is that part of the basin ' 
where the kinetic energy of inflow is dissipated and the 
inflow is supposed to be redistributed uniformly across 
the tank cross-section. Mixing and entrainment are 
significant features of this zone where flow is likely to 
be three dimensional. The importance of a well designed 
inlet arrangement has been pointed out by many researchers, 
e.g.. Camp (_3) , Dobbins (.50), Orton (.51), McCorquodale (.52)
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and Larsen (13) and cannot be overemphasized. The effluent 
zone is that part of the basin which is dominated by the 
flow over the weir.
In 1976, Larsen (12, 13) studied the energy balance 
in a secondary settling tank to assess the importance of 
various factors involved in the settling process. He 
considered the settling tank as a control volume, where 
steady state existed and energy flux into the control 
volume minus energy flux out of it equalled energy dis­
sipation in the control volume. The major energy fluxes 
were; (i) kinetic energy associated with the inlets;
(ii) potential energy due to the influent suspension having 
a higher density than the clarified liquid, (iii) energy 
transferred to the basin at the free surface due to wind 
shear, (iv) heat flux through sidewalls and potential 
energy due to atmospheric cooling at the surface , thereby 
producing water with higher density; and (v) energy flux 
associated with water surface slope. Sources (i) and (ii) 
were considered point sources of energy while (iii) to (v) 
were distributed over the entire surface.
Larsen made an order of magnitude study of the various 
energy inputs to a typical secondary settling basin and 
found that energy flux associated with the inlets was of 
major importance. He emphasized that inlet design de­
served attention on account of its relatively high value
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of energy flux. It is worth mentioning that while Larsen 
assumed ideal behaviour of the clarifier with a uniform 
flow, the energy influx values were four to five orders of 
magnitude higher than the energy loss of the assumed ideal 
basin. Since energy balance must be maintained, it was 
indicated that the flow must have been greatly different 
from an ideal flow.
The practice of designing settling tanks is primarily 
based on rules of overflow rate and/or detention period 
(53, 54), assuming an "ideal settling basin". Due to the 
influence of flow variation, wind movement, and temperature 
gradients as well as differences in tank shape and inlet- 
outlet structure, scale-up factors have been suggested by 
design manuals on settling tanks (e.g., 53, 54). A 
review of practices used for sedimentation of sewage and 
waste solids, in the United States was published by 
Geinopolos and Katz (55), and in Europe by Kalbskopf (56). 
For design purposes, regression-based models have been 
proposed (e.g., 57, 58). These models are well-founded 
in their empiricism whereby the solids removal relation­
ships were derived from observed influent and effluent 
data. Also, models have been proposed to obtain optimum 
dimensions of a settling tank (48, 59).
A valid criterion to judge a settling tank's perfor-
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mance is required for comparison between various tank 
designs or for investigating improvements to an existing 
tank. The solids removal efficiency is accepted as a true 
measure of the tank's performance to clarify a certain 
suspension, but it includes the effects of not only the 
solids settling characteristics but also many field con­
ditions that may exist. Therefore, the researchers have 
used the so-called "hydraulic efficiency" as an appropriate 
evaluation criterion that reflects the adequacy of the 
design alone while excluding the other effects.
A settling tank flow does not readily lend itself to 
observation or measurement. Indirect methods of investiga­
tion such as tracer techniques have been used by many re­
searchers, e.g.. Camp (19, 3, 60), Morril (.61), Ingersoll 
et al. (62) , Vil lemon te e;t al. (63) , Rebhun and Argaman
(64), El-baroudi (65), Hirsch (66), Heinke (67), 
McCorquodale (52), and Crosby and Bender (6 8). A tracer 
technique involves injecting a near-instantaneous known 
amount of tracer (e.g., salt, fluorescent tracer or radio­
active isotopes) into the influent and measuring the varia­
tion in concentration, with time in the effluent. The 
resulting plot is often referred to as a "flow-through" or 
"dispersion" curve. These curves have been analyzed by 
researchers in many ways. Some researchers, e.g.,
Vi1lemonte et (63), have emphasized the plug flow and
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the central tendency of the flow-through characteristics 
while others, e.g.. Price (69) and Clements (70) have, 
stressed the time ratio concept which is a measure of 
the uniformity of the plan distribution of the flow through 
the tank.
Hydraulic characteristics of a settling tank cannot 
be evaluated without reference to the resulting removal 
efficiency of the tank. There is no universal agreement, 
amongst researchers in the sanitary engineering field, on 
the relationship between the removal efficiency and the 
tank hydraulics represented by flow pattern and/or the 
statistical properties of the flow through curves.
Operating records of settling tanks have shown that 
completely different designs may exhibit very similar 
removal efficiencies. If there are high velocities and 
consequently high velocity gradients and turbulence, 
flocculation might be improved. On the other hand, the 
associated re-entrainment of solids and turbulent mixing 
might offset the improvement due to flocculation.
Flow through curves do not reveal much information 
about the details of the internal flow pattern in a 
clarifier and in many cases have misled in drawing con­
clusions about the velocity distribution. For example, 
these curves do not distinguish between a short circuiting 
due to planwise distribution of flow and the vertical flow
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pattern. Using Hazen's theory of ideal settling, Clements 
(70), had argued that the settling performance of a tank 
does not depend on the vertical distribution. This argument 
is not entirely justified since vertical velocity distribu­
tion can influence flocculation, turbulent dispersion and 
re-entrainment of solids. On the other hand, using the 
same theory, he emphasized that horizontal velocity varia­
tion across the breadth of a rectangular tank detrimentally 
affected the removal efficiency. The same "time-ratio" concept 
was used for the case of radial flow tanks by Clements and 
Khattab (4, 18). An extension and re-examination of the 
time ratio theory of settling tanks was presented by 
Price (69) .
2.5.3 Simple Transport Models
The behaviour of settling tanks has been studied by 
many researchers, using simple transport models formulated 
in the Eulerian frame of reference. A simple transport 
model, in this thesis, means one that does not solve the 
hydrodynamics but rather assumes a longitudinally uniform 
flow.
Constant, parabolic and logarithmic vertical velocity 
distributions have all been used in conjunction with these 
models. At the end of this section, a brief review is 
presented of typical similar transport models used in the 
area of sediment transport and waste dispersion.
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In 1944, Dobbins (2) analytically solved an unsteady 
one-dimensional transport equation to demonstrate the ef­
fect of turbulence on sedimentation of discrete particles.
For the case of steady uniform flow, assuming constant b y
and u throughout the depth, and neglecting the diffusion 
in the longitudinal direction, the concentration distribu­
tion of suspended solids was given by
- u —  + e ^  = O 2.25
9x 3y By
For experimental verification of Eq. 2.25, Dobbin's 
conducted several experiments in which uniform mixing was 
imposed on a suspension of discrete particles of uniform 
size in a cylindrical container. The mixing apparatus was 
located at various heights from the cylinder bottom to si­
mulate different bottom boundary conditions. Concentration 
profiles with depth and time were determined and subsequently 
compared with a modified form of Eq. 2.25, i.e.,
S ■ g
where the body of the liquid was assumed to have no motion 
as a whole but to have a uniform turbulence imposed on it 
throughout. Thus, equation 2.26 is an unsteady one­
dimensional transport equation which describes solids 
concentrations at various depths and times in the experimen­
tal container.
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Two boundary conditions and one initial condition 
had to be specified in order to solve Eq. 2.2 6. At the 
water surface, the boundary condition was such that there 
was no net transport of material across the surface. The 
bottom boundary condition, at the equilibrium condition 
where both pickup and deposit rates were equal, was given 
by
■ - V g  • ■’=*
in which A was the concentration at the bottom at the time
limit t With A taken as zero, the solution was for
the case of complete settling out of suspended solids from
the initial concentrations to zero concentrations at all
3 Cdepths. This condition of A = O or s (— ) = 0 repre-
3y y=o
sented the case of no scour. The initial condition in 
Eq. 2.26 was that the concentration at t = O was some 
function of y . An exponential function was a typical 
initial condition, since it represented the concentration 
distribution of suspended load at equilibrium conditions.
Equation 2.26, subject to given initial and boundary 
conditions, was solved analytically using the method of 
separation of variables. To check the solution obtained, 
two experimental runs were made for the cases of zero and 
constant pickup rates. A good agreement was shown between
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the analytical solution and experimental results.
In the discussion on Dobbins' paper (71) and in a 
following paper (3), Camp applied Dobbins' approach to 
the design of settling tanks. It was assumed that most 
of the particles settling in a tank would remain undis­
turbed after they reach the bottom. Using Dobbins' 
analytical solution of Eq. 2.26, he obtained an approxi­
mation of the effect of turbulence in retarding settling 
in a rectangular tank for the case of uniform concentra­
tion at the inlet and constant values for and u
throughout the tank. This was done on the premise that 
Eq. 2.26 was deduced from Eq. 2.25 for an observer moving
in the x-direction at a velocity u = — .
3t
For the case of no scour, A = O in Eq. 2.27, and by
integrating the analytical solution over the tank depth,
H, Camp obtained an expression for solids removal as a
VgH V
function of two parameters ---  and — . v is the over-
flow rate or the discharge per unit of surface area of 
the settling zone. For convenience, he prepared a
VgH
dimensionless . plot of removal ratio, r, against ---  for
various values of — .
The use of Camp's graph in the case of a suspension
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of discrete particles of varying settling velocities re­
quires determining a settling-velocity analysis of the 
suspension. By fractioning the suspension, and reading 
the graph for each fraction, an overall removal rate can 
be determined. On the other hand, for a flocculant-type 
suspension, a similar settling velocity analysis curve 
does not exist. However, an effective settling velocity 
analysis curve may be obtained, as described in Appendix 
A, and it can be used similarly to determine an overall 
removal rate. In this case, the flocculant suspension is 
treated as a quasi-discrete type suspension.
McLaughlin (26) attempted to solve the problem of 
flocculant suspensions settling by using another approach 
in order to eliminate the need for this rather poor assump­
tion. A separate conservation equation for every class of 
settling velocity, i, was written, (using notation and sign 
convention of this thesis), as follows;
3c. 3c. 3C. 3C.
—  — V ' ■ w + --- (JV . C . )
3t Sx Sy 9z Sy
• 3c 3 3c g 3c
+ —  (E. — ) + —  Ce. — )^ + ^  {.€. — ) +p. 2.28
3x 3x 3y 3x 3z 3z ^
where
= concentration of class-i particles at point 
Cx,y,z) and time t;
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u,v,w = X-, y-, and z-components of mean fluid 
velocity ;
Vg^ = settling or fall velocity of class-i particles 
(Positive downward);
= sediment turbulent diffusion coefficient in 
x,y,z directions respectively, and 
= a distributed source of class-i particles. 
Except for the term, P ^ , Eg. 2.2 8 is the three-dimensional 
version of that expressed by Dobbins (2) and others. The 
term P^ was introduced to account for the effects of 
hindered settling and flocculation. If a particle of 
class-i became attached to another in the process of 
flocculation, it would generally experience a change in 
its settling velocity. Hence, it would disappear from 
class-i and appear in another class. Similarly a particle 
may have one settling velocity for a certain given ambient 
concentration. When the local concentration changes, it 
may experience hindered settling at a new settling velocity 
Vgi. Thus P^ represented the rate at which particles ac­
quired less the rate at which i-particles acquired
other velocities.
By summing conservation equations for all classes, 
and defining a mean settling velocity Vg as
Vg = (• r V .C. ) / E C. 2.29(a)
i=l  ^ i=l ^
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or
OÛ
= es. V^ .C.) /c 2.29(b)S SI L
McLaughlin obtained an expression for the conservation of 
the total concentration as
3£.-u3Ç. (7c)
3t 3x 3y 3z 3y ^
+ —  Ce — ) + —  (:e — ) + —  (e — ) 2. 30
3x ^3x 3y ^3y 3z ^3z
00
For arriving at Eq. 2.30, S P. was set to zero since
i=l ^
flocculation and hindered settling produced no mass. The 
similarity between Eq. 2.30 and Eq. 2.2 is obvious except 
that a local mean settling velocity Vg replaced the regular 
V g . Actually, all the effects of flocculation and hindered 
settling were lumped, in an elegant manner, into this single 
parameter. Therefore, it is expected to vary with local 
particle concentration, flocculation, differential settling, 
turbulent diffusion and any other conditions prevailing in 
the immediate neighbourhood.
McLaughlin suggested the use of a multiple-depth 
pipette analysis to study the effect of hindrance, floccu­
lation, and turbulence on settling. For a quiescent 
settling, the analysis should include measurements of the 
mean settling velocity, standard deviation of settling 
velocities and particle concentrations at various depths
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and times. For a turbulent settling, the analysis should 
include these three measnrements plus any additional 
measurements related to turbulence. Although, the suggested 
multiple depth-pipette analysis deals adequately with the 
mean settling velocity, its application is difficult and 
laborious, and the procedures are not well established and 
standardized.
In 19 77, Sarikaya (7) presented a numerical model for 
discrete settling in a turbulent flow field that simulated, 
in the Eulerian sense, the settling zone of a rectangular 
clarifier. He solved a simple version of the transport 
equation for three different velocity distributions, 
namely, uniform, parabolic and logarithmic and allowed 
the eddy diffusivity to vary with depth. The longitudinal 
turbulent diffusion was neglected and the momentum and 
solids eddy diffusivities were assumed to be equal. A 
forward marching four-point finite-difference scheme was 
used to numerically solve the concentration equation. The 
boundary conditions used were: uniform concentration
distribution at inlet, no resuspension on the clarifier 
bottom and no transport of solids across the water surface.
In 1979, Sumer (72) studied the settlement of solid 
particles in open-channel flow, in both Eulerian and 
Lagrangian senses. In an Eulerian formulation of the 
problem, he solved an unsteady simple transport equation
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for the case of an instantaneous plane source with 
resuspension. Employing the formulation and transforma­
tion used by Sayre (_49) , he obtained an analytical solution 
to the equation using a Gaussian hypergeometric series and 
Jacobi polynomials. This solution gave the number of 
particles within a longitudinal strip of unit thickness 
at any given depth. Integrating over the depth, he 
obtained the total number of particles, and the related 
fraction of particles, retained in suspension at the given 
time. The aforementioned parameter was also interpreted 
as the probability that a particle would still be in sus­
pension after a certain period of time from its release. 
Thus, a probability density function was obtained for the 
duration of suspension retention. He subsequently obtained 
the mean rate at which particles would settle out of sus­
pension as a function of a settling velocity parameter. 
Because of the difficulties encountered in determining 
the Aris-moments of the deposition distribution function, 
Sumer assumed the function to be exponential with increas­
ing time. Thus, he was able to solve analytically for the 
statistical properties of the particle settling length, 
i.e., mean and variance of the settling length. In order 
to show the applicability of the proposed method, he 
computed the required length of a settling basin which 
compared well with Camp's graph and Sarikaya's model.
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The transport and mixing processes of various 
dispersants in turbulent open-channe1 flow have long 
interested researchers studying problems of suspended 
sediment movement and waste dispersion in streams. Many 
features of the approaches used in this field are similar 
to those used in analyzing solids settling in clarifiers. 
Hence, the experience already gained in that field cannot 
be overlooked. A brief review of the relevant literature 
dealing with suspended sediment movement and waste dis­
persion was made. Some typical and important researches 
are reviewed below.
Xn 1969, Sayre(49) studied the dispersion of silt 
particles in open-channel flow. His investigation was 
restricted to dispersion of silt in a uniform, two-dimen­
sional , turbulent shear flow in an open-channel. The 
process of sediment dispersion was formulated in two 
differential equations in the Eulerian frame of reference. 
One equation was for particles suspended in the flow and 
the other for those deposited on the bed and an allowance 
was made for the exchange of particles between the bed 
and the flow.
The only initial concentration considered was an in­
stantaneous plane source that was uniformly distributed 
over the flow cross section. Also, it was assumed that 
local values of the vertical turbulent transfer coefficients
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for mass and momentum were equal, and that the mean fall 
velocity of particles was not affected by turbulence.
With these assumptions, Sayre obtained zeroth, first, 
second, and third moments of the concentration, numerically 
using the so-called 'Aris moment transformation'. This 
made it possible for him, using a finite-difference scheme, 
to predict important quantities to describe the dispersion 
process in a Lagrangian sense.
In 1970, Jobson and Sayre (73) investigated the ver­
tical turbulent transfer of momentum, fluid mass and 
suspended sand particles as well as the particle fall 
velocity in open-channel shear flow. A continuous line 
source of dispersant was injected across an open-channel 
and the vertical concentration profiles were monitored 
at several sections downstream of the source. A vertically 
integrated form of a simple transport equation was used to 
compute the transfer coefficients and fall velocity from 
measured distributions of velocity and concentration. From 
experimental measurements and theoretical analysis, useful 
conclusions were drawn regarding particle fall velocity 
under turbulent conditions and transfer coefficients of 
marked fluid particles (e.g., dye) and sediment particles.
Imamoto, et al. (47) carried out an experimental in­
vestigation of the characteristics of free surface shear 
flow with suspended sand grains over a smooth bed. Some
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interesting, yet controversial, results were presented 
regarding the effect of sediment concentration on the 
resistance coefficient, the Von-Karman constant, the 
Eulerian auto-correlation coefficient, the one-dimensional 
energy spectrum, the Eulerian mean time-scale and the energy 
dissipation rate.
Had]ianghelow and Tokikas (74) derived an equation to 
compute the local vertical eddy diffusivity in an open- 
channel flow. They used McQuivey's (.75) turbulence measure­
ments in an open-channel to compute a better distribution 
of mixing length, on which they based the proposed equation. 
A comparison between a numerical solution using the proposed 
equation and experimental results reported by others, showed 
a good agreement for the case of a continuous line source 
located at a certain depth in an open-channel.
Jobson and Sayre (76) predicted concentration profiles 
in an open-channel, using a numerical model. The model com­
puted the spatial distribution of a settleable dispersant 
which was injected continuously into a steady, uniform, 
two-dimensional open-channel flow# The four-point forward- 
marching explicit finite-difference scheme was checked for 
accuracy by comparison with the analytic results obtained 
for a simplified case. Also, the solution was shown to 
represent adequately the dispersion process when compared 
with laboratory data. An interesting conclusion was drawn
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from the experimentation with the numerical model « 
the predicted concentration profiles were not very sen­
sitive to the distribution of vertical mass transfer 
coefficient.
Kressens, et al. (77) proposed a mathematical model 
for non-steady suspended sediment transport. The model 
included a bed-load transport submodel and a two-dimensional 
unsteady sediment transport equation with the longitudinal 
diffusion term being neglected. A local transport capacity 
formula was used to link the bed load, suspended load, and 
hydraulic conditions. A logarithmic velocity distribution 
was assumed, and the sediment diffusion coefficient was com­
puted from a newly derived expression. A six-point implicit 
finite-difference scheme was used to solve the transport 
equation. The mathematical model was applied to compute 
the bed level profile of a transverse excavated trench in 
the bottom of an open-channe1. A reasonable agreement was 
noticed between both the computed and measured bed profiles 
at various times.
2.5.4 Lagrangian-Stochastic Models
Solids removal in settling tanks can also be treated 
in a Lagrangian sense, by following the movement of inflow­
ing suspended solids as they travel through the tank. 
Fraction of solids settling out, within the proposed length 
of the tank, to total solids flux gives the tank's removal
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rate. In open-channe1 flow, solid particle settlement has 
been studied, in a Lagrangian sense, by Bayazit C5), Li 
and Shen (6), Ayden and Sumer (78) and Girgidov (79) , among 
others.
In laminar flow, a small solid particle released
initially at a height y from the bottom acquires the same
components of velocity as that of the surrounding fluid
during its motion plus a downward constant settling
velocity, V _ . The settling time, t , is simply y/ / and b s Vg
the corresponding settling length, or longitudinal distance
travelled by the particle until it reaches the bottom, is
given by udt. If the stream velocity u is constant
throughout the depth, then all settling paths are parallel
straight lines, and the settling pattern in this case,
characterizes the so-called 'ideal settling' tank proposed
by Hazen (1) and Camp (19). Since, a settling tank flow is
generally of the turbulent type (12), this simple settling
pattern is not quite applicable.
In a turbulent flow, a particle is carried by eddies 
which have a random character. The surrounding instantane­
ous fluid velocity randomly fluctuates from a mean value 
and so does the particle settling length. In dealing with 
such systems it is necessary to use stochastic models.
Bayazit (5) applied a random walk model to the motion 
of a single small solid particle settling in a low Reynolds
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number turbulent open-channe1 flow. He considered a solid 
particle released at the free snrface of an open-channel, 
as shown in Fig. 2.6. During a time increment, A.t, the 
X - , y- components of particle movement, Ax^ and Ay^ were 
given by
Ay = Cv'-V )At 2.31p s
Ax = Cu+u')A t - uA t 2.32
P
in which the streamwise component of the turbulent velocity, 
u', was neglected as compared to the mean horizontal velo­
city, u. v' is the vertical component of the turbulent 
velocity, which was assumed to follow a Gaussian distribu­
tion. The time increment At was varied such that Ay
P
became equal to the local microscale of turbulence.
The probability distribution of the settling length 
and its statistical moments were estimated from a sample 
of 100 random walk realizations. In each realization, a 
particle path was tracked from the free surface until it 
reached the bottom. The free surface was considered a 
'reflecting barrier' preventing the motion in one direction 
only. The bottom, on the other hand, was treated as an 
'absorbing barrier' which caused the walk to terminate 
once the particle reached the top surface of the viscous 
sublayer. A logarithmic velocity distribution was assumed
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in the vertical direction. At each step, v' was assigned 
a certain value using a random number generator which 
satisfied the prescribed Gaussian distribution. A good 
agreement was shown between experimental probability dis­
tribution and the random walk model.
Li and Shen (6) employed a random walk theory along 
with currently available Eulerian flow information to 
study a solid particle settlement in an open-channe1.
The streamwise turbulent fluctuating velocity, u' in 
Eg. 2.32, was retained, which posed a difficult problem 
on how to assign two random values for both u ' and v* 
without violating the probability laws of random variables. 
A rigorous probabilistic treatment was presented to achieve 
this goal. The time increment At was treated as a local 
mean convective time increment and was chosen in such a way 
that the expected value of A y^ was equal to the local 
Eulerian length scale which is a measure of the average 
size of eddies. Li and Shen (6) also investigated the 
more general case of releasing a natural sediment mixture) 
and obtained the corresponding frequency histograms of 
simulated settling length distribution.
Aydin and Sumer (78) considered solid particle 
settlement in open-channe1 flow under two initial condi­
tions; Ci) particles released into the flow as a point 
source, and (ii) as a plane source. The case of a plane
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source resembled the settling tank problem as viewed by 
Camp, In other words, they presented a Lagrangian solu­
tion to the same problem which Camp attacked in an 
Eulerian reference frame.
In a laboratory flume,'single-particle' experiments 
were carried out. Spherical plastic particles were care­
fully released at various heights from a flume bottom, 
and their settling lengths and periods were measured for 
every case (100 releases at every elevation). The re­
sulting experimental data were used to plot histograms 
representing the probability density function of a 
particle settling length for a given height at which the 
particle was released. A lognormal distribution gave the 
best fit, which agreed with random walk results of Bayazit 
(5), and Li and Shen (6) that settling lengths were log- 
normally distributed.
If particles were distributed over the cross-section 
at the entrance of the channel, then the probability 
density function, p(X), that all inflowing particles 
settle at a certain settling length X was given in terms 
of the conditional probability density function p(X/y^) as
p(X) = ^ p (X/Yq ) p (y^ ) dy^ 2.33
where p(X/y_) is the probability density function of
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particles released at height from bottom to settle at 
a distance X; .p(y^) is the probability density function 
representing the initial particle distribution, and H is 
the depth. For example, in the case of a uniform initial 
particle distribution p(y^) was set equal to 1/H. From 
Eq. 2.33, the cumulative distribution was deduced as
X
F(x) = / p(X) dx 2.34
where F(X) is the probability that all particles will 
settle between distances o and X, i.e., it is the removal 
ratio or the fraction of solids settled in the distance X.
A comparison between the variation of the cumulative dis­
tribution function (removal ratio) with the settling length, 
based on their study and Camp's work (3), showed a good 
agreement, particularly for values of F (X) below 0.6.
Girgidov (79) presented a model for motion of solid 
particles suspended in turbulent open-channe1 flow. He 
used a version of the random walk model with memory which 
was referred to as 'a model of diffusion with finite 
velocity'. Particle coordinates and velocity were assumed 
to form a continuous-discrete Markov process. A two- 
dimensional uniform steady version of Kolmogorv diffusion 
equation was used. Equation parameters were determined 
using available turbulence measurement data. The compu-
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tational results were compared with those obtained by 
computer simulation of particle settling length by Li and 
Shen (6) and with experimental data of Jobson and Sayre 
(76) .
Cheong and Shen (80), among others, studied the 
stochastic characteristics of sediment motion at or near 
a stream bed. Their stochastic study can be useful in 
modelling scour or resuspension of already settled solids 
in a settling tank. The stochastic model described the 
forward movement of a solid particle on the bed as a 
series of alternating transport and rest periods. The 
study showed that the step length density function was 
well represented by the two-parameter Gamma probability 
law with a shape factor greater than one but the rest 
duration density function was inadequately represented 
by any of the common distributions.
Before concluding this section on Lagrangian sto­
chastic models, a few comments need to be made. In a 
turbulent open-channel flow, the Lagrangian stochastic 
models have adequately simulated the settlement of solids 
in a flowing stream, and good agreements with both ex­
periments and Eulerian transport models have been shown. 
It should be noted that all the above-described models 
have dealt with unidirectional flows with a prescribed 
velocity distribution. Since a settling tank flow is
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likely to exhibit some recirculation and non-uniformity in 
the flow domain, the applicability of these models, in 
their present format, is questionable. In addition, in the 
course of developing these models, a limiting assumption 
has been made of a low suspended solids concentration, i.e., 
the settlement of particles do not interfere with each 
other. Such an assumption may not be true in some settling 
tanks such as activated sludge settling tanks.
2.5.5 Models for Dynamic Simulation of Settling Basin 
Performance
Dynamic models are concerned with a settling basin 
performance under unsteady conditions, i.e., time-varying 
flowrate and/or solids concentration. They vary in so­
phistication from three-dimensional distributed-parameter 
models to one-dimensional lumped-parameter models. This 
section introduces dynamic models through the work of 
Takamatsu, ejt a]^ . (48), Shiba and Inuoe (8) , Alarie, et al.
(10, 11), and Shiba, e^ (9). Although Takamatsu’s
model is a steady state one, it is presented here because 
it incorporates the scouring parameter which is a common 
feature to all other dynamic models.
Takamatsu, et (48) investigated the effects of
deposit resuspension on the removal efficiency of a 
rectangular settling tank. In addition, they predicted 
an optimum basin depth and surface area utilizing their
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mathematical model for basin where scour of deposited 
material is an important factor affecting efficiency. A 
unidirectional flow was assumed with a constant mean 
velocity, u, throughout the depth, H. In their first 
distributed-parameter model they obtained an analytical 
solution to a simple version of the steady-state concen­
tration equation in this form:
subject to the following boundary conditions
C = C ; a t x = 0  2.36IN
= 0 ; a t x  = L 2.37
9 X
e + KV C = 0; at y = O 2.38
^^9y ^
e + V C  = 0 ;  at y = H 2.39
^^9y ^
in which
= influent depth-average solids concentration; 
u = longitudinal mean velocity of flow, and 
L,H = basin's effective length and depth 
respectively.
All other variables have been defined previously. The 
values for u, V g , Cg^, Sg^ and K were assumed to be constant
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throughout the basin.
The outlet boundary condition, Eq. 2.37, of zero longi­
tudinal concentration gradient requires a relatively large 
length to depth ratio to be valid. In addition, the ef­
fective length of the settling zone, L in Eq. 2.37, depends 
only on judgement as to the extent of both inlet and efflu­
ent zones. Equation 2.38 or the bottom boundary condition 
suffers the most from the oversimplified hydrodynamic model 
of plug flow. From Eq. 2.38 both scour and deposition rates 
are greatly dependent on solids concentration near the 
bottom, which, in turn, depends on a proper simulation of 
the spatial distribution of convection and diffusion in 
the tank. Obviously, convection and diffusion cannot be 
properly simulated without a realistic velocity distribu­
tion within the tank, especially near the tank inlet where 
recirculation zones may exist.
In the same paper, Takamatsu, et a^. (4 8) presented a 
one-dimensional model. Equation 2.35 was vertically in­
tegrated to obtain a cross-sectional averaged concentration, 
C, at various distances, x, from the inlet in the form
- " E  - f  ° 2.40
dx
In Eq. 2.40 which is a second-order ordinary differential 
equation that is amenable to analytical solutions, the 
concentration in a cross-section perpendicular to the
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x-axis was assumed to be uniform. Hence, the unknown
quantity c| in Eq. 2.38 was set equal to C. 
y=0
Equation 2.40 is a statement of the conservation of 
solids over an element of height H and of length dx. The 
first two terms represent net sediment flux from inlet and 
outlet boundaries due to turbulent diffusion and convec­
tion by mean flow respectively. The second term does not 
depend on the vertical velocity distribution since it 
represents a net solids flux. The longitudinal diffusion 
term is relatively small and has been neglected by many 
researchers (3, 7, 77). Hence, although it depends on 
the vertical velocity distribution, it is not likely to 
introduce a large error in the solution. It is the third 
term, the net effect of both scouring and deposition, that 
depends on the velocity distribution because of the inter­
relations between spatial distributions of both velocity 
and concentration.
The adequacy of Eq. 2.40 to simulate the settling 
zone of a rectangular settling tank depends on how well 
the scouring-parameter concept represents the actual 
conditions at tank bottom. The scouring parameter K was 
empirically related to the longitudinal diffusion coef­
ficient Takamatsu, et al. (48) evaluated K experimen­
tally using a model basin of a rectangular cross section,
20 cm wide, 20 cm high, tand 140 cm long. Calcium carbonate
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precipitates with a settling velocity of 0.026 cm/s were 
used to represent the suspended solids. A perforated 
inlet wall and an adjustable end weir were used to main­
tain a uniform velocity in the model. Based on their 
experimental observations, the following equations for K 
and were obtained:
K = a exp (-b/e^) 2.41
and
e = 3.59 exp (58.5 F ) 2.42
where a, b are positive coefficients estimated as 1.17 and
8.05 respectively; is a Froude number, u//gH; and is 
2
given in cm / S .
Shiba and Inuoe (8) extended the work of Takamatsu, 
et al. (4 8) to study a rectangular settling tank operating
under «time-varying conditions of influent flowrate and 
solids concentration as well as effluent flowrate. The 
unsteady three-dimensional transport equation of suspended 
solids was reduced to a simple, time-dependent 'lumped- 
parameter' equation. Their model considered the settling 
only in a macroscopic sense, assuming the entire state of 
the system to be homogeneous. Thus, any variations in the 
depth, velocity and mixing were assumed to be dependent 
only on time.
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In their model, the three-dimensional unsteady con­
centration equation was integrated throughout the entire 
clarifier volume, considering possible resuspension of 
already settled solids. Using the resulting equation 
along with a storage equation, relating inflow, outflow 
and tank storage, they derived a single second-order 
ordinary differential equation. An analytical solution 
of the differential equation predicted the variation of 
solids concentration in the tank effluent with time, given 
the time history of flowrate and solids concentration in 
the inflow.
Alarie, et ad^ . (10, 11) studied the dynamic perfor­
mance of circular primary clarifiers, following a similar 
approach to that of Takamatsu, et aJ^ . (4 8), and Shiba and 
Inuoe (8) . They used a model similar to the one-dimen­
sional model of Takamatsu, except that the unsteady term 
of the conservation equation was retained. Annular ring 
elements of volume were used with the solids concentration 
being assumed homogeneous throughout the ring. The scour­
ing parameter K was related to the local flow velocity in 
the ring and the same constants proposed for Takamatsu's 
rectangular tank were used. A temporal-spatial matrix of 
suspended solids concentration was obtained by determining 
solids concentration at discrete points in time and discrete 
annular intervals of space. The model was applied to pre-
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diet effluent concentrations on a short term basis in a 
prototype primary clarifier, and a good agreement was 
reported with measured concentrations.
Shiba, e;t al^ . (9) proposed a method to study rect­
angular settling tanks operating under unsteady conditions. 
Their method was based on their previous model (8) except 
that they did not use values of K obtained from laboratory ex­
periments. Instead, they made use of monitoring techniques 
of water quality to obtain instantaneous information on the 
input and output of settling basins. With such information, 
for a certain increment of time they calculated a dynamic 
parameter, which was extrapolated in time to predict the 
tank performance a short time into the future. The dynamic 
parameter, K ', was related to the scouring parameter or 
the Goda number, K, and the Hazen number, p, by
K' = (l-K)p 2.43
where K is the previously defined scouring parameter (a 
dimensionless quantity characterizing the deposit resus­
pension or scouring); and p is a dimensionless quantity 
representing the ideal settling efficiency, given by the 
ratio between the solids settling velocity and the average 
overflow rate. Shiba, e;t a^. applied their parameter 
estimation method to predict the effluent suspended solids 
concentration of the primary settling basins in the Toba- 
Municipal Wastewater Treatment Facility located at the
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southern part of Kyoto, Japan, and the results indicated 
that the method was a useful tool for predicting the dy­
namic operation of settling basins.
It is worth noting that the aforementioned dynamic 
response models of settling tanks neglected the hydro- 
dynamic aspect of the . simulation and used a plug flow 
model instead. They had assumed minimal inflow and 
outflow zones, or alternatively the tank dimensions had 
to be adjusted to account for these effects. It appears 
that they are not flexible enough, to handle field condi­
tions such as density currents.
2.5.6 Mechanistic Models
Mechanistic models, as defined in this study, designate 
those models, based on a comprehensive mathematical formu­
lation, that include the physical configuration of, and 
depicts most of the physical phenomena occurring within 
the clarifier (11). The mechanistic modelling approach is 
powerful in that it permits detailed simulation of settling 
tank behaviour, under given conditions. Also, it allows a 
rational evaluation of various designs and suggests effec­
tive modifications to remedy any malfunctioning.
The recent progress made in computational fluid 
dynamics, mathematical turbulence models, as well as the 
increasing capabilities of computers has made it possible 
for researchers to tackle the coupled non—linear partial
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differential equations that govern the sedimentation pro­
cess. The mechanistic modelling approach has been used 
widely in the area of aerodynamics, where exact or near 
exact physical configuration of the system is adequately 
simulated. In the area of environmental engineering, this 
approach is becoming more common, because of the experience 
gained in other engineering fields. To the writer's know­
ledge, there are only two mechanistic models to simulate 
settling tanks. Larsen and Gotthardsson (13) studied 
rectangular settling basins, using a mechanistic modelling 
approach. LaRock and Schamber (14) are concurrently in­
vestigating primary clarifiera using a finite-element method, 
and some of their results became available near the end of 
this study.
In 19 77, Larsen (13) published a comprehensive report 
on the"Hydraulics of Rectangular Settling Basins - 
Experimental and Theoretical Studies". The report covered 
many areas related to actual flow behavior in the activated 
sludge rectangular settling tanks. Also, the report pre­
sented field velocity and concentration measurements in 
various rectangular clarifiera in Sweden, and indicated 
possible ways of applying fluid mechanics concepts in 
clarifiera design and analysis. In the last section of 
the report, Larsen commented on mathematical modelling of 
settling tanks. He briefly outlined the basic features
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of a mechanistic model which was developed by Soren 
Gotthardsson, at the Department of Water Resources 
Engineering at Lund Institute of Technology, University 
of Lund, Sweden.
Gotthardsson's mechanistic model solved the hydrody­
namics of rectangular activated settling tank, using the 
stream function-vorticity (vp-w) formulations in non­
conservation form. The model used a Du Fort-Frankel dif­
ferencing scheme for the u-equation. Because of the high 
solids concentration, associated with activated sludge 
settling tanks, an extra buoyancy term ^  |^. was included 
in the m-equation to account for the vorticity generated 
by internal density gradients. The excess density, Ap, was 
computed as a constant times concentration. This term linked 
the hydrodynamic equations to the solids transport equation, 
i.e., it coupled the two simulations. In analyzing the 
computations, it was found that the vorticity generated by 
the density gradient was a dominant factor in determining 
the flow field.
The model included a relatively simple turbulence 
model where the kinematic viscosity was computed using 
Prandtl mixing length hypothesis. However, it was found 
that a constant eddy viscosity simulated actual conditions 
equally well. The scalar eddy diffusivity was assumed to 
be equal to the eddy viscosity. Few details were given in 
the report on some important aspects of the model, such as
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the solution strategy, mesh system, convergence tests, 
and the computational domain. Yet, it appears that this 
pioneering mechanistic model is quite comprehensive.
Schamber and Larock 19 78, (.39) presented a finite
element formulation for stratified turbulent steady two- 
dimensional flow. It employed the K-e-turbulence closure 
model along with five non linear algebraic equations for 
the Reynolds stresses and turbulent heat flux correlation. 
This turbulence model was based on the turbulence model 
proposed by Gibson and Launder (81). The model solved 
for a total of eleven unknowns at every computational node, 
namely, four mean flow variables, u, v, p, and temperature
T, and seven turbulence variables, K, e , u 'u ', ü'v', v'v' 
u'T' and v 'T '. The Galerkin form of the method of weighted
residuals was employed to formulate the equation set. 
Eight-node quadrilateral elements were used to partition 
the flow domain. The basis function was linear for pres­
sure and quadratic for for all other variables. A Newton- 
Raphson solution procedure was incorporated to solve the 
non-linear coupled equation set, and it updated the entire 
equation set after each iterative computational cycle. This 
approach, not surprisingly, requires large computer storage 
since the problem has 1 1 degrees of freedom for each node. 
The proposed formulation was intended to simulate primary 
settling tanks; however, a simplified version of it was
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used to solve a simple non-stratifled flow example instead. 
It was used to solve the traditional finite element test 
problem of a fully developed plane channel flow between 
smooth boundaries. It was noted that the convergence to 
a final solution was sensitive to the initial estimate.
In a more recent paper entitled "Finite Element 
Computation of Turbulent Flows" (14), Larock and Schamber 
presented an improved version of the previously discussed 
finite element formulation. In order to overcome the in­
itialization problem as well as the large size of the 
equation set, the global equation set was partitioned into 
mean flow and turbulence model equations. First, the mean 
flow equations were solved iteratively, with a constant 
Then this solution was used to initialize the turbulence 
model equations. After partial convergence of the tur­
bulence equations, the mean flow equations were resolved 
with the improved turbulence prediction, and continued on 
to the final convergence. At the end of the paper, they 
commented on the computation of turbulent flows by finite 
element methods "while the present method can successfully 
compute the solution to recirculating turbulent flow, the 
sensitivity of the Newton-based solution algorithm to the 
choice of a initial estimated value for the variables seems 
excessive." The proposed finite element formulation was 
used to simulate the velocity and concentration fields of
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a rectangular settling basin. The geometry of the basin 
was very similar to flow over a cavity, i.e., the tank, 
was fed through an inlet channel whose water surface was 
the same as the tank water surface. A computed basin 
velocity field was presented, where a large recirculating 
flow zone appeared, as expected, on the inlet side. The 
adequacy of the velocity prediction cannot be judged since 
no measurements were given. Yet, it appears that the eddy 
length to height ratio was relatively shorter than those 
reported for similar backward facing step problems (82,
83, 84).
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CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS
3.1 General
In the following sections the mathematical aspects of 
the numerical model are presented. First, the hydrodynamic 
submodel is developed which establishes the velocity and 
turbulence fields in the settling tank. Then the suspended 
solids transport submodel is developed, which uses the 
velocity and turbulence fields as input to predict the 
concentration distribution within the tank and consequently 
its removal efficiency.
3.2 Hydrodynamic Submodel
3.2.1 Governing Equations
The equations describing the two-dimensional turbu­
lent motion of a Newtonian fluid with constant properties 
are the vorticity transport equation and the stream func­
tion equation, which were derived earlier in Sec. 2.3.6. 
These equations in the ’conservation form’ read:
 ^ * * *  ** 7 *  2 *
96 _ 3(aw ) 9 (V w ) ^ .* 9^w . * 9 w _ ,
9t* 9x* 9y* ^  9x*^ 9y*^
9^? . 9^ 'F * - _
— = w 3.2
9y^
80
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*
in which the vorticity w is defined as
^ ^  _ 3vl 3 . 3
3y 3x
* *
and the mean velocity components (u , v ) are related to the
*
stream function, Y , by
* 9Y* , * 3'F* n V,u _ -- — , and V = - ----------------------- J.4
9y 3x
In Eqs, 3.1 through 3.4, the *'s denote dimensional quanti­
ties . The eddy-viscosity concept was used to obtain Eq. 3.1 
* *
and e , e are the momentum transfer coefficients (kine- mx my
matic eddy viscosity) in the x - , and y- directions respec­
tively. It is worth mentioning that, in three dimensions, 
vorticity is defined as VxV, which when reduced to two 
dimensions, gives the negative of the present definition.
Equations 3.1 through 3.4 can be normalized (4 0) by 
defining
* *
X = X /H, y = y /H
* —  * 
u = u /u, V = V /U
Y = 9* / (ÜH) , û) = û)*/(Ü/H)
t = t /T, T = H/U
3.5
where
H = tank depth (characteristic length);
U = depth-average velocity (characteristic velocity) = q/H, 
q = flowrate per unit width; and 
T = convective time scale.
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Substituting Eq. 3.5 in Eq. 3.1, the normalized vorticity 
equation becomes
3w 3 Cuw) 3 Cvw) . 1 3^w 1 3^w g ^
3t 3x 3y ex 3x ey 3y
_ *
where = ( U H ) = a characteristic Reynolds number based
on the kinematic eddy viscosity in the x-direction; and 
_  *
R = CUH)/e = a characteristic Reynolds number based on Gy luy
the kinematic eddy viscosity in the y-direction. Thus, for the
set of boundary conditions, the flow is characterized by two
dimensionless parameters R^^ and R^ . In the present problem, 
* *
^mx ^my assumed not to vary throughout the computa­
tional domain, for reasons given in Sec. 2.3.4; hence, R^^
and R are assumed to be the same for all computational
* *
nodes. However, if it is decided to compute e __ and e.^ mx my
using a more complex turbulence model, an allowance should 
be made in the programme to vary R^^ and R^^ at the computa­
tional nodes.
The use of normalized variables does not change the 
form of Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4, i.e.,
3.7
" ' 37' ‘
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The vorticity equation, Eq. 3.6, is 'implicitly' non­
linear in the convective terms -  ^ and - ^ > since
u and V are functions of the dependent variable w via 
Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8. Also, this equation is time-dependent, 
thus posing an initial-value problem, wherein the solution 
is started from an initial solution. Though the present 
problem is primarily concerned with the steady-state 
solution, the unsteady term ^  is retained to control 
computational stability as indicated by many researchers, 
for example, Roache (40), and Mueller (41). Thus, the 
steady state solution is obtained as the asymptotic time 
limit of the unsteady equation. The stream function equa­
tion, Eq. 3.7, is an elliptic Poisson equation, i.e., it 
poses a boundary value problem with the vorticity as the 
driving function. Both the w and Y- equations are 
coupled through the convective terms, Eq. 3.8.
3.2.2 Mesh System
Rectangular settling tanks are normally 100 ft. (30.5 m) 
or more in length and with depths ranging from 7 to 15 ft. 
C2'.l to 4.6 m) , with 8-12 ft- (2.45 to 3.65 m) being most 
common (25). The computational domain representing a 
settling tank is accordingly a rectangle with a large ratio 
of L/H as shown in Fig. 3.1. For the reasons mentioned in 
Sec. 1.4, a finite difference scheme is selected for the
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numerical simulation of this computational domain. Before 
the governing equations can be differenced, a decision has 
to be made regarding the selection of the mesh system. In order 
to provide enough resolution in regions where flow gradients 
are expected to change rapidly, it is important to examine 
the possible flow patterns in the tank. In the immediate 
vicinity and downstream from the reaction baffle, the in­
coming jet is expected to separate from the wall (baffle) and 
form a large recirculation zone. Hence, flow in that region 
involves a jet flow, a free shear layer, and a main stand­
ing eddy. There must be sufficient nodes to provide 
adequate resolution of each flow in this zone.
If the number of rows (nodes) along the tank depth,
H, is J N , then in case of a uniform square mesh, the number 
of columns (nodes) along the tank length, L, is approximately 
equal to JN times L/H. It is obvious in the present problem 
that a uniform square mesh would be very costly in terms of 
computer storage and execution time. A regular rectangular 
mesh of cells Ax by Ay may slightly reduce the required 
number of nodes, but the reduction is limited because of 
the constraints on the aspect ratio Ax/Ay.
Computational fluid dynamicists (4 0) have proposed 
two alternatives, among others, to reduce the number of 
required nodes, without sacrificing the high resolution 
needed in regions where flow gradients are expected to
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change rapidly. Variable size mesh systems have been used 
(40, 15), where the cell size, Ax or/and Ay, changes from 
one point to another in the domain as shown in Fig. 3.1 
Coordinate transformations (40) have been also used to 
increase resolution in certain regions, using various 
transformation relations. The latter mesh system has been 
shown (40) to pose problems regarding, e.g., re-construct- 
ing'the boundary conditions, losing or altering the conser­
vation property, introducing singularities and increasing 
the computation time per step. Therefore, the variable 
mesh system is selected for the present work.
Although a variable size mesh appears to be an 
attractive solution to the problem of excessive number of 
nodes, it has to be subject to certain limitations in order 
to minimize numerical errors due to the variability of the 
mesh size. Xn a finite-difference method the derivatives 
of any function, f, like vorticity, stream function, etc., 
are replaced by finite-difference approximations in terms 
of the values of the function at the neighbouring nodes. 
When the mesh spacings, Aj^  or Ax^ in Fig. 3.1, are not 
equal, then more weight has to be given to the closer 
nodes, since they have more influence than the farther 
nodes (40, 41). The finite difference expressions for 
first and second derivatives are obtained below for the 
case of a variable size mesh.
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Expanding a function f in a Taylor series forward 
and backward from point 0 in Fig. 3.1 gives
* ? ‘^ ^ E > ^ ' A > 0 3.9
dx
*0. = ^ 0 -
- 3.10
9 X
2 2 Multiplying Eg. 3.9 by Ax^ and and Eg. 3.10 by and
subtracting, a second-order accurate expression for the
first derivative of f is obtained as
where all higher order terms are neglected and (5f/6x)^ is 
the finite difference analog of (9f/„ )_. If Ax = Ax = Axo X O E W
i.e., a uniform size mesh, then Eg. 3.11 gives (Sf/ôx)^. =
( fg-f^)/'(2ax) which is the known ' central-difference approximation'
9^f
The expression for the second derivative { — ^ is
9x^ °
obtained by first multiplying Eg. 3.9 by Ax^ and Eg. 3.10 
by Axg and then adding, i.e.,
y f ,  .. ,«3f, - “ ==E + * *==E 3
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Ax  ^ _ A x ^
The terms of the order Ca- - — / ■ ' ) and higher are
^ w
neglected. It is clear from the terms neglected in de­
riving Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12 that, unless the mesh spacing 
is changed slowly, the truncation error is seriously 
deteriorated. It is worth mentioning that Eqs. 3.11 and 
3.12 can also be obtained by fitting a second order poly­
nomial through the mesh-point values f^, f^ and f^, and 
then analytically differentiating the functions.
3.2.3 Finite - Difference Formulations
3.2.3.1 Genera1 Comments
Selecting an appropriate finite difference scheme 
for the numerical solution of a given differential equa­
tion is a difficult task. A review of the literature 
C40, 41, 38, 42) shows that there is a large number of 
available differencing methods which have been applied 
to fluid dynamics problems. Methods used to solve the 
elliptic Poisson Y-equation, Eq. 3.7, are clearly dis­
tinguishable from those used to solve the parabolic 
vorticity transport equation, Eq. 3.6. Since Eqs. 3.6 
and 3.7 are coupled, the methods selected for solving 
them have to be compatible, but not necessarily the same. 
Also, an inadequate treatment of a boundary condition in 
one equation can drastically affect the solution of the 
other. In this dissertation, first, a method for solving
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the T-equatlon is selected and a finite-difference equation 
is formulated accordingly. Next, differencing schemes for 
the various terms of the co-equation are presented along with 
the selected method to solve the resulting algebraic finite- 
dif ference equations.
3.2.3.2 The Stream-Function Equation 
The stream function Equation, Eq. 3.7, represents a 
boundary-value problem. Using Eq. 3.12 to approximate the 
second derivatives of Y , the discretized form of Eq. 3 
is
Ax_ Ax Ax 
I I - 1
~ ' ”“ C0_ ^
where Ax_/ Ax_ w  Ay, and Ay, . are shown in Fig. 3.1, andX X —X u J •” X
Ax and Ay are the average values for Ax ^  and Ax^_^, and.
Ay, and Ay, -, , respectively. The f inite-dif ference analogvJ vj “"X
of the -equation, i.e., Eq. 3.13, is solved using the suc­
cessive overrelaxation, S.O.R., method (85, 15). This method 
makes use of a relaxation factor to speed the convergence 
and uses new values of the stream function as they become 
available. Rearranging equation 3.13 to obtain an expression 
for 'F_ _ in terms of the surrounding nodal values of V , givesX / u
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 ^ ^E + ''w+
3.14
where
k = iteration index for Y- sub-cycle at a given time;
a = positive constant that lies between 1 to 2 in prac­
tice and called the over-relaxation parameter (85);
Ag = l/( AXj Ax);
=== ^^I-l '
Aj^  = l/( Ayj Ay) ; and
Ag = 1/( Ayj._2 Ay) .
Equation 3.14 is used to update Y-values at all interior 
mesh points scanning successive mesh lines, J = 2 to JNM, 
in the same direction, i.e., I = 2 to INN where JNM and INM 
are the last interior row and column respectively. This 
manner of scanning mesh points for the iterations gives 
what is called a consistent ordering of the equation (85).
The optimum value of the over-relaxation parameter, “optimum 
which provides the maximum rate of convergence, depends on 
the mesh, the shape of the domain, and the type of the 
boundary conditions. There is no general formula to predict 
^opt'^mum' however, numerical experimentation with the model 
can give an approximate value for ^optimum Dirichlet
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boundary conditions, the optimum relaxation parameter, 
^optimum' calculated for a rectangular domain of size 
Cl-l)Ax by CJ-1) Ay as (40, 85):
“ 3.15optimum f Ç '
where
? = [cos ( ^ )  + i A . y J ^ ^ s  , 3 ^ , - 1 ^
L 1 + ( A x / .  )  ^ J/^y)
3.2.3.3 -Selection of a Differencing Scheme for the 
o-Equation
Methods for solving the w-equation vary in the way of 
differencing the individual terms, i.e., the unsteady term, 
advection terms and diffusion terms. The resulting differ­
ence equations are then solved explicitly or implicitly for
the unknown where n is the time index. The solutionI , J
process for an explicit scheme is a simple time stepping 
procedure, where the algebraic difference equations are 
uncoupled. However, a Fourier stability analysis for this 
scheme, (40), shows that the time step is severely restricted 
by two limits, advection limit and diffusion limit. For 
problems involving large integration times, these constraints 
on At may be unacceptable. The implicit scheme is uncondi­
tionally stable (40, 8 6 ), thus allowing a larger time step. 
Yet, the solution process involves either a direct inversion
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of a large sparse generally banded matrix or an iterative 
method of solution. Both approaches are very costly in 
terms of computer storage and execution time.
An alternative to the explicit and implicit methods 
is the alternating direction implicit, ADI, method (8 6 ,
85, 40, 42). This method has been used successfully by 
Crow (42) in a similar recirculating flow problem. The 
ADI method is computationally stable (8 6 ) and it does not 
involve iteration or direct inversion of a large matrix. 
Instead, only the solution of tridiagonal matrices alter­
natively along the rows or columns of the grid is required. 
The previous discussion considered only the appropriate­
ness of the solution procedures associated with the various 
differencing schemes. Another consideration is, that it is 
sometimes possible to approximate a parabolic partial dif­
ferential equation by a finite-difference scheme that is 
stable but which has a solution that converges to the 
solution of a different differential equation (87, 8 8 ).
Xn flow problems, where both advection and diffusion 
are important or especially for advection dominated flows, 
particular care has to be taken in choosing a differencing 
scheme for the advection terms and - , in the
vorticity equation. Central-difference approximations of 
these spatial derivatives, leading to schemes which are
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'second order' have been used. For diffusion dominated 
problems at low Reynolds number, (Laplacian dominated prob­
lems) these approximations have usually proven satisfactory. 
However, attempts to obtain high Reynolds number solutions, 
where convection plays an important role, have not been as 
successful. Computational divergence or oscillatory solu­
tions or wiggles (87, 89) have been frequently encountered. 
Several researchers, Gosman, et al. (15) , Roache (40) ,
Mueller (41), have recognized that less expensive solutions 
can be obtained by abandoning the central-difference ap­
proximation of the convection terms, using instead one­
sided upstream or upwind differences, and accepting the 
reduction in the order of accuracy of the scheme to 'first 
order'. A considerable volume of literature now exists 
which criticizes this approach, e.g., (87, 89), but often
there is no apparent alternative of reasonable simplicity 
and economy. Sometimes the resulting upwinding solutions 
contain obvious errors, but in other problems they agree 
well with experiments (90). According to Raithby (90),
"At present the class of problems for which the upstream 
approximation of the convective terms can be accurately 
applied is not well defined."
The method of upwind differencing has appeared in 
the literature under various names, unidirectional, donor 
cell mass differencing, upstream differencing, weather
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differencing, and with different rationales (_40, 41, 15). 
The second upwind differencing method (40, 41, 42) applied 
to the x-derivative convection term, is
9 ( UÙ) ) S (uco) R R “ ^ L 3 T *7
9x 6 x " Ax
where  ^ is the f inite-dif ference analog of andoX ox
D l  = 3.18
Ü3- = co_ T _ for U_>0 L I-1,J L
- “l,J for U_<0
1j
3 .19
3.20
In this method, there is a unidirectional flow of infor­
mation, i.e., information is advected into a cell only from 
those cells that are upwind of it. Thus, the method possesses 
the 'transportive property' (40) where the effect of a per­
turbation is advected only in the direction of the velocity. 
Centered-difference approximations for the advection terms 
do not possess this property as the effect of a perturbation 
is advected upstream, against the velocity. This method is 
also conservative as interpreted from the control-volume 
point of view, because the interface velocities are determined
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by averaging and interface w values are determined by the 
flow direction (40).
The main advantage of using the upwind schemes on the ad­
vection terms, is that it guarantees the diagonal dominance
of the coefficient matrix (15, 40, 89), especially when 
solving the resulting algebraic systems by iterative methods, 
which generally is not the case with centered-^difference 
schemes. Yet, using upwinding brings in a different order 
of accuracy in approximating the convection terms of the 
Cü-equation. That is, a first-order unidirectional difference 
is applied to convect w, while a second-order centered- 
dif ference is applied to diffuse w. This mixed-order scheme 
results in exaggerating the diffusion by means of artifi­
cial diffusion (8 8 ).
It appears that, for intermediate Reynolds numbers, 
the upwinding scheme can be combined with a centered-dif­
ference scheme (87, 90, 91) to take advantages of both 
finite difference representations. In the present problem, 
the vorticity transport equation is solved using a three­
time level, weighted average centered-upwind difference 
approximation for the convective terms and centered-dif- 
ference for the diffusion terms. The alternating direction 
implicit, ADI, method is used to solve the difference 
equations. The weighting factor, 0, for the degree of 
upwinding in the differencing scheme is selected such that
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it barely achieves static stability of the advection terms. 
The method makes the maximum possible use of the centered- 
dif ferenCes which are more accurate than the one-sided 
scheme upwind as would be indicated by a Taylor series 
expansion.
3.2.3.4 The Vorticity-Transport Equation
The vorticity transport equation is solved using a 
two step, three-time level, upwind-centered difference for 
the convection terms and centered difference for the dif­
fusion terms. The unsteady term, is obtained by fitting
o *C
a second degree polynomial to the mesh-point values
01^  J, ^ and , as shown in Fig. 3.2, and then analy­
tically differentiating with time. This is a common method 
of obtaining derivatives from experimental data. The three­
time level treatment of has been found necessary to 
achieve greater computational stability and is given by
(a-0.5) - 2(a-l) m!} _ + (a -1.5)_ X , J_____________________I , J I , J q
3, -
where n is the time index. If the value of a is equal to 
1, Eq. 3.21 gives |~ as - ^Jj~j)/(2 At) which is the
centered-time difference. The value of a determines where 
the time derivative is to be computed and it ranges between 
O to 2. The optimum value of a will be determined from a 
sensitivity analysis when the rate of convergence is maximum;
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An assessment of its effect on the solution accuracy will 
also be made.
The convection terms are approximated by weighted 
upwind-centered difference, i.e.,
+ (1 -e) 3.22
3^ = 1 '3== Supwind I I CD
where 0 is the upwind weighting factor. When 0 is set to 
zero, the scheme is purely centered difference. It is 
worth mentioning that the term centered-difference does not 
quite apply for a variable size mesh, but it is still used 
to refer to Eq. 3.12 which can be reduced to centered- 
dif ference in case of a uniform size mesh. The upwind 
difference approximations given by Eqs. 3.17-3.20 are not 
convenient for programming when an implicit scheme, such 
as ADI, is selected. The values for and ^>g- are ob­
tained using the following equivalent relations.
=  CLl.  ^ + CL2 ^
L I - 1 , J I ,J
CÜR = CBl. ^  +  CB2 ,
P I ,J-1 I , J
3.23
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where
CRI = 1 and CR2 - O, when u >0
 ^ ï \
CRI = 0 and CR2 = 1, when n^<0 3.24
Similar expressions as Eq. 3.24 are used for the coeffici­
ents, CLl, CL2, CTl, CT2, CBl and CB2. It is noted that 
CCRl + CR2) equals unity and so do all of the other pairs 
of coefficients. Ce.g, CBl + CB2). The centered-difference
approximation of with reference to Fig. 3.1, is
dx ^
given by
5(uw) . ^ ^X+1, J^l+1, J - J
2Ax
where Ax is equal to (AXg + Ax^)/2. The y-derivative convec­
tion term is treated analogously. The vorticity diffusion 
2 2
terms, ^ and -— are approximated in a similar manner to
ay , -
the corresponding terms in the f-equation, - — j  and -^ -y. The
9x^ By
parabolic vorticity transport equation is solved using the 
ADI method which advances the solution from time level n to 
time level n-f-2 in two steps. The first step advances the 
solution in the x-direction to an intermediate level n-Fl and 
is given by
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ùiV'l Ca-O.S). - 2 Ca-llm", + Ca.-l .51 r, J  X f J  X / ü
At
f .d Cuùi) f 3 Cvû))
l 3x } l 3y }
+ " R i r î  )ex 3x > ey ' 3y ^
The second step advances the solution in the y-direction to 
time level n + 2 and is given by
(a-0.5) - 2 Ca-l) cüt’^Î: + (a-1.5) ml!XfU f kJ Xf
At
\n+l , _ . _ . .n+2
= 33 (UÛ)) I _ ( 3 (vm) J
Rex 3x“ ' *'ey ®y'
Substituting for the convection and diffusion terms in Eq. 
3.26 and 3.27, by their finite difference approximations, 
and rearranging the equation in the format suggested by 
Smith (85) for use with the Gauss elimination non-pivoting 
method, gives
for the first step advancement along the x-direction, and
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=j“r!j+x ' '^ j 3-29
for the second step advancement along the y-diréction where 
in Eq. 3.28
. 0 At u CLl Cl-0) At u Ax .
a = --------£-----  + ----------------------------  At_---- - 3 _3 g
Ax 2  Ax Ax R Ax Axw ex w
0 At U CRl 0 At Ü CL2
b = C a-0.5) +        3.31
Ax Ax^
(1-0) At "i_j(A%g-Ax )
+  ' ■■ ■   ' +  ------------------------------
\ x  =^=E
_ 0 A t  U, CR2 (1-0) At A X ^  , . At _ 3 ^3 .
^ Ax 2 Ax Axg Rg^AXg A^
_ 2 (a-l)co" (a-1.5) + m!}  ^ , j 0 A ^ v ^  CBl
Ay
(1-0) At V, _ , Ay,
Rgy Ayg Ay 2 Ay Ay^
I,J-1
+ (Ü
n _ 0_âtjz^_c^ _ 2At 3 . 3 3
"'ey
(1-0) At.v - (Ay -Ay )  I / u_____ N____S ^ n I_____ At_____
0 At CT2 (1-0) At V^^j^^Ayg 
Ay 2Ay‘ Ay^ ,
N
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In Eq. 3.33, V 3, = ^nd Vg-tVj _ j + Vj_j_^)/2.
Equations similar to 3.30 to 3.33 are used for the coeffi­
cients a_, b_, c_, and d_ in Eq. 3.29.u U U Ü
3.2.3.5 Boundary Conditions for the Y-m Equations 
l y i ’^ Zovo an d  B o u n d a ky  C o n d k tk o n 6
In a real settling tank, flow leaving the inlet pipes
or channel is deflected by the reaction baffle towards the
tank bed, where it resembles a flow under sluice gate with
a highly submerged tail water. At the baffle section the
inflow acquires a dominant Horizontal velocity plus a
relatively small downward vertical velocity component whose
magnitude and distribution depends on the inlet arrangement
prior to the reaction baffle. The present model is primarily
concerned with the inlet and settling zones, downstream of
the baffle, as well as the effluent zone. Hence, this
vertical velocity component is arbitrarily set to zero,
V, = O. In this case,;the region immediately downstream of 
X / J
the baffle simulates the problem of the single backstep prob­
lem which has been studied by many researchers (82), (83).
However, the model is developed such that it can be modified 
to handle a prescribed vertical velocity distribution which 
may be obtained experimentally or by other methods, such as 
an irrotational flow solution of the zone upstream of the 
baffle.
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The model assumes that the rates of inflow and outflow 
are equal, and there is no change of storage in the settling 
tank, i.e., steady or quasi-steady-state flow conditions 
exist. Figure 3.3 (a) shows the assumed horizontal velocity 
distribution under the baffle. The velocity distribution 
consists of three zones, and is expressed in terms of the 
normalized jet-core velocity u^ by.
^ 1 ,J ~ for 0<yj<h^ 3. 34
u = U { 1-
; for h 4  y_^(H -h_)
n,  ^ ^ ® 2
y -  flB (; for ) < Y
B
3. 35
3. 36
where h^ and h - 2 are the normalized heights of zones 1 and 2 
respectively7 n^ and ng are free exponents selected to shape 
the velocity profile, and is the normalized 'gate' open­
ing. For the case of h^  ^ = hg = Hg/2 and with n^ = n^ = 2, 
it represents a parabolic velocity distribution, whereas 
with n^ = n^ = O it simulates a pure plug flow. Realizing 
that the area under the normalized velocity is unity, an 
expression for the normalized jet velocity can be obtained 
as,
u. 3. 37
B |h^ /Cl+n^I [ - I h^/ (1 +n^ ) }
Equation 3.37 is used to compute u^, for given values of
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Hg and the inflow velocity profile characteristics h^, n^,
Î I 2  and n^. Then Eqs. 3.34 to 3.36 are used to assign in­
flow velocities, u^ at the various computational nodes 
CJ = 1 to JB). The normalized stream function distribution 
is obtained by vertically integrating the prescribed inflow 
velocity distribution (Eqs. 3.34 to 3.36), as shown in 
Fig. 3.3(b), i.e.,
’’l.J = 3.38
^J-1
Vorticity at inflow is obtained (40, 42) from w = «
: " X / LT
1 -  1 ) . The first term, t is fixed from
i,j i,j
the u-distribution given by Eq. 3.34 to 3.36. The second 
is relatively small when compared to the. 9v •term, 9-
1 /J
first term and hence is neglected. Thus, the vorticity at 
inflow is obtained from
“i,j = (■‘V )  ' 3 . 3 9
Wl,j = 0 3.40
u, , = — --  I----- E  I , for (Hg-hgXyj^Hg 3.41
Equation 3.41 implies that the baffle lip is a part of the 
inflowing stream. This formulation has proven most adequate
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for the present problem.
The effluent weir is treated as a sink point located 
at Cl = IN, J = JNl. Vorticity and stream function values 
at this point do not enter the calculations, hence, need 
not be specified. Vorticity at the node (I = IN, J = JN-1) 
is calculated from the wall vorticity formula.
FREE SURFACE BOUNVARV C O N V I T T O M
The free surface is assumed to be horizontal and is
simulated as a slip wall where all Y_ values are setI , JN
equal to one. Thus at the free surface, the vertical 
velocity component v is zero and the horizontal com-X f uN
ponent u^ is free to develop and is computed from
^l,JN 3.42
In the absence of wind shear and temperature gradient, as 
in the present problem, the surface vorticity, ~
(42).
BOUNVARV C O U V r r i O M S  A T  S O L W  OJALLS 
The baffle and the end wall at the effluent weir are 
treated as no slip boundaries where both velocity components 
are set to zero at all wall nodes. Both are solid imperme­
able boundaries and, hence, they are streamlines. Along the 
reaction baffle, the stream function values, Y, _ = 1 . 0 for
1 , Ü
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J = JB to JN. At the vertical end wall, the stream function 
'^ IN J ~ Vorticity values at these boundaries are obtained
from the no-slip conditions. The second-order accurate 
boundary condition for vorticity along a solid no-slip wall, 
^m' is given by (Ref. 40, p. 142).
%  = - 1  3.43
where the subscripts m and m + 1 denote quantities evaluated at 
the wall and one point in from the wall respectively, and Am 
is the normal distance between m and m+ 1 .
The bottom of the settling tank can be treated in various 
ways, i.e., no slip, partial-slip or full slip boundary. In 
the no-slip case, wall vorticity values are obtained using 
Eq. 3.43, which is a second-order accurate boundary condition.
The mesh nodes extend all the way to the wall implying 
the turbulence model is applicable in the viscous near-wall 
region. In case of a partial slip boundary condition, wall 
boundary conditions are applied at the edge of the turbulent 
flow regime where a slip-velocity is allowed to develop and 
not at the wall. At this interface, the wall shear stress, 
based on the outer flow domain, is given by
I? I 3.44
w
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For a boundary layer with zero pressure gradient, the wall 
shear stress, , can also be expressed in terms of the 
dimensional free stream velocity Uq (30) as
Tw = p 3.45
where p is the fluid density; Cp is a coefficient equals 
0 , 3 3 2 / y j R ^  in case of a laminar boundary layer; is the
Reynolds number based on the distance x from the leading
edge of the boundary and is given by U^x/^; and v is the
molecular kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
Comparing Eqi 3.44 and 3.45 and realizing that the
vorticity at the edge of the near-wall region = — j ,
oy w
since ~ I  = 0 , givesox ^
Ü 2
“vr " S  -T- 3.46
^my
*
where is the dimensional wall vorticity with the nor-
* _
malized value, m H/U. The velocity U-. is taken to
X , -L W  U
be the maximum velocity in the outer flow region.
3.2.3.6 Initial Conditions for - w Equations 
The solution of the vorticity equation, Eq. 3.6, and 
the stream function equation, Eq. 3.7 requires the specifi­
cation of the initial state of the domain as a prerequisite.
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An irrotational flow solution of Eq. 3.7, i.e., w = o, is
used for the initial values of 'P- ,. Based on the irrota-I ,0
tional Y_ --values, the velocity components u and v_ _
X f U  XfU XfU
are obtained at the internal mesh nodes using the finite 
difference analogs for Eq. 3.8, i.e.,
u
1 /J
+
y^j-i
CAyj+AYj^l)
(Ayj+Ayj_i)
Ax^ (Ax^+Ax^_^)
-  \-i,y Axi
(Ax^+Ax^_^)
3.47
3.48
where Ax J, Ax^_^, Ay^ and Ay^_^ are shown in Fig. 3.1. The
vorticity values _ at t=o are calculated from Eq. 3.7 for
X / J
all internal mesh nodes using the initial values of j.
The calculated vorticity values w are expected to be smallX , u
since they represent the residual errors in the S.O.R. method.
3.2.4 Solution Procedure
Figure 3.4 shows the schematic flow diagram for solving 
the coupled Y-m equations. First, the computational flow
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domain, shown in Fig. 3.1 is discretized by a finite— 
difference mesh. At the mesh intersections or the mesh 
points (X,J), the solution for m, Y , u , and v is defined.
The solution starts by assigning the initial values of 
Y , (Ü, u and v, at time t = O, at all the internal nodes as 
outlined in Sec. 3.2.3.6 and at the boundaries as outlined 
in Sec. 3.2.3.5. A typical computational cycle begins by
using Eq. 3.2 8 to advance the solution of co? , forward At
X / J
in time by sweeping the domain horizontally to obtain
X f J
n *4*2Equation 3.29 is then used to calculate new _ at the
I , J
interior nodes by sweeping the domain vertically. The S.O.R. 
method is used to iterate for new Y^^^ at all points fromX f u
Eq. 3.14 using new at the interior points as the source
X / J
term in Eq. 3.14. The velocity vectors (u_ _, v_ are
X / u X f vJ
n*4*2updated by substituting the Y, , values into Eqs. 3.47 and
X ÿ Ü
3.48. The last step in the computational cycle is to cal­
culate new values of on the boundaries of the compute-X / 0
tional domain, using the most updated 0)^**"^ and Y^^^ valuesX / w X / Ü
at the interior nodes adjacent to the boundaries. Then the 
computational cycle is repeated until the specified conver­
gence criterion for a steady state is satisfied or the number 
of iterations (computation cycles) exceeds a prescribed 
maximum value.
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3.3 Suspended Solids Transport Submodel
3.3.1 Governing Equation
The equation describing the two-dimensional concentra­
tion distribution of suspended solids in a turbulent flow 
field is Eq. 2.21. After normalization, this concentration 
equation reads
- J - i v C )  + v ~  + ■
(""ex ^h)
3^0
(R S, ) . 2 3.49ey n dy
where C is the solids concentration normalized by using the 
influent solids concentration as a characteristic concentra­
tion, whereas t, x, y , u, and v are normalized according
to Eq. 3.5, and Vg is the normalized settling velocity using 
the characteristic velocity, ÏJ. The Schmidt number (45),
S^, is the ratio between -turbulent momentum and sediment 
transfer coefficients, and according to Eq. 2.2 2, S^ = 1/6.
In the present problem, .6 can be taken as unity, as discussed 
in Sec. 2.4.1, and hence S^ can be also taken as unity.
3.3.2 Finite Difference Analog of the C-Equation
The C-equation, Eq. 3.49, is similar to the vorticity
transport equation, Eq. 3.6, except in the appearance of
Schmidt number in the diffusion terms and the fall velocity 
3 Cterm, V„ %— . Accordingly, the finite-difference analogs of o d y
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\ ,
the various terms in the co-equation are used. The fall
3 Cvelocity term Vg is differenced using a weighted upwind-
centered difference scheme in analogy with the convective
terms. The ADI method advances the solution for in
1 ,0
the x-direction according to
_n+l n + 1 _n+l _ ,
" I I-l,J I I,J “ I+1,J I 3.50
and for the y-direction, according to
- J  3.51
where the coefficients a^, b^, c^, and d^ of Eq. 3.50 and 
aj, bj, Cj, and dj of Eq. 3.51 are obtained by two sets of 
equations similar to Eqs. 3.30 to 3.33.
3.3.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions for the C-Equation 
The solution of the C-equation, Eq. 3.49, using the 
finite-difference analogs, Eqs. 3.50 and 3.51 requires as 
input the particle fall velocity, V g , and the velocity and 
turbulence fields. The hydrodynamic submodel yields the 
velocity components u_ _ and v _ at all the computational
X / U X f Ü
nodes. The sediment eddy diffusivities are obtained from 
the momentum eddy diffusivities using an appropriate value 
for the Schmidt number. The initial state of the system is 
specified by setting  ^= O at all nodes, i.e., the settling
X / Ü
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tank contains clear liquid with no suspended solids. As the 
solution progresses- with time, the C-distribution shows the 
solids plume flowing through the tank with continuous deposi­
tion or/and resuspension of solids, from the bottom. The 
steady state solution is obtained as the asymptotic time­
limit of the unsteady C values.± / U
Figure 3.5 shows the boundary conditions for the C-
equation. At the inflow boundary (Bl), the concentration
is an input parameter and C., values for J=1 to JB are-L / u
arbitrarily set equal to unity. This signifies that a com­
plete mixing exists prior to the reaction baffle.
The free liquid surface B2 in Fig. 3.5 is assumed to be
a non—penetrating boundary where %—  =  C. Approximating
c  -C  _
^ I  by  ^ and rearranging, the finite-difference
y  y=H ^
analog of the free surface boundary condition is given by
=JN = 3.52
where all the variables are normalized, including which
is normalized by dividing by HU.
The reaction baffle (B3), and the vertical end wall,
CB4), are treated as reflecting boundaries implying no trans-
8 Cport of solids across the wall, i.e., = O. This is ex­
pressed, with first order accuracy, as
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C = C  3.53m m + 1
where the subscripts m and m + 1 designate a node at the wall 
and one point in from the wall.
The boundary condition, proposed by Takamatsu, et al. 
C48) and described in Sec. 2.4.2, is used to simulate both 
deposition and resuspension of solids on the bottom of the 
tank. Equation 2.24 expressed in a finite-difference form 
with first order accuracy reads.
=1 , 1 = = ^
where all variables are normalized, including which is
divided by HU.
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NUMERICAL TESTING AND MODEL VERIFICATION
4.1 General
The mathematical aspects of the proposed model have been 
presented in Chapter III, including the formulations as well 
as the solution procedure. This Chapter is concerned with 
the numerical testing of the model for round-off and beha­
vioural errors (40). The behavioural errors, also called 
truncation errors or discretization errors, include conser­
vative errors due to lack of the conservative property, 
transportive errors, numerical viscosity errors, and 
boundedness or overshoot errors. These truncation errors 
are incurred by not retaining all terms in the infinite 
Taylor series expansion or, equivalently, by using finite 
space and time increments. They are expected to vanish as 
the increments become infinitesimal, in addition, the ef­
fects of the boundary conditions and degree of upwinding on 
the solution are investigated. The numerical testing should 
identify anomalies and permit the scheme to be perfected 
prior to actual calibration of model parameters.
The proposed numerical model was programmed in FORTRAN 
rv G LEVEL 21 and all runs reported henceforth were run on
112
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an IBM 3031. Details of the computer programs are presented 
in Appendix B.
The following sections summarize the various tests that 
were used to evaluate the behaviour of the model. Over 600 
runs, with 2 to 30 minutes of CPU time each, were made for 
this purpose.
4.2 Convergence
4.2.1 SelectiCn of Time Increment
A finite-difference analog of a differential equation 
is convergent if the solution of the finite difference 
equation (FDE) approaches the solution of the partial dif­
ferential equation (PDE) as Ax, Ay,, At O. An obvious
requirement for convergence is that the FDE has to be stable; 
this property is discussed in Sec. 4.3. Researchers have used 
the term 'convergence' in two different senses, i.e., itera­
tion convergence and truncation convergence or accuracy. 
Iteration convergence refers to finally arriving at a solu­
tion of a FDE via iteration (see Sec. 4.2.5). This section 
is concerned with the convergence of the FDE solution to the 
PDE solution, as Ax, Ayf At -v O.
In the present problem, the steady-state solution is 
obtained as the asymptotic time-limit of the unsteady equa­
tion. The solution is stepped out of an irrotational flow 
solution and is advanced in time. If the change in the
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and Y-values between two successive time steps, or equi­
valently two iterations, falls below a prescribed value, then 
the computational cycles are terminated. The solution at the 
most recent time level is then taken to be the steady-state 
solution. Experimentation with the numerical model showed 
that the final steady-state solution varied with the At that 
^ss used to march the solution in time. After many runs, it 
became apparent that this was due to a particular form of 
truncation errors related to an artificial viscosity intro- 
duced by large time increments.
Several runs were made to investigate the effect of At 
On the steady state solution under various conditions.
The effect of ^ t on the solution was found to diminish 
^hen the local one-dimensional Courant number,
^here
Where u = local velocity in the dominant flow direction (taken
to be the x-direction) in the present problem. Figure 4.1(a)
shows the variation of T with At, where T is the value ofc c
the dimensionless stream function evaluated at the center of 
the main eddy formed behind the reaction baffle or eddy 
strength. The variation of CL^/H^) with At is illustrated
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in Fig. 4.1(b). In both cases, the dependence on is 
evident. Equation 4.2 can be used as a guide for selecting 
^ time increment that does not introduce significant artifi­
cial viscosity errors. This criterion for selecting At is 
more restrictive than the stability requirement, since com­
putationally stable solutions were obtained for cases in 
which the local had exceeded 4, for example, near the 
Qffluent weir. Table 4.1 shows the effect of At on the 
steady state solution in case of a variable size mesh. The same 
solution was obtained for a range of values of maximum local 
Courant number of 0.31 to 0.94.
4.2.2 Effect of Mesh Size
Truncation convergence of the proposed finite-differ- 
ence analog can be investigated by plotting selected solution 
functions versus mesh size and judging convergence from the 
plot. Since the proposed mesh system has variable mesh 
spacings which may introduce errors related to the degree of 
Variability of the mesh size, only uniform square mesh sys­
tems (Ax = Ay) are initially used to establish truncation 
convergence. Effects of varying the mesh spacings are in­
vestigated and presented in Sec. 4.2.3. The diagnostic 
functionals or the parameters used to check convergence with 
mesh size are Y , L;_/H and the vorticity at the effluent
C  In x\
Weir. In order to test a wide range of mesh sizes, without 
Excessive CPU time, a relatively short settling tank has
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been used with L/H = 2. Figure 4.2 shows the effect of 
mesh size on with different levels of upwinding. It 
is evident from the figure that as the mesh sizes Ax or 
A? become smaller, converges in the limit to 1.065.
The convergence of with Ax -»■ O is not monotonie (i.e., 
oscillatory with amplitude and frequency that decrease as 
->• o) . The convergence of (L /H ) as ^x O is shown in 
Fig. 4.3 where the ratio (L^/H^) is not as strongly oscil­
latory with Ax as Figure 4.4 shows the vertical dis­
tribution of vorticity along the end wall with values ob­
tained from various mesh systems. The smooth curve indicates 
u monotonie convergence with the mesh size. Figures 4.2 to 
4.4, show that the scheme is convergent, at all levels of 
upwinding. These figures indicate the maximum mesh size 
that will give the solution which differs only slightly 
from the solution at the limit Ax 0. In all the runs that 
were used to establish the convergence of scheme, the time 
increment was selected such that it satisfied the local 
Courant number criterion. Figure 4.2 shows that a mesh of 
[39x73) was fine enough to provide an accurate solution.
A cell Reynolds number is defined as
* *
-ec =
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where u is the local dimensional velocity component in the
* * 
^■"direction ? Ax is the dimensional cell mesh size and
is the local kinematic eddy viscosity. For the (39x73)
itiesh, the maximum R ^ in the domain is 3.3. This excludesec
*
the effluent weir zone where theoretically u ->- «> at the 
sink point. For the same computational domain used in 
Fig. 4.2, two more turbulence Reynolds numbers, 37.6 and 
28.2, were tested and the maximum cell Reynolds number at 
the convergence limit varied from 2.4 to 2.8. Equations
4.2 and 4.3 can be used as a guide for selecting the mesh 
size and the time increment. Obviously, maintaining a low 
Rq , 2.40 to 3.30, requires a small Ax which, in turn, 
restricts the time increment At.
4.2.3 Effect of Variability in Mesh Size 
As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, unless the mesh spacing 
is changed slowly, the truncation error is deteriorated.
The effect of variability in the mesh size on the solution 
is investigated by introducing the mesh system used in the 
present model, and then by conducting a sensitivity analysis 
on mesh parameters. Figure 4.5 shows a typical mesh system 
Used to discretize the computational domain. The mesh sys­
tem consists of: (1 ) a uniform size rectangular mesh
immediately downstream from the reaction baffle with length 
LI and aspect ratio, a^ = Ax/AYf (ii) a uniformly expanding 
mesh of length L2 with a geometric rate of change, R^,
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Ciiii a uniformly contracting mesh of length L3, and Civ) 
a uniform rectangular size mesh with a length L4 and as­
pect ratio , Experimentation with the model has shown 
that it is generally safer to hold Ay constant to mini­
mize effects of a variable Ay on the solution. Assuming 
the changes in both the expanding and contracting zones to 
follow a geometric series, the equations used to define 
the mesh regions are:'
Region I : Length = LI (to be assigned);
Ay = 1/(JN-1) ; Ax = a^ Ay 4.4
Length = L2 = ^  Il -(L1+L4)];Region II
Axj = Rx
Region III : Length = L3 = L2;
Region IV : Length = L4 (to be assigned) 
Ax = a^Ay
4.5
4.6
4.7
where R^ is the rate of change of Ax in Region III and is 
determined such that there would be no sudden change in 
mesh size at the interfaces between Regions II and III, 
and III and IV. The input parameters to define the mesh 
and consequently the coordinates x^, and y^ . of all mesh 
nodal points are L/H, JN, Ll, a^,L4, a^ and R^.
Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show the effect of using
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variable size mesh systems, as compared to a uniform size 
square mesh, on the solution. In Table 4.2, the length 
of Region I, Ll, was varied from 3 to 1.5. Profiles of 
the longitudinal velocity, u, at a station 4 times the 
depth from the reaction baffle are shown to agree closely 
in cases of uniform and non-uniform mesh systems. Table
4.3 compares selected diagnostic functionals for three 
mesh systems: (i) uniform square mesh, (ii) variable
size mesh with R^ = 1.05, and (iii) variable size mesh 
with R^ = 1.10. This test case involves a computational 
domain with L/H = 7 and a Reynolds number of 45.2. The 
reported vertical W-profiles at x = 4 show good agreement 
among the three mesh systems.
Table 4.4 is concerned with a test case where the 
computational domain had a L/H ratio of 6 . 8  and a tur­
bulence Reynolds number of 5 8 . Solutions are compared 
for various mesh systems with and without upwinding. It 
is noted that while a uniform square mesh required 30 
minutes of CPU time to finish the hydrodynamic simulation 
and 87 iterations in the transport or C-simulation, 
approximately 15 minutes were sufficient for a variable 
size mesh (R^ = 1.30) to complete both the hydrodynamic 
and C-simulations. The variable size mesh offered, in 
this.case, a significant saving in both CPU time and
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storage without the loss of accuracy as shown from the 
^-profiles. Also, it is noticed that using upwinding 
stabilized the solution for the case of uniform size 
Tnesh. An aspect ratio, Ax/Ay, in Region-IV, of 2 was 
found necessary to improve computational stability because 
of the excessively high velocities, and consequently , 
near the effluent weir.
In summary, a well designed variable size mesh has 
proven successful in obtaining reasonably accurate solu­
tions with great savings in CPU and storage requirements. 
Also, it helps to ensure computational stability because 
of the reduced Courant number near the effluent weir.
4.2.4 Effect of a  in the Unsteady Term 
In the early stages of developing this model, a 
two-time level formulation was used for the unsteady
,n+ 1  .n
g I J ” I J
term, ^  = --   ^ ----— , as reported by many investigators
(40, 42) who have used the ADI scheme. Experimentation
with this formulation showed a poor iterative convergence
and a three-time level formulation was found to be more
efficient, i.e.,
am = > “"r,j + = „
z;
The value of a in Eq. 4.8 determines where the time deri-
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vative is to be computed and it may assume values between 
O and 2. The term [3m/3t) is the rate of change of w
with time and is equal to the net flux in or out of the
element due to convection and diffusion. Since the 
x-components of both convection and diffusion are evaluated 
at time-level n+1, in Eq. 3.26, while the corresponding 
y-components are evaluated at time-level n, the effective 
time-level of (3w/9t) can be regarded as n+1/2. This
effective time-level suggests a value of a equal to 1.5.
However, the parameter a can assume other values and thus 
acts as an over- or under-relaxation parameter.
Selection of an optimum a was made by varying its- 
value between O to 2. Table' 4.5 compares steady-state 
solutions obtained using values of a = 1.0, 1.05, 1.50,
1.75 and 2.0. Excluding the limit values of a, i.e.,
1 . 0  and 2 .0 , all other values yielded the same solution 
in approximately the same CPU time, with a = 1.5 being 
slightly better. Values of a less than one failed to 
yield a computationally stable solution, and hence are 
not reported in this Table.
As mentioned earlier, the parameter a determines 
the time-level at which the term 3m/ 3t is to be computed. 
Table 4.5 shows that maintaining a in the range l<a< 2  
yields the same steady-state solution. Table 4.6 shows
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the effect of a on the transient solution for the case 
of a continuous supply of neutral density tracer into 
the influent to a settling tank. It is noted that as 
the simulation time advances the effect of a drastically 
diminishes.
4.2.5 Iteration Convergence
Iteration convergence refers to finally arriving at 
a solution via iteration. The present model solves two 
simultaneous partial differential equations in m and Y .
For a given velocity field ' (u^ , vî2 ) , vorticity values
X f Ü X / ü
are obtained in two steps using the ADI method. Then,X / Ü
velocity values are updated or alternatively advanced in 
time to ui}"*"^ , vî2^^ by using the S.O.R. iterative scheme
X / Ü X / Ü
to update j values to This cycle is repeated
until the specified convergence criterion for a steady state 
is satisfied. Thus, there are two iterative processes in­
volved. The first one is to iterate on the Y-equation to
obtain values using Y^ t and . Expérimenta-X/iJ X/U X/Ü
tion with the model showed that 3 iterations were sufficient 
to obtain the Y^^j values using the Y-values at the pre­
vious time step. The other iteration process refers to 
obtaining a steady-state solution as being the asymptotic 
time limit of the unsteady equation. In this case, solu-
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tions at various times can be considered as iterations on 
the initial solution. A steady-state solution was obtained 
when the entire arrays of and were checked
for
"iTj ~ “i.j
R
cc 4.9
and
max
I , J Y^
where co is a representative m of the problem and was taken 
to be the average vorticity value over the domain, and 
is a representative stream function value taken to be 0.5. 
Values of cc were varied between 0.001 to 0.005. It was 
noticed from the various runs made that Y- satisfied the 
cc-criterion much earlier than w , as shown in Fig. 4.6, 
which is a typical iterative behaviour of Y and m.
4.3 Computational Stability
Stability of a finite-difference scheme is concerned 
with the unbounded growth or controlled decay of any 
errors associated with the solution of the finite-difference 
equations. In case of a computationally stable difference 
scheme, all disturbances remain bounded in the computation; 
otherwise, the value of some quantity would become so large 
as to be beyond the capability of any computer, and no
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results would be obtained. Stability can be investigated 
analytically using various methods [40, 851 such as the 
discrete perturbation stability analysis, von Neumann 
stability analysis and Hirt's stability analysis. These 
methods are laborious and were not used in the present 
problem. The Alternating Direction Implicit Scheme has 
proven to be highly stable as shown by the numerous runs 
presented in the convergence analysis. This agrees well 
with other investigators (40, 4 2) who have reported that 
the ADI method possesses unconditional computational 
stability. Roache (40) has commented on the importance 
of an analytical stability analysis quoting Hicks, and 
Lax and Richtmyer, "For the study of nonlinear equation, 
Hicks (19 69) suggests skipping over the problems of 
stability criteria and going directly to the heart of 
the matter which is, after all, convergence (Lax and 
Richtmyer, 1956)."
The proposed finite-difference scheme has yielded 
computationally stable and meaningful solutions over a 
wide range of mesh systems, time increments, turbulence 
Reynolds numbers and degrees of upwinding. Mesh systems 
of uniform and variable spacings were used where JN 
varied between 9 to 39 over the tank depth. The lower 
limit of JN = 9 resulted in solutions that reproduced 
the main features of the flow pattern such as the re­
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circulating eddy. On the other hand, mesh systems having 
high density of nodes, e.g., JN = 39, did not incur no­
ticeable round-off errors. Selection of At was discussed 
in Section 4.2.1, where it was shown that solutions were 
obtained for At's that exceeded by several times the 
critical values based on convergence criterion, especially 
near the effluent weir. Turbulence Reynolds numbers,
Rg = HlJ/e^, were varied over a range of 30 to 110, which 
covers the normal range of possible turbulent flows in a 
settling tank.
Although the proposed finite-difference scheme has 
yielded computationally stable solutions in most cases, a 
limited number of runs exhibited computational divergence. 
Analyses of these runs revealed that the local Courant 
number criterion was seriously violated at the effluent 
weir, particularly with a fine square mesh system where 
the node ClN-1, JN-1) had excessively high velocity. This 
velocity resulted in a high Courant and cell Reynolds 
numbers. However, this problem was eliminated by either 
using a smaller At or a larger mesh aspect ratio near the 
effluent weir. Roach (40) reported improved stability 
when a large aspect ratio was used. Experimentation with 
the model, showed that stable solutions were obtained with 
and without upwinding, for the tested range of Re. How­
ever, Table 4.4 shows a test case where the centered-
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difference formulations failed to yield a stable solu­
tion and a fully upwind scheme was required to attain 
stability. Table 4.7 summarizes the results of five 
test cases to study the limiting values of and
for stability. In each test case, the mesh was con­
tinuously refined until computational divergence
took place. The values of R^„ and C„ were calculatedec N
for the limiting stable mesh systems. These maximum 
local values were found to occur at the effluent weir. 
It is noted that upwind formulations permitted the use 
of higher R^^ and while maintaining computational 
stability. Obviously, the question of accuracy is not 
addressed in this regard. As a guide, it would appear 
that a centered-difference scheme would be stable if 
^ec ^ 50 while an upwind scheme would be stable if
S  R e c <  1 0 0 -
4.4 Conservation Tests
The proposed difference-schemes for m and G were 
derived from their respective partial differential equa­
tions cast in the "conservative form," which was shown 
to possess the "conservative property" in Sec. 2.3.7. 
However, the governing relations at the boundaries were 
not checked for conservation errors. In order to check 
the conservation property of the numerical scheme as a
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whole, a test case was run in which a continuous supply 
of neutral density tracer was injected into the influent 
to the tank. Tank contents were assumed to have the same 
tracer concentration as the influent. The corresponding 
C-boundary conditions at the inflow were jg = 1.0,
and the initial C-conditions were C_  ^= 1.0 where 1 = 2 ,
I
INM and J = 2, JNM. The anticipated exact solution to 
this test case was C^ . ^ = 1 .0 everywhere in the tank. The
1 , J
C-distribution obtained by the numerical model is shown 
in Fig. 4.7. It is obvious that the numerical C-distri­
bution deviated from the exact solution, especially in 
the regions near the inflow and outflow. This numerical 
error is believed to have been introduced from the bound­
ary relations at the inflow and outflow regions. A 
similar conservation problem was reported by Crow (42).
The following finite-differenced C-equation is considered 
to show how the numerical error is introduced:
5c 5(uc) 5(vC) 1 6^ c 1 (5^ C y 5 C  ITT
^ ------ ^ ------ —  " ^  Ray ay' "
Since at t = O, the concentration C_ ^ was the same every-
I , J
where, the diffusion terms could not contribute initially
5 Cto any change in ^  and therefore, to the numerical error 
On- the other hand, the initial change in concentration due
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to convection could be written as because
the initial concentration was constant everywhere and
was factored out. The quantity in brackets is the differ­
enced form of the continuity equation, which would become 
zero if the discretized continuity equation was completely 
satisfied at each point. Thus, the numerical error in C 
is due to the error in the numerical solution of the con­
tinuity equation which was observed to be significant in 
nodes just interior to the inflow and outflow surfaces, 
i.e., (1=2, J=l, JB and I=IN-1, JN-1).
This numerical error can be eliminated by writing 
the convection terms in a nonconservative form, i.e.,
- . . I f  1,,,
For constant concentration, Eq. 4.12 estimates the initial 
change in C to be zero, which agrees with the exact solu­
tion to the problem. Therefore, the use of Eq. 4.12 at 
the nodes just interior to the inflow and outflow is ex­
pected to reduce the dependence of the C-solution on 
errors in the numerical Y-solution. Figure 4.8 shows a 
corresponding C-distribution to that of Fig. 4.7, but 
with a nonconservative formulations applied only at the 
nodes (1=2, J=l, JB) and I=IN-1, JN-1. These nonconser­
vation formulations were derived using Eq. 3.11 which is
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equivalent to a centered-difference approximation. All 
Other nodes were handled using the conservation formulation. 
The conservation property of the proposed scheme is evident , 
from the agreement between the numerical C-values and the 
exact solution. A similar nonconservative formulation was 
applied in the m-solution to be compatible with the C-solu­
tion, but it was not retained because of the poor results 
obtained.
4 .5 Sensitivity Analysis
This section is concerned with studying the sensitivity 
of the solution with the (i) bottom boundary conditions,
(ii) boundary conditions at the baffle lip, (iii) specified 
entrance velocity distribution, (iv) degree of upwinding,
(v) eddy viscosity, and (vi) initial solution.
4.5.1 Bottom Boundary Conditions
Table 4.8 summarizes hydrodynamic simulations result­
ing from using various bottom boundary conditions, namely,
(i) no-slip conditions along the bottom where u = v = O 
and vorticity obtained from Eq. 3.43, (ii) partial-slip 
conditions according to Eq. 3.46 with various values of 
the shear coefficient 0.2, 0.332 and 0.5, and (iii) partial- 
slip conditions according to E q . 3.46 but with Uq taken as 
U_ -. A no-slip condition resulted in a weaker and a shorterX f /
eddy than those of the partial-slip case. The partial slip 
case was not very sensitive to either the shear coefficient
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or the method of assigning U^, as is demonstrated by the 
almost identical velocity distributions in the table.
The vorticity at the tank bottom, immediately down­
stream from the reaction baffle ^ , was two orders of 
niagnitude higher in the no-slip case than in the partial 
slip case. Since a wall vorticity value is simply the 
Vertical gradient of the longitudinal velocity the
no-slip solutions exhibited laminar type velocity pro­
files as shown in Fig. 4.9. The vertical profile of u 
at a distance x=0.21 or 0.42 times the baffle opening is 
plotted in Fig. 4.9. The no-slip solution appears to be 
unrealistically affected by the existence of the bottom, 
while the partial-slip case maintains the potential core 
of the jet as would be expected. At a distance x = 4, 
it is noted that the no-slip case exhibits a nearly fully- 
developed boundary layer profile while the partial slip 
case still has a wall jet type of profile.
4.5.2 Baffle Lip Boundary Conditions
The proposed numerical model considers the baffle lip 
to be a part of the inflowing stream where vorticity is 
obtained from Eq. 3.41, i.e., j b “ -U^n^/h^. Table 4.9
lists five other possible boundary conditions for vorticity 
at the lip, which have been used by researchers (40), 
namely;
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(i) Boundary Condition [B.C.—I): Baffle lip was
regarded as part of the reaction baffle and was
obtained from Eq. 3.43;
C'ii) B.C.-II: stream function was treated as if it
were symmetric about the baffle lip and vorticity was
obtained from the Poisson equation (40) as
W _ Y Y Y
^( 1,JB-1 1,JB) , „ ( 2,JB - 1,JB) ,
(iii) B.C.-Ill: baffle lip was rounded off and an
average vorticity value from the two directions was used, 
i.e.,
4.14
(iv) B.C.-IV: a 45"-bevelled lip with Ax = Ay was
assumed and vorticity was evaluated from
“l,JB = ''^2,JB-1
and (v) B.C.-V: a separation value of w = O was assumed to
force separation at the baffle lip.
It is evident from Table 4.9 that various treatments 
of the baffle lip yielded significantly different solutions. 
The present model predicted stronger and longer eddy than 
any of the other boundary conditions, which is more realistic
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and gives more flexibility in calibrating the scheme.
Also, since the present model obtains as the deriva­
tive of the prescribed analytic function of the entrance 
velocity distribution, it is considered of higher order 
accuracy than the differenced boundary conditions.
4.5.3 Entrance Velocity Distribution
Figure 4.10 shows the effect of the entrance velocity 
distribution on the ratio between the length of the eddy 
to its height . The ratio L^/H^ is very responsive
to changes in h^ and the exponent n ^ . A plug or nearly 
flat flow, under the reaction baffle, is characterized by 
a very small I I 2  (=0, in the limit) and a large exponent 
ng (=co, in the limit) or alternatively a value of n 2 
becoming equal to zero. It can be seen from Fig. 4.10 
that, for a given h ^ , a decrease in n2 results in an in­
crease in the eddy length. Also, an increase in h 2 , for 
a given n t e n d s  to stretch the eddy for relatively small 
values of h 2 • This may be explained by realizing that 
velocity distributions other than plug flow have a higher 
momentum flux due to the increase in their momentum cor- ' 
rection factor. The decrease in the eddy or reattachment 
length at higher values of h2 is due to the decrease in 
vorticity at the baffle lip as given by Eq. 3.41. Experi­
ments on the influence of upstream conditions on flow 
reattachment lengths downstream of an abrupt channel expan­
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sion indicated that a parabolic inlet velocity distribution 
resulted in a longer reattachment length than a near flat 
one C.84) .
4.5.4 Degree of Upwinding
The effect of the degree of upwinding, 9, on the eddy 
strength for a wide range of mesh sizes is demonstrated in 
Fig. 4.2. Variations of normalized eddy lengths, L , withI\
mesh size are shown in Fig. 4.3 for various levels of up- 
winding. Also, Table 4.4 lists various test cases where 
zero and full upwinding were used to establish the hydro- 
dynamic fields. There is some evidence from these runs 
that upwinding changed the resulting solution, especially 
with coarse meshes. However, as the mesh became finer, 
the difference between centered-difference and upwind 
solutions decreased drastically due to a corresponding de­
crease in the artificial viscosity introduced by upwinding. 
The stabilization effect of upwinding was clearly shown 
from Runs 435/01-21 and 315/01-21 in Table 4.4 Based on 
the results of many numerical simulations, it is advisable 
to use centered-difference formulations for the hydro­
dynamics unless stability requires a certain degree of 
upwinding.
4.5.5 Eddy Viscosity
The effects of eddy viscosity on and u—
velocity profile at a station located at x =2.2 (depth)
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from the reaction baffle are shown in Table 4.10. The
eddy strength was not responsive to changes in the
*
kinematic eddy viscosity, e^. Experimentation with the
model showed that the eddy strength was influenced more
by the baffle opening than any other factor. On the
other hand, the reattachment length, L , exhibited more
dependence on the eddy viscosity, and consequently the
turbulent Reynolds number, R ^ . A decrease in R^ from
90.5 to 28.3 resulted in a corresponding decrease of L_
a
from 2.0 to 1.25. Roschke and Back (83), and others 
have reported a similar trend in their study on the 
shear layer regimes and re attachment lengths downstream 
of an abrupt circular channel expansion.
4.5.6 Initial Conditions
Three test cases are reported in Table 4.11 for 
studying the effect of initial conditions on the steady- 
state velocity field: (i) initial conditions for Y were
based on an irrotational flow solution using the S.O.R. 
method with 10 iterations, (ii) same as (i) but with one 
iteration only, and (iii) solution started from rest 
where"Y = 0.0 at all interior nodes. It is evident from 
Table 4.11, that identical velocity fields were obtained 
in all three cases, within almost - the same CPU time.
The numerical scheme is quite insensitive to the initial 
conditions used to march the solution towards its steady- 
state .
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Table 4.12 presents two different initial conditions 
that were -used to establish the steady-state C-field.
The tank's contents were initially assumed to have, (i) 
zero SS-concentration, and (ii) same SS-concentration as 
the influent. Identical C-fields were obtained in both 
cases within almost the same CPU time which indicated 
that the scheme was insensitive to changes in C-initial 
conditions.
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CHAPTER V 
MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION
5.1 General
In Chapter IV, the proposed numerical model was 
verified and its stability and convergence behaviour were 
investigated. In addition, sensitivity analyses were 
carried out to assess the influence of various defaulted 
parameters, boundary, and initial conditions on the re­
sulting solutions or simulations. This Chapter is con­
cerned with calibrating model parameters using experimen­
tal investigations that were conducted to generate the 
necessary experimental data. After calibration, the 
hydrodynamic and transport submodels are validated.
5.2 Hydrodynamic Submodel
5.2.1 Experimental Investigation
5.2.1.1 Experimental Setup
The purpose of this phase of the experimental investi­
gation was to obtain velocity measurements in a flow field 
which had the same geometry as the computational domain 
considered by the model.
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic layout and dimensions of
136
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the circulating flume, where a 1/4 horsepower centrifugal 
pump was used to circulate tap water. The flow entered 
the 1.80 m long, by 0.50 m high and 0.125 ± 0.00 3 m wide 
plexiglass flume from the end where a 50 mm thick fibre 
filter was installed to damp out inflow turbulence. The 
water flowed up a 3:2 ramp and under a specially designed 
gate into the test section. The gate was shaped such that 
flow would be unidirectional at the inlet to the test 
section. Dimensions of the test section were 0.73 m long, 
0.125 m wide and the depth of flow varied between 0.10 - 
0.15 m depending on the flowrate. The effluent from the 
test section was collected in a 0.75 m long by 0.6 m deep 
by 0 . 6 m wide plexiglass sump and recirculated to the flume 
through a 64 mm diameter copper pipe.
Inflow to test section was controlled by a gate valve 
at the upstream end of the flume. Although the apparatus 
was originally equipped with an orificemeter for measuring 
flow, it was found that integrating the measured velocity 
distribution would yield more accurate results for the 
small flowrates involved. The effluent weir at the end of 
the test section was calibrated to check the computed flow 
by measuring the head over the weir. The use of a closed- 
loop flow circuit was necessary to attain temperature 
equilibrium and eliminate possible temperature effects on 
flow pattern.
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5.2.1.2 Ins tnimentation
A Laser Doppler Anemometer was used to measure 
velocity profiles because, (i) it requires small measuring 
volume as compared to propeller current meters, (ii) it 
is a non-obstructing method, (iii) it possesses a high 
absolute accuracy as it requires no calibration, and most 
important (iv) it is capable of accurately measuring near­
zero as well as reversed velocities. The side walls of 
the test section were constructed of plexiglass, 0.125 m 
apart, to permit the use of Laser Doppler Anemometer in 
its 'Forward Scattered Mode', as shown in Fig. 5.2.
Certain important details of the equipments used in these 
experiments are given in Table 5.1. Rankin (92) used a 
Laser Doppler Anemometer arrangement that included a fre­
quency shifter which enabled him to measure near-zero 
velocities. A similar arrangement was used in this 
experimental investigation to measure the negative back­
flow velocities in the recirculating eddy.
The light from the 15 mW He-Ne laser first passes 
through a polarization rotator and then an aperture before 
entering the beam splitter where it is divided into two 
equal parts 50 mm apart. The two beams enter the Acousto- 
optic cell housing where one beam is transmitted through 
the cell and the other through a path length equalizer.
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Both the shifted and unshifted beams are then focused 
onto the measurement point by the focusing lens. The 
scattered light from the intersection of the two Laser 
beams is again focused onto the aperture of the photo 
detector (photo multiplier) which converts the light 
intensity variation into electrical variation. The 
shifted signal is passed through a high pass filter into 
the Frequency Tracker where frequency is converted into 
a proportional voltage. An oscilloscope was used to 
display the photo detector output signal.
A .traverse mechanism was used to measure velocity 
at various points within the test section, and to con­
struct the required velocity profiles. The Laser Doppler 
Anemometer components, transmitting optics and receiving 
optics were located on a horizontal frame which was per­
pendicular to the flume longitudinal-axis. A limited 
adjustment in the frame direction (z-direction) was made 
possible by means of a plexiglass slide mechanism which 
was used for aligning the point of intersection onto the 
center line of the flume. The entire frame was fastened 
onto a carriage that travelled on tracks in the x-direction 
(flume center line). In order to allow a third-degree of 
freedom, the frame and tracks could move up and down 
(y-direction) by means of a space frame and a hydraulic
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jack. Thus, the point of intersection of the two-Laser 
beams could be located at any point Cx, y , z) within the 
test section. The term 'point of intersection' is used 
to refer to the small measuring volume which was an 
ellipsoid with minor and major axes, 0.078 mm and 0.315 mm 
respectively, in the present study (92).
5.2.1.3 Experimental Procedure
This section first deals with the procedures that 
were followed for the initial setup and calibration of the 
equipment. Subsequently, typical test procedures are 
presented for measuring the velocity profiles.
The sump tank was filled with tap water. The Dual 
Beam Laser Doppler Anemometer arrangement was set up 
according to the operation manual supplied by the manu­
facturer. These procedures are standard and hence are not 
repeated here. The use of the Laser Doppler Anemometer re­
quires knowledge of the laser light wavelength, focal dis­
tance of the lens and beam spacing. The fluid velocity, 
u, is related to the doppler frequency, f^, according to
f, = k, 5.1(a)
° 1
where A is the laser light wavelength (= 632.8 nm for air) 
and k is half the intersection angle (=13.76° for air).
The ratio (sin k)/X is independent of the working medium.
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The tracker converts this frequency into a proportional 
voltage which is related to the fluid velocity at the 
measuring point by C92Î
u = 6.651 CE-Eg) 5.1(b)
where u is the longitudinal velocity in cm/s; E is the out­
put voltage to be read from the frequency tracker (E = sf
s is the range switch setting in VOLTS /MH^); and Es is the
theoretical voltage that would be recorded when u = O. The 
frequency shifter was set such that E^ was observed to be 1 .0 , 
The following procedure was employed when recording velo­
city profile data. The flowrate was set to approximately the 
desired value using the control valve. The water depth was 
measured at the reaction baffle or 'entrance gate' and also 
near the effluent weir. The latter depth determined the head 
over the weir, h^, and consequently the flowrate, q, from the
experimentally calibrated weir equation,
1.5
q = 17.25 h ^  5.2
where q is in cm^/s/cm' and h ^  in cm. The measuring volume 
was located in the mid-width of the test section. Starting 
from the sections at the entrance gate and proceeding down­
stream, the measuring volume was traversed in the y-direction 
while voltage and depth, values were recorded. Intervals of 
5 and 10 mm were used in the y—direction while the intervals 
in the x-direction varied from 40 to 100 mm depending on the 
velocity gradients.
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5.2.2 Results and Calibration of Model Parameters
Figures 5.3 C.a) and C.bl are typical vertical profiles
of the longitudinal velocity, u, measured at various
distances, x, from the entrance gate. The length of the
test section, or the simulated tank, was 0.73 m, and the
depth varied between 0.102 to 0.104 m, with an average
value of 0.103 m. The flowrate per unit width was
45.2 cm^/s/cm' which corresponded to a Reynolds number of
4520, based on average depth and velocity, and a kinematic
2
molecular viscosity of 0.01 cm /s. This typical run was 
used to calibrate the constant eddy viscosity-turbulence 
model.
As shown in Figs. 5.3(a) and (b), the computed values
from the numerical model showed good agreement with the
experimental velocity profiles, when the kinematic eddy
2
viscosity was assumed to be 1.0 cm /s. The eddy viscosi- -
ties in the x- and y-directions, e and e , were ar-mx my
bitrarily set to be equal in order to minimize the number 
of parameters required for calibration. The measured en­
trance velocity distribution was integrated to obtain the 
corresponding entrance Y-distribution which was subsequently 
supplied as input to the numerical model. A 17 x 58 
variable size mesh was used to discretize the computational 
flow domain. This mesh was also found to give identical 
solution to a 17 X 113 uniform size square mesh. In the
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following sections, the best-fit value of of 1 . 0 cm /s
will be compared with computed for the case of a wall-
generated turbulence in fully developed open-channel flow. 
It is worth mentioning that the incorporated constant eddy 
viscosity model cannot fully reproduce all the features of 
the turbulence field. However, a good agreement was ob­
tained when the eddy length and strength were properly 
predicted along with the main features of the flow pattern, 
For the case of a longitudinal-uniform open-channel 
flow with a logarithmic velocity distribution, can be
estimated from
= k U. g  (H-y) 5.3
where
= vertical kinematic eddy viscosity?
k = von-Karman's universal constant 
= 0.4 for dilute suspensions;
y = height above channel bottom; and
H = open-channe1 depth of flow.
The parameter U* is known as the shear velocity and is re­
lated to the energy slope, , in a wide channel by
U* = = /gHSg 5.4
in which t is the wall or bed shear stress; P is the fluid w
density and g is the gravitational acceleration. Using 
Manning's equation to estimate the energy slope, , in
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Eq. 5.4, the shear velocity U* is given by
where Û  is the depth-average velocity of flow, n is
Manning's coefficient and all variables are expressed in
meter-seconds units. Substituting Eg. 5.5 into Eq. 5.3,
gives a parabolic distribution., for e with a maximummy my
at mid-depth and zero values at both bed and free surface.
For the experimental run under consideration, the maximum
2
computed by Eq. 5.3 was 0.21 cm /s when n for plexi­
glass was assumed to be 0 .0 1 .
* 2 
The value of e = 0.21 cm /s was observed to occurmy
at a distance of six times the depth where U* was obtained 
from the wall-shear stress computed from the partial slip 
boundary condition. This value of accounted only for
bottom-generated turbulence and an assumed logarithmic
velocity distribution. Comparing the maximum of 0.21
2 2 cm /s with the best-fit value of 1 . 0  cm /s shows that the
overall effective eddy viscosity had to be approximately
five times the maximum value obtained from Eq. 5,3 in order
to account for the turbulence produced by the jet mi.xing,
and the true velocity distribution.
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Equation 5.3 can be rewritten as
Emy " f H. Ü' fcn(yi. 5.6
where
r = coefficient depends on k, g, and n;
H = a characteristic turbulence length scale,
taken as the channel flow depth;
Ü  = a characteristic turbulence velocity scale,
taken as the depth-average velocity; and
fcn'Cy) = a function of y/H that describes the vertical
distribution of e .my
Equation 5.6 can serve as a model for eddy viscosity esti­
mation, after selecting more appropriate characteristic 
length and velocity scales that would better represent the 
turbulence produced by the jet mixing. For the present 
problem, the characteristic length and velocity scales are 
taken as the height of the eddy, H^; and the entrance jet 
velocity, . The function fen(y) is assumed to be equal 
to 1 . 0 which corresponds to a constant eddy viscosity across 
the depth. Thus, an equation in the form
5.7
can be used to compute the constant eddy viscosity,
at all sections. The run considered previously for velocity
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distribution was used to estimate the coefficient tj and it 
was found to be 0.017. An equation similar to Eq. 5.7, 
was proposed by Goertler C93) to estimate the turbulent 
shear stress in a plane turbulent free jet. He assumed 
the kinematic eddy viscosity to be proportional to the free 
jet velocity and a characteristic width of the shear layer. 
Since the width of the shear layer changes with distance 
along the jet axis, and generally is not known a priori, 
it would appear appropriate to use the eddy height, H^, in 
a constant eddy viscosity model.
A turbulence model based on Prandtl's mixing length 
hypothesis was applied to check the value of obtained
from Eq. 5.7. The mean motion rate of strain due to the 
v-component is small compared to the u-component and hence 
is neglected. Therefore, the kinematic eddy viscosity is 
expressed in terms of the mixing length, t ,  as
#  I
For a plane turbulent free jet, Rajaratnam (9 3) has reported 
that the slope of the shear line into the potential core of 
the jet can be taken as 0.1. Assuming a mixing length of 
0.23 of the width of the mixing layer (93), and substituting 
this value into Eq. 5.8, the maximum eddy viscosity values 
were calculated at x = 9.6, 15.5, 26.6 cm to be 0.45, 0.97,
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2
2.0 2 cm /s respectively. The velocity gradient term in 
Eql 5.8, was obtained from the numerical simulation. It 
is clear that the value of of 1 . 0  cm /s, which yielded
the best overall agreement with experiment, lies within 
this range. Attempts were made for further comparisons 
with both plane turbulent free and wall jets, but with 
limited success because of scarce published data on the 
establishment regions of these jets.
The experimental data collected during this investiga­
tion are on file at the Civil Engineering Department, 
University of Windsor, and only those data used in model 
calibration and validation are presented here.
5.2.3 Validation of Hydrodynamic Submodel 
Model validation can be carried out by using the model 
to simulate test cases that were not used in the calibration. 
The capability of the model in establishing a velocity field 
that reasonably agreed with experimental data is demonstrated 
in Figs. 5.4(a) and (b), for experiment R-2. The data for 
this test case were obtained for the following conditions:
Experimental : Flow rate per unit width = 109 cm^/s/cm';
Average flow depth = 0.119 m;
Length of tank = 0.73 m;
Baffle opening = 5 0  mm;
Reynolds Number = 10,900
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Numerical; Variable Size Mesh [17x51);
JB = 8 ; upwind factor = 0,0;
h^ = 0 .15 ; n^ = 1.-75;
h2 = 0.10; XÏ2 = 2.00;
Turbulent Reynolds Number = 42.2
CPU = 12 minutes (Full Hydrodynamic
Simulation + 188 C-iterations)
Another series of experiments were conducted to test the 
capability of the model to predict the eddy or reattachment 
lengths for flowrates which varied over a range of 36.6 to
244.5 cm^/s/cm'. The baffle opening and tank length were 
0.05 and 0.73 m, respectively and they remained unchanged 
for all the flows. Figure 5.5 depicts the variation of the 
eddy length with flowrate. As flowrate increased, the re­
attachment point progressively moved downstream towards the 
effluent weir. The reattachment point was detected by sur­
face floats and was checked using the Laser to measure the 
point of zero longitudinal velocity. Using Eq. 5.7 to pre­
dict the overall effective kinematic eddy viscosity, the 
model was run for the various flowrates to establish the 
velocity fields and consequently the reattachment lengths.
The reattachment point was taken to be the node where the stream 
line Y = 1 .0 , which separated the eddy from the main stream, 
intersected the free surface. In a numerical simulation 
where the actual baffle lip did not correspond to an
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integer JB, the closest two integer values of JB were run 
and an interpolated reattachment length was obtained.
Figure 5.5 shows a good agreement between the measured 
reattachment lengths and those predicted by the numerical 
model for the various flowrates.
5.3 Transport submodel
5.3.1 Dye-Tests
5.3.1.1 General
In Sec. 5.2, the hydrodynamic submodel was calibrated 
and an expression was obtained to predict the eddy viscosity. 
Then, it was validated where the eddy viscosity formula was 
proven to be adequate to yield a good overall agreement with 
measured velocity fields. Thus, the first part of the simu­
lation model has been shown to be reliable in establishing 
the velocity field which is the input to the second part of 
the simulation model, i.e., transport submodel. The trans­
port submodel solves a partial differential equation similar 
to the vorticity transport equation, using the same numeri­
cal scheme as was used in the hydrodynamic submodel. There­
fore, a similar success can be expected.
In order to validate the transport submodel, it was 
decided to use dyes as neutral density tracers instead of 
actual sediments because of the relative simplicity of the 
dye-tests as compared to the sedimentation tests. In this 
case, the transport of dye resembles the transport of
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sediments with zero settling velocity. A dye test in­
volves the rapid injection of a known amount of dye into 
the influent and measurement of the variation in concen­
tration, with time, in the effluent. In this test, the trans­
port equation in the numerical model is expected to 
reproduce the true time behaviour of the transport process. 
The numerical modelling of this transport process involves 
simulating the transient behaviour of a settling tank 
which is believed to be more difficult than modelling the 
steady or equilibrium behaviour.
5.3.1.2 Experimental Setup
Figure 5.6 shows a schematic layout of the experimental 
setup used to carry out the dye-tests. A 0.15 m wide,
0.3 m deep and 3.6 0 m long plexiglass flume was used. The 
test section was similar to that shown in Fig. 5.1, except 
that a 0 . 1 0  m long honeycomb structure was used, upstream 
of the movable entrance gate, as a flow straightener to 
produce unidirectional flow at the entrance. The test 
section had a length of 1.12 m, a width of 15 cm and a 
depth which varied according to the flowrate.
5.3.1.3 Instrumentation arid Calibration of Equipment
A Turner Fluorometer, Model 111, was used to measure
the variation in dye concentration with time. A continuous— 
flow attachment, along with a dye intake pump, were used
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for continuous measurement of dye concentration (fluo­
rescence level). The sampling point was located at the 
downstream end of the scale model settling tank, as shown 
in Pig. 5.6. A single channel chart recorder was con­
nected to the Fluorometer for recording the time-concentra- 
tion curves.
Various gravity-feed type injection systems were tried 
to disperse the dye uniformly across the entrance under the 
baffle. These attempts met with limited success, 
because of the extended time-period over which the dye was 
released, sometimes up to half of the theoretical detention 
time in the settling tank. Moreover, the rate of dye re­
lease was not steady over the injection period and this 
introduced high uncertainty in the generated data.
A pressurized dye injection system was ultimately 
developed to release the dye. A 0.148 m long perforated 
copper tube, 6.25 mm in diameter, was placed upstream of 
the flow straightener tubes and was connected by plastic 
tubing to a specially made syringe with 0.25 m long plexi­
glass plunger. The dye solution was first drawn into the 
plunger, then released into the influent under pressure 
through the 2 mm-diameter perforations in the copper tube.
Three fluorescent dyes, rhodamine B sulpho extra, 
rhodamine B (FB), and sodium fluorescein, were compared in 
the laboratory to assess their performance. The work of
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Smart and Laidlow (94) on the evaluation of some fluorescent 
dyes for water tracing was used as a guide for dye-selection. 
Sodium fluorescein, supplied by Fisher Scientific Company 
as Uranine (A-833), proved to be the most suitable. This
dye gave a linear response of fluorescence versus mass con­
centration. This test was done by measuring the fluorescence 
level for carefully prepared series of dilutions from a 
stock concentrate. A recovery test was carried out to check 
possible dye decay and/or adsorption.
Over 95% dye recovery was measured which indicated a 
nearly complete detection of the dye at the outlet. The 
importance of achieving complete recovery of dye at the
outlet has been emphasized by White (95), otherwise the
flow-through curves would be of little value.
5.3.1.4 Experimental Procedure
The following procedure was adopted in a typical 
neutral density dye test;
(i) The chart recorder, Fluorometer, and dye
intake pump were started and the Fluorometer was 
zeroed with the scale adjusted to the appropriate 
setting.
(ii) The lag time from the dye intake to the Fluro- 
meter was measured (approximately 23 seconds).
(iii) The baffle opening was set and the flow rate was
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allowed to reach steady conditions and was then 
measured using a graduated cylinder and a stop 
watch. Also, the depth of water in the tank 
was measured.
(iv) Water temperatures were measured at the inflow,
within the main eddy and near the effluent to 
detect any substantial temperature difference.
A maximum temperature difference of 0.1°C was 
measured which would not create detectable den­
sity differences at the recorded water tempera­
ture of approximately 4.5°C.
(v) Then the dye was injected using the plunger and
the time was marked on the recording paper when 
dye first appeared under the baffle. Also, the 
period over which the dye was being released 
was recorded.
(vi) Using a stop watch, times were recorded when
the first trace of dye reached the weir and when 
a full spread of dye appeared across the weir. 
These values were compared with the value of the 
initial time as obtained from the Fluorometer 
initial reading minus the lag time.
Cvii) The recording was continued until the Fluorometer 
reading diminished to the background or zero 
level.
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5.3.2 Results and Evaluation of the Transport 
Submodel
Figure 5.7 is a typical flow-through curve which was 
observed experimentally for the case of a test section 
having a length of 1.12 m, a depth of 0.165 m, a baffle 
opening of 82.5 mm and a flowrate per unit width of
37.7 cm^/s (.0377 L/S). The reproduceability of the flow­
through curve is evident from the four runs presented in 
the figure; thus, indicating a stable flow pattern under 
these flow conditions. The Reynolds and Froude numbers 
for this run were 2500 and 0.018 respectively, based on 
average velocity and the depth of flow. Figure 5.8 shows 
flow-through curves for the same conditions, except with a 
baffle opening of 38 mm. Figure 5.8 shows that the initial 
time for the dye appearance at the outlet was shorter than 
that for the larger baffle opening (Fig. 5.7). This can 
be attributed to a stronger jet associated with the small 
baffle opening. Also, a smaller peak concentration was 
observed (Fig. 5.8) which can be related to a larger dead 
space or eddy formed by the greater immersed depth of the 
baffle.
In both Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, the elapsed time, t, was 
converted to a dimensionless time, t^, by dividing by the 
theoretical detention time of the tank, where T^=nominal volume 
of the tank, V/rate of flow, Q. The dye concentration.
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C , measured at the outlet end of the tank; was converted 
to C'/Cçj/ where is a reference concentration taken as 
the concentration of dye that would have resulted if the 
injected mass of dye, M, was completely mixed into the 
nominal volume of the tank, ¥■. The reference concentration, 
Cq, is given by
Cq = M/y 5.9(a)
or alternatively (assuming complete recovery of dye)
00
= i  /  C  a t  5.9(b)
""o -a 0
Equation 5.9 could be used to evaluate in mg/L or al­
ternatively in fluorometer scale units, since the linearity 
test was satisfied. The area under a normalized flow­
through or concentration-time curve can be shown to be 
unity, which follows from the definitions of both the 
reference time and the reference concentration.
For numerical simulation of a flow-through curve, a 
few modifications had to be made to the transport submodel. 
The settling velocity was set equal to zero to simulate 
the no-slip condition between the dye and the flowing 
water. This also caused both the free surface and the 
bottom of the clarifier to act as reflecting boundaries 
whereby dye was allowed to exit the tank only over the
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effluent weir. In order to simulate the near-instantaneous 
flow of dye into the tank, the entrance boundary condition 
of C = 1.0 was modified for the nodes (1=1, J=l, JB).
Instead, the concentration C at the entrance nodes was 
varied with time, t^, according to:
= (^*H*)/(q .<TS 5.10(a)
= 0.0 ; > TS 5.10(b)
where L*, H* = length and depth of tank (e.g., in cm-units);
q = flowrate per unit width (cm^/S); and T_ _ = measuredxn J
time period of dye injection (seconds). The parameter 
TS = T^^j/T^ and t^ is related to the number of computational 
cycles (iterations), NC, and the dimensionless time incre­
ment, At, by
t = 2.At. NC. H*/L* 5.11n
A factor of 2 appears in Eq. 5.11, because the A.D.I. method 
advances the solution 2At every computational cycle. The 
dimensionless time increment. At, was taken to be the same 
as that used in the hydrodynamic submodel.
In order to check the conservation of the transport 
submodel under transient conditions, the normalized depth- 
integrated dye-flux ^/^Qudy was computed at every time 
step, at various stations along the tank length. A plot
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of this normalized dye-flux with time at a station located 
at the effluent weir is the desired outlet flow-through 
curve. The areas under the curves obtained at various 
stations have to be equal in order to ensure conservation 
of the flux of dye along the tank length. Also, the area 
under any curve has to be unity (as in the case of a mea­
sured flow-through curve) to ensure conservation of 
injected dye.
Figure 5.9 presents three typical flow-through curves, 
F.T.C., computed at x = 0.063, 1.5, 6.18, for the test 
case of Fig. 5.7. The flow-through curve at x = O repre­
sents the variation of the normalized influx of dye to the 
tank and is also shown in Fig. 5.9. The pressurized in­
jection of the dye was simulated as a uniform flux of dye, 
C/Cq for TS>t^>0. At x = 0.063, located one Ax downstream 
from the inflow, the F.T.C. was very similar to the inflow 
F.T.C. However, a sharp oscillation appeared at the end of 
the first computational cycle (2At), with a peak C/C^ that 
exceeded the inflow C/Cq . This peak C/Cg cannot physically 
exist and was interpreted as an anomaly, which is referred 
to in the literature (40) as ’boundedness error’. During 
the first time step, there was a step change in the rate of
change of C at the nodes adjacent to the entrance nodes, 
g C
This large —  induced ’overshooting' that caused this oscil­
lation. This anomaly did not appear to be serious since it
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did not significantly affect the conservation of dye as 
can be seen from the area under the F.T.C. Moreover, it 
diminished with distance along the tank.
At X = 1.5, the F.T.C. exhibited a lag in initial 
time and a lower peak of dye-flux. This phenomenon is 
similar to the routing of an inflow hydrograph through a 
free surface conduit. The initial time corresponds to 
the travel-through time, (mostly convection-dependent), 
and the lower peak is attributed to the effect of storage, 
mostly diffusion-dependent. Storage, in the present 
case, would be the ability of the main eddy to hold dye 
at the "rising, limb" of the dye-cloud and release it during 
the "recession limb". The lowest peak of C/Cg was ob­
served to occur at x = 6.15, where the whole volume of 
tank was used to dampen,the dye-surge. Further Numerical 
experimentation with the model indicated that possible 
anomalies might exist at one or two stations just upstream 
of the effluent weir. Various attempts were made t o 'elimi­
nate these anomalies, but with limited success. It would 
appear that they were caused by the existence of the 'sink* 
point at the effluent weir. In summary, the numerical 
model reproduced the main features of the physical phenomena 
associated with the transient flow of dye.
Figure 5.10 compares the experimental F.T.C. for the 
test case of Fig. 5.7, with predicted F.T.C. using Eq. 5.7
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to obtain e_ and e . As shown in Fig, 5.10, the model ox by
reproduced adequately the initial time and the time to 
peak concentration. The use of Eq. 5.7 to compute
resulted in a peak concentration
that was higher than the observed. Although, the constant
eddy viscosity turbulence model simulated satisfactorily
the hydrodynamics, it did not adequately simulate the
proper spatial distribution of diffusion within the tank.
Important factors contributing to this disagreement,
other than the use of a constant eddy diffusivity, include
those related to experimental errors, and idealization
errors. Experimental errors include non-uniformity in
dye-release and hold up of dye upstream of the entrance
baffle. Idealization errors include three-dimensional
effects and any density currents that might have existed.
In order to check the effect of the eddy diffusivity
on the resulting F.T.C., three additional runs were made
2
in which the same momentum eddy viscosity of 0.65 cm /s
was used to establish the velocity field but different
values of and e^^ were used to predict the F.T.C.*s
as shown in Fig. 5.10. An eddy diffusivity value of,
2
Eg^ = E^^ = 0.4 cm /s produced a higher peak and steeper 
rising limb of the "dye-cloud." When the x-direction 
eddy diffusivity was made ten times the y-direction
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eddy diffusivity, a lower peak occurred along with a
milder initial rise of dye-concentration. In the third
run, a higher value of eddy diffusivity of =
2
1 . 0  cm /s was used which brought the peak concentration 
closer to the experimental value. However, the initial 
rise of dye-concentration was still milder than the 
observed value. Figure 5.11 compares the F.T.C. for the 
test case of Fig. 5.8 with a predicted F.T.C. using 
Eq. 5.7. Again, although the*constant eddy diffusivity 
affected the solution, the times and the general trend 
were adequately reproduced by the numerical model. It 
appears from Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 that a refined turbulence 
model could be very advantageous in improving the predic­
tions of unsteady transport submodel.
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CHAPTER VI 
APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL
6 .1 General
The proposed mathematical model can be applied to 
simulate the settling process of discrete particles in 
rectangular clarifiers. This capability allows the de­
signer to make a rational evaluation of alternative de­
signs . It can also be used, as a design tool, to assess 
the adequacy and improve on an initial design based on 
overflow rate. The results of the simulation would indi­
cate possible changes to optimize the proposed design.
As a research tool, the model can be used to examine 
the theories proposed by previous researchers for clari- 
fiers. It can also give further insight into the role of 
the various factors involved in the settling process. In 
the following sections, a few applications are presented 
to demonstrate the usefulness of the model as a simulation 
tool.
161
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6 .2 Simulation of Removal of Non-Uniform Size Discrete 
Suspension
In this section a simulation is presented in which the 
model was used to predict the removal efficiency of par­
ticles in a 16.5 m long and 2.70 m deep rectangular settling 
tank. The relative baffle submergence, (1 - H^/H), was 0.4. 
The suspension, under consideration, contained non-uniform 
size mixture of discrete suspended solids, for which the
settling velocity analysis curve is shown in Fig. A.2. The
2
overflow rate or surface loading was 0.32 L/s/m 
2
(566 IGPD/ft ) which corresponds to a flowrate per unit 
width of 5.3 L/s/m'.
The suspension was fractioned and the settling velocity 
analysis curve was read for each fraction, as reported in 
Table 6.1. A normalized settling velocity, , was obtained 
by dividing the dimensional settling velocity by the 
characteristic depth-average flow velocity, U = q/H. Then, 
the numerical model was used to simulate the settling of 
each class of solids. Table 6.1 presents the input data for 
the various computer runs. The depth-integrated solids 
flux at various sections upstream from the effluent weir 
are also reported.
*
For small settling velocities, e.g., <0.01 cm/s,
spatial oscillations in concentration were observed in the
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effluent zone. Examination of the C-distribution in these 
cases, revealed that the effluent weir "sink" was the source 
of these spatial oscillations or 'wiggles' in which a 
"standing wave" appeared to be propagating from this point. 
The spatial oscillations in concentration were observed to 
diminish at nodes farther away from the effluent weir.
The spatial oscillations in concentration are not unique 
to this problem. In a study conducted at the University of 
Windsor (101) to investigate the dispersion of pollutants 
in St. Clair River, similar spatial oscillations were ob­
served to exist as the pollutant plume reached the lateral 
boundaries. Also, Roache (40) has reported that spatial 
oscillations or 'wiggles' in a flow solution have been en­
countered in the work of many researchers.
Several attempts were made to minimize this 'wiggles' 
problem by (i) using a large aspect ratio in the vicinity 
of the effluent weir to damp the oscillations, (ii) using 
a second-order accurate C-boundary condition, (iii) using 
non-conservation formulations for the nodes (I = IN-5,
IN-1; J=JN-5, JN-1), and (iv) using various degrees of 
upwinding formulation either locally or over the whole 
domain. The numerical results indicated that these 'wiggles' 
were significantly reduced when full upwinding was applied 
to the nodes surrounding the effluent weir 
Cl = IN-5, IN-1; J=JN-5, JN-1).
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Table 6.1 also compares removal rates for each class 
of solids as predicted by; Cil the proposed numerical 
model, Cii) ideal settling theory (no turbulence! , Ciii). 
Camp's graph (3) using his formula for wall generated 
turbulence and an assumed parabolic velocity distribution, 
and (iv) Camp's graph (3) using the same eddy viscosity 
used in the numerical model. The removal rate predicted 
by the model was obtained by averaging fluxes at succes­
sive sections near the effluent weir (IN-3, IN-4), in 
order to eliminate the effect of the residual spatial 
oscillations in concentration. The results in Table 6.1 
are shown graphically in Fig. 6.1.
For low settling velocities, i.e., at low Hazen 
numbers, V^/v^, all the models predicted similar removal 
rates. VThen the Hazen number was close to unity, the 
proposed numerical model predicted lower removal rate than 
the other three models. A comparison between the removal 
rates predicted by the model and the ideal settling shows 
the combined effects of both turbulence and recirculation. 
For the case of V^/v^ = 0.92, the removal rates predicted 
by Camp, Models (iii) and Civ), were 16% and 11% higher 
than the removal rate obtained with the numerical model.
The difference in the removal rates between the proposed 
model and prediction from Camp, Model (iv), may be attri­
buted to the recirculating flow pattern which is neglected
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in Camp's Model but is properly accounted for by the 
numerical model. Using the removal rates for each class 
of solids, the overall removal rates were computed to be 
0.75 for the proposed model, 0.83 for ideal settling, 0.81 
and 0.79 for predictions by Camp's models (iii) and (iv) 
respectively. In a real tank, these removal rates are 
expected to be lower by typically 5 to 10% because of the 
non-uniformity in the planwise distribution of velocity.
6 .3 Effect of Relative Baffle Submergence on Removal 
of Solids
Reaction baffles have been frequently used to dissipate 
the incoming flow energy and aid to redistribute the flow 
over the flow cross-section. In addition, they help sta­
bilize the flow and prevent short circuiting in the case 
of buoyant density currents. On the other hand, it has 
been indicated that baffles with high relative submergence 
may adversely affect the removal rate. The proposed nu­
merical model was applied to investigate the effect of the 
relative baffle submergence on the performance of a 16.5 m 
long and 2.7 m deep rectangular settling tank. The settling
tank was subject to a surface loading or over-flowrate of 
2
0.32 L/s/m . The suspension was of the discrete type with 
a settling velocity of 1.04 m / h .
Table 6.2 shows effect of the relative baffle submer-
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gence on the solids removal. As the relative baffle sub­
mergence became smaller, a higher removal rate was pre­
dicted. This might be attributed to the reduced size of 
the eddy formed behind the baffle, and the weaker under­
baffle jet. These two effects resulted in a much lower 
eddy diffusivity. For example, when the relative baffle
submergence (1-H /H) was reduced from 0.6 7 to 0.27, the
B
2
predicted^eddy diffusivity dropped from 1.82 to 0.33 cm /s 
Consequently, the removal rate increased from 0.65 in case 
of a 0.67 relative submergence to 0.75 when the relative 
submergence was 0.27. It is noted in this case that, 
although the eddy diffusivity dropped by 8 2 % of its value 
at the high relative submergence, the removal rate in­
creased by only 15%. Actually, with high relative submer­
gence the settling tank acted like a shallow one, with a 
large dead space over the live stream.
6.4 Effect of Scour of Already Settled Solids on Removal
The numerical model has the capability of modelling 
the process of scour of already settled solids. However, 
all the runs presented previously, were made with the 
scour parameter K set to zero, in order to exclude its 
effects on the results. In this section, the effect of 
scour on the removal efficiency of particles in a 16.5 m 
long and 2.7 m  deep rectangular clarifier was investigated.
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2
The overflow rate was 0.32 L/s/m and the settling velocity 
of the discrete solids was 1.04 m/h. The value of K was 
computed to be 0.124 from Eqs. 2.41 and 2.42. As a result 
of scour, the removal rate dropped from 0.74 in the case 
of no scour to 0.72 when scour was accounted for by the 
Use of the scour parameter concept. The fraction of 
solids in suspension for the case of scour was 0.49 as 
compared to 0.47 in the no scour case.
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 General
The numerical model developed in this research simu­
lates the process of discrete settling in rectangular 
clarifiera for neütral density conditions. First,- the 
equations of motion are solved numerically to establish 
the velocity field in the clarifier. Then, the unsteady 
transport equation is solved for the spatial distribution 
of suspended solids concentration. When steady-state 
conditions are reached, the concentration distribution 
yields the desired removal rate of the clarifier. From 
the theoretical and experimental analysis presented, 
several conclusions can be drawn which will be considered 
in three parts: (i) those related to the hydrodynamic
submodel, (ii) those related to the transient behaviour 
of the transport submodel, and (iii) those relating to 
the steady-state behaviour of the transport submodel.
7.2 Hydrodynamic Submodel
The hydrodynamic submodel was found to be satisfactory
168
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in reproducing the main features of flow in a settling 
tank. A comparison between velocity fields obtained by 
the model and those obtained experimentally showed 
reasonable agreement considering the simple turbulence 
model that was used. The finite difference scheme used 
by the model is thus considered to be successful for 
recirculating flow problems.
The two step A.D.I. three-time level, weighted 
upwind-centred difference scheme was found to be stable 
and convergent to the "exact" solution. A truncation 
convergence criterion was derived and confirmed by 
numerical experimentation where the local Courant number 
has to be equal to or less than one. The computational 
stability was found to depend on both Courant number and 
grid Reynolds number as discussed in Sec. 4.3. The 
truncation convergence with grid size was non-monotonic,
i.e., as the grid size decreased the steady state solu­
tion oscillated about the asymptotic limit with decreasing 
amplitudes. This finding is important in selecting an 
appropriate mesh size. The common assumption of mono­
tonie convergence can be very misleading.
A variable size mesh offered a significant saving 
in execution time and storage without loss in accuracy 
in the simulation.
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The partial slip boundary condition significantly 
improved on the agreement between the predicted and 
measured velocity profiles.
The ultimate steady-state solution obtained using 
the proposed difference scheme was shown to be insensitive 
to the initial condition.
The vorticity boundary condition at the baffle lip 
was difficult to treat and introduced an uncertainty to 
the solution. This suggests that a u-v-p formulation 
of the equations of motion should be considered. Alter­
nately, a strip integral method could be employed at and 
immediately downstream of the baffle.
7.3 Transient Transport Submodel
The transient behaviour of the transport submodel was 
evaluated by a comparison between the measured and pre­
dicted flow-through curves. The characteristic times and 
general trends of the flow-through curves were reproduced. 
However, the peak concentration and slope of the "rising 
limb" of the dye concentration vs time curve showed only 
fair agreement with the experiment. This indicates the 
need for a more sophisticated turbulence model to better 
represent the spatial distribution of turbulent diffusion. 
Although the transit simulation was applied only to dye, 
the capability exists to use the model for dynamic simula­
tions of settling processes.
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7.4 Steady-State Transport Submodel
The steady-state transport submodel was successful 
in simulating the settling process of discrete suspended 
solids. The model was applied to predict the removal 
rate of a non-uniform size mixture of discrete particles 
in a hypothetical tank. The simulation results were 
consistent with the results of Camp and Hazen.
The "wiggle" or standing wave pattern near the ef­
fluent weir was successfully controlled by using a local 
upwind-formulâtion in the neighbourhood of the weir.
Since the weir behaves as a sink, the grid Reynolds number 
very near the weir can become high and a spatial instability 
is introduced with the centred difference scheme.
The model was also applied to investigate the effect 
of scour and relative baffle submergence on solids removal. 
The model indicated that the relative baffle submergence 
should be kept to the minimum requirement to control 
buoyant influent jets and to dissipate excess kinetic 
energy in the inflow. The removal efficiency was found 
to be responsive to the scour parameter. Thus, the model 
can be used to study re-entrainment at influent flowrates 
higher than the design flow.
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S E T T L I N G  C O L U M N  A N A L Y S I S
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APPENDIX A
SETTLING COLUMN ANALYSIS
A . 1 General
The procedure for test and analysis of settling 
column data have been reported by many researchers, 
Camp (3), O'Connor, and Eckenfelder (96), Eckenfelder 
(28, 97), Eckenfelder and Ford (98), White and Alios 
(9 5),. Ramalho (27), and Zanoni and Blomquist (99).
In the following sections, the test procedure is out­
lined first, and then the method of analysis is dis­
cussed both for discrete-particles suspension and 
flocculant suspensions.
A.2 Test Procedure and Interpretation of Results
The laboratory procedure consists of placing a 
representative sample of the suspension in a long 
column with ports located at various depths for 
collecting samples as shown in Fig. A.1(a). The 
column height should be equal to or greater than the 
effective depth of the proposed tank. Satisfactory 
results have been obtained by a 6 -in diameter plastic 
tube about 10 ft. high (20). Samples are drawn from 
the various ports at selected time intervals depending 
upon the nature of the suspension. The concentration
173
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of the suspended solids should be uniform throughout 
the column depth at the start of the test. Also, a 
constant temperature should be maintained during the 
test period to minimize thermal convection currents.
For more details regarding the test procedure and 
precautions, the reader is referred to relevant 
literature (3, 99, 100) .
The suspended solids concentrations, C, are de­
termined for the collected samples. Knowing the ini­
tial concentration, the fractional removal of
each sample, R, can be calculated as R = T" *
Values of R are then plotted against time and depth. 
Between the plotted points, smooth curves of equal re­
moval values are drawn. Figure A.1(b) shows typical 
iso-removal curves for flocculant particles. These 
iso-removal lines represent the limiting or maximum 
settling paths for the indicated fraction of suspended 
solids when settling in an ideal settling tank. The 
curvature of these settling paths indicates the floc­
culant nature of the suspension.
A.3 Settling Column for Discrete-particles Suspensions 
Figure A.2 (a) shows typical iso-removal lines for 
a dilute suspension of discrete particles. As indicated 
in the figure, the iso-removal lines or settling curves
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are linear, with a constant slope equal to the settling 
velocity for any fraction R. On any settling path, a 
point of time, t, and depth, d, has an average settling 
velocity of d/t. If this line, for example, is the 0.4- 
removal line, then 4 0% of the particles have an average 
settling velocity equal to or greater than d/t.
White and Alios (95) have stated that
"For a suspension of particles the settling velocities 
of which remain unchanged with time, it is possible to 
use settling column results to deduce the frequency 
distribution of settling velocities in the original 
suspension. A curve of concentration against depth 
at any given time may be used for this purpose, the 
same distribution being obtained whichever time is 
chosen. Alternatively, concentrations at any given 
depth for successive times, may be used, giving the 
same results."
Figure A.2(b) shows the settling-velocity analysis curve 
for the discrete particle suspension used in Fig. A.2(a).
A . 4 Settling Column For Flocculent Suspensions
Settling column tests have been used to design settling 
tanks where the influent is primarily of a flocculant 
nature. The tests results are usually analyzed, as fol­
lows, to obtain the total removal of particles, for a 
given detention or residence time, t * (97). With reference 
to Figure A.1(b), R* of the suspended solids are completely 
removed. Particles in the range (R^-R*) will be removed in 
the proportion V^/v^ where v^ is the overflow rate, d*/t*,
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and Vg is t-^or alternatively in proportion to the
average depth settled, d^, to the total depth, d * . Each 
subsequent range is computed in a similar manner, and 
the total removal, R^o t a L, is given by,
''t o t a l  = "* + + —  ''•1
The calculated total removal can be expected to occur 
in an ideal settling basin where settling takes place in 
exactly the same manner as in a quiescent settling column. 
The use of the settling column test in the manner dis­
cussed previously does not provide information on the 
settling velocities of the various classes of particle 
sizes and how they change both temporally and spatially. 
Obviously, such information is greatly needed if a 
sophisticated transport model is to be used.
Camp (3) had looked into the possibility of deducing 
a settling velocity analysis curve from the settling 
column test and commented that
"A settling velocity curve cannot be drawn for 
flocculant suspensions because the particles do 
not retain constant settling velocities. If an 
attempt is made to draw a settling velocity curve, 
a separate curve will result for each sampling 
point."
White and Alios (9 5) have made similar comments, "Each time 
and each depth would give a different supposed velocity 
distribution for the original suspension."
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For simulation purposes, a settling velocity analysis 
curve may be obtained, based on White's comment, by using 
a time equal to the nominal detention time of the proposed 
tank. In this case, the curve will be interpreted as if 
the flocculant material were discrete particles exhibiting 
average settling velocity during the detention time. 
Alarie, et a2 . (11) have presented a settling velocity
analysis curve for raw sewage, collected from the primary 
clarifiers at the Waterloo Water Pollution Control Plant, 
Waterloo, Ontario, which appears to be deduced in the 
manner described above.
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START
COMMON, DIMENSION
(BLOCK DATA)
*The following variables are to be specified according 
to the problem under consideration. Remaining variables 
in Block Data subroutine may be used as is.
- Maximum Number of Itéra.tions, NMAX
- Convergence Criterion, CC 
Simulation Index, IFLAG
IFLAG « 0 (DYE)
IFLAG = 1 (Suspended Solids)
- Entrance Velocity Distribution Index, INDEX
INDEX = 0 (Generated)
INDEX = 1 (Prescribed)
- Characteristics of Entrance Velocity
Distribution, HI, ENl, H2, EN2
- Upwind Weighting Factor, H
- Over-relaxation Parameter, RP
- Fluid Density, ROREF
- Momentum Eddy Viscosity, ZMUREF
- Turbulent Transport Coefficients, ESX, ESY
- Normalized Settling Velocity, WP
(WP = 0.0 in case of Dye)
- Scour Parameter, AK
- Flowrate per unit width, FLOW
- Effective Depth, DEPTH
- Effective Length, ALNTH
- Grid Data:
Number of Rows, JN (<21)
Index for Mesh Type, IMESH 
IMESH = 0 (SQUARE)
IMESH = 1 (VARIABLE)
Rate of Change of Ax, RX
- Baffle-lip Node = JB
- Normalized Time Increment, DT
- a in the Unsteady Term, WT
- Number of Iterations Corresponding to the Dye 
Injection Period, TINJ
Q
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z 
o
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S
on
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S
<
z
g
o
Qü
a
>
Steady-State Convergence 
Reached
■No
yes
SUBROUTINE ADIX
SUBROUTINE ADIY
SUBROUTINE VELDIS
SUBROUTINE PRINT
SUBROUTINE BOUND
NITER = 0
NITER = NITER +1
Obtain Final Velocity Distribution
Test if 
Printout to be performed
CALL GRID 
(Layout Finite Difference Mesh)
CALL INIT 
(Set Initial Conditions As 
Irrotational Flow)
CALL EQN
(Master Subroutine for the 
Hydrodynamic Simulation, 
see Fig. 3.4)
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Time = Normalized Elapsed 
Time Based on T,
Time >3T—  No
yes
STOP
SUBROUTINE PRNT
SUBROUTINE ADIYC
SUBROUTINE ADIXC
TIME = 0.0
FINAL PRINTOUT 
SUBROUTINE PRNTF
Test if Printout to 
be Performed
TDET = ALNTH/DEPTH 
TIME = TIME + 2*DT/TDET
CALL EQNC 
(Master Subroutine for 
Transport Simulation
CALL TRACER 
(To Compute Depth-Integrated 
Tracer Flux and Fraction of 
Tracer in the Tank)
CALL INFLOW 
(To Set C-Boundary Conditions 
at Entrance Taking into Consi­
deration Type of Simulation, 
i.e., Dye or SS)
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C C M V C N / A R E A l / I N n E X. J 3. Hl . H2 . EN l. F N 2
c c m m c n / a r e a s / c t
C C M M C N / A R E A 6 / F L O W . O E P T H ,ALNTH
CC.MVCN/APFAe/CE.FR
C C M M C N / A R E A 2 C / W . WT
C C V M C N / A R F A 2 2 / T I N J .NPR.ESX,ESY
CCM.VCN/AREA72/H.MH
CCMM0N/AR£A26/SHX..3HY. v,P,AK
CCM.vaN/ARSA27/NITER
CCMMCN/A FEA 4C/R SQ
CC.MMQN/AREA7 I / I FL AG
CCMMQN/APEAfiC/TOET
C« SL3RCUTINE FOR INITIALIZATION AMO P R OG RA MM E C ON TROL
C
THAT CI.MENSICNS OF ARRAYS A30VE COR RE SP ON D WITH VALUES 
A3SIGNË0 TC NI.N2. AND N3 IN F O L L OW I NG  DATA CARD 
DATA N I ,N 2 . N 3 / 9 9 ,21.9/
DATA IN I ( I ) . INI(2)/ 2 ,3/
DA TA -N CC L/ t/  -
C... SPEC I F IEO ENTRANCE VELOCITY AND S TR EAM  F U NC TI ON  D 1ST.
C TO QE LSeC WHEN INOEX=l
DATA A ( 1 . I ,4( ,A( I , 2 . A ) . A I I . 3 . 4 >/C . . 2.63,2.63/
DATA A ( l . 4 , 4 ) , A ( l . S . 4 ). A {l , 5. 4) / 2. 57 . 2 .5 0 .2 .4 3 /
D ATA A ( I .7 .4 ) ,A( I .a .4)/I . 6 .0 .0/
DATA A ( l. l ,2 ). A ( l . 2 . 2 ) . A ( l . 3 . 2 ) . A ( l . A , 2 ) / . 0 . . l 4 9 , . 3 l 4 . . 4 7 9 /
DATA A ( l. S. 2 l, A (l .6 . 2) . A ( l . 7 . 2 ) . A < l . a . 2 ) / . 6 3 a . . 7 a 7 . . 9 1 S , l . /
INM=(N-1
JNM=JN-!
C WA * P£AO alpha,VEPIC IN FORMATION FOR H EA DI N GS  A NO TITLES 
READ( 3 .23 I I ATITLE 
R E A D ( S .202 I A NAME 
fiCAD(3 .200 ) ASYMPL 
C * W  CALL initialization SU3RCUTINES 
call GRin 
INI ( 2 ) = IN-E 
I N I ( I ) = I N - e 
IN I (3) = IN-4 
INI (4 I = IN-3 
I N I ( S ) = I N - 2 
I N I ( 6 ) = I N- I 
COL== IN M
CA LL  I NI T (Nl .N 2 .N 3 ,A 1
C«W* ,\R I TE eSCSLEM-SPEC I F I CAT tCN INFORMATION 
PE = FLC 'w*RC REF/ZMUREF 
WRI T E (6 ,3CI ) ATITLE
WRI T E (e .31C ) (K, (A NA ME(L .K ) ,L = l .9 » .<= I .3)
aR I TE ( 6 .3 1 2 ) PCREF . Z .MU REF .PE . (K .PR(<) ,K=1 .IE ). IK.PP(K) ,K = l . IE) , NMAX
O.CC.IN.JN. (J.IMIN(J). IMAX(J) .J=-l .JN)
■aRITE ( 6 , 3 I 4 )DT .H . ViT 
G A T E = ( J E - I ) • d e p t h / (JN-1 )
WR I TE ( E . 3 1 f I ALNTH .DEPTH .FLC.V . GATE 
NITEP=C 
TIMÇ = C . 0  
c«** PRINT initial cc noiticns
CALL PRNT(M,N2,N3.A,ANA.ME,I,N,JN. 1. IE)
C *"• I TE PA T I CN-AND PR I NTCUT-CCNTF.CL LU OP 
I CONTINUE
,N I TER sN ITS R ♦ I 
T I m E = TI M E + 2 . «DT
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C*4* CA US E CNE CYCLE UF ITERATICN TO BE PERFORMED 
CALL 6 C M  M  .N2 .N3 , A )
TEST IF PRINTOUT TO BE PERFORMED
IF( (N I TER + N RR IN T- IP )/ NP R IN T. N E. N IT EB / NP RI N T  >G0 TO 10
c a l l  PRNT (NV ,N2 ,N3 . a . ANA.ME , in , JN , I , IE)
wPITE(6,lC3 )( AS YM 8L (K ), K= l, IE )
1 0 wR I TE I 6 . I 0 S ) N I TE R . T I ME . ( R S CU I K) . K = I , IE )
C*«* TEST IF MAXIMUM n u m b e r  OF ITERAT I O N S ( N M A X ) RERFQPMEO 
IF(N I T E R . E C . N M A X )GO TO 3 
RES=0.
DO 7 K = l .IE
IF(ABS < R E S ) .L T.ABS(R S O U {K J ) )RES^RSDU <K)
7 R S O U ( K )=0.
C « TEST IF CCNVERGENCE GRI TER IO N (C C ) SATISFIED
I F (ABS(RES » .GT.CC .OR.NI T E R .LE.5)GO TO I 
C*** END CF LCCR 
GO TO 9 
a WRITE(fi. IC6 (NITER 
9 CONTINUE
C*** C STAIN f i n a l  VELOCITY D IS TR IB UT IO N 
CALL VELO I S I M  .N2.N3 . A )
C *»■» TRANSPORT CF CONSTITUENT ( DYE OB SU SPENDED SOLIDS)
SHX=FLCV»/FSX
SHY=FLCvi/GSy
CALL F L C W C ( I NT .NCOL.NI ,N2,N3 .A)
TIMEsC.O 
N I T E R p O 
C U M ( 1 ) ^C.0 
TOET=ALNTH/DEPTH 
SOI CONT IN UE 
C *** TIME IS EQUAL TO (REAL T I M S )/( D E T . T I M E )
NITEPFNITER+I 
TIME=T I M E +2 .«DT/TDET 
CAL L I N F L C W (Nl,N2,N3.A,TIME)
T T (N I T E R )=T I ME
CALL E C N C (N 1 .N 2 .N 3 .A )
CALL T R A C E R ( INI,NCOL.Nl .N 2 . N 3 .A .C U M , C C C . C C T .0 YE )
IF ( (N I T 6 RT NF C- tP )/ NP R. N E. N IT ER / NP R  )GO TO 510 . .  ..... ..........
CALL P RN T (N 1,N 2. N3 .A ,A NA ME .I N. JN .3 ,1)
WRI T E (e .1C3 ) AS Y MB L t3)
510 wP I T E (6 ,104)NI T E R ,TI M E . (CCC(<l).Kl=l . N C O L ) , (C C T (<2) .K2=I . N C O L ) 
a .DYE
IF( TIME. LE. 3.0)GO TO 501 
C**a FINAL RRI NT-CUT
CALL PRNTF (N 1.N2 .N3 .A .AN ANF . IN.J N , I .5 )
STOP
103 f o r m a t (3SH0MAXIMUM RESIDUAL FOR EACH V AP I ABL E/ /S H NITER.13X. 
i)9( ex , I AS ) / / )
104 F O R M A T ( I 4 . eX . F6 .3 . 4X , 13(F & .2.1X ))
105 F O R M A T ( I4 . ex .F 6 .3 . 4 X . 3 ( F l C . 7 . S X ) )
lOA f o r m a t  (32HCTHE P RO CESS DIO NOT C O N V ER G E IN.I5.13H ITERATIONS)
200 F O R M A T (646)
2''! FORMAT ( 3A4 )
2H2 F O R M A T (9A4 >
301 f o r m a t ( IMI ,24X .
5 7 SH FI NI TE -D IF F EP E NC E ITERATIVE SOLUTION IS UNDER CON
SSIDERATIGN FCR THE CASE CF/ 25X . 75H — — —— —
a--------------------------------------------------------- // 1X.24A4////
Î- 46H THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES BEING C O N SI D ER ED  ARE.)
310 F O R M A T { IHO . 9X. I 1 .3 H . , 944)
3 12 F O R M A T (37H0TFE INITIAL INFORMATION SUPP LI ED  IS//
1 lOX .50HR09EF, R EF ER EN CE  DENSITY FOR THE F L U I D ............ . . IPEl5.6/
310X .50.H2MUPEF. REFE RE NC E VISCOSITY FOR THE F L U I D ........... , 1PE1S.6/
410X.50HRE. TURBULENT REYNOLDS N U M B E R      . IRE I 5.6/
SlOX . S7 HP R' S. RATIOS OF MOMENTUM AND PROPERTY DIF F U S I V ITI ES ARE//
5 1 3 X .2(3 H P R ( .I I . 2 H )=.0PF5 .2.2 H . )/
610X.57MRP*S. R E L A XA T IO N  PARAMETERS FOR DEP EN DE NT  VARIABLES ARE//
7 1 3 X . 2( 3 H R P ( , I I . 2H ) = .0PF5 .2 ,2H , )/
« l O X .5 C H N M A X , THE MAXIMUM NUMBER ÛF ITERATIONS a . 16/
910X.30HCC. THE CONVERGENCY C R I T E R I O N  .... = . I PEI S . 6  /
91CX.SCHIN. THE NUMBER CF C OL UMN S (DIRECT ION-1  .......= .16/
9 I(5X .SOMJN . Th e  .n u m b e r  CF PQwS ( D IRECT I CN-2 ) ........... . 16//
9 1 IX . IHJ . lOX .4M IMIN. 9 X . 4 H I M A X / / (IH . 9 X .3( I 2 . I 1X ) ) )
314 f o r m a t (9X . 'C IMENS IONLEES TIME INCREMENT = ' . F I O .3,/,
3 9X. 'UPWIND w e i g h t i n g  FACTOR = ' .FI 0.3,/,
a gx, 'UPWIND WEIG HT IN G FACTOR = '.F10.3./.
.2 9X, 'ALPHA OF THE UNSTEADY TERM a '.FID. 3 ,/)
315 FORMAT (9X . 'LENGTH OF SETTLING TANK = ' .F13 .3./.
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a “ gx,'DEPTH OF SETTLING TANK (EFFECTIVE) = '.FIO.3./.
3 9 X ,'FLCWFATE = ',F I O .3./.
a gX.'QAFFLE CPENNING •= '.FIO.3,/)
■ e n d  :.
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flLCCK DATA ' ' ;
COM WON / C NUMB P/NW . NF . NT . NR C t NMU . Nl_ . N V I ,NV2, IE, IV 
C C M M O N / C G E C / I N . I N M , JM , JMV , ! M I N (21 ) , I MAXI 3 I ) ,X I I 99 ) ,X2I 2 I I 
C C M M Ü N / C G E N / P C R S F ,Z M U R E F ,N M A X ,N P R I N T , IP,C C ,PR IRI , RPI 9) .RS0U(9 > 
C C M M O N / A R E A l / l N O e X ,J Q ,M l, H 2, E NI , EN 2  '
CCMMCN/AREAS/OT
CCM VC N/ AR E Aé/'FLOW , DEPTH, ALNTH ■ -
C a V M C N / A F E A 2 0 / W ,WT 
C C M M O n / a R E A 2 5 / T I N J ,NPP,ESX,£SY 
CCMNCN/AfiEA2e/SHX,SMY,*P,AK 
C C m m o n / a r e A 5C / R X , I MESH
CC MM 0N /A PE A7 2 /H . HM  . ' . '
CC MMCN/ARE 49a/NFL AG 12)
CO MW C N/ AR E A7 1 /I FL A G
INPUT CF n u m e r i c a l  DATA FCR THE P RO BL EMI****?*******#******#*******#**********!
PROGRAMME- AND PR IN TO LT -CONTROL DATA 
DATA NV. ,NF ,NT ,NVI , NV2 ,1 MU ,NRQ ,NL, IE, IV/1,2,3,4, 3,6 ,7,3,2,7/ 
DATA N M A X , N P R I N T , I P , C C / 3 0 0 ,3 0, I , C ,005/
DATA PP/l . , 1 ,7 , 7*1 , 0/
DATA N F L A G / 1 .1/
C I FLAG IS SIMULATION INDEX, =0 FCR OYE,= I FOR SS
C INDEX = 0 ,USE GE NERATED ENTRANCE V EL 0 I S T .
C WITH c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  H I , E NI ,H 2 ,EN2
C 1NDEX= 1 ,USE SUPPLIED E N TR AN CE  VEL . 0I3T.
DATA I F L AG ,I N DE X/ 1,0/
data H I , E M , H 2 , E N 2/ O , 0 a , 2 ,0 ,0 .0 a , 2 .0 /
C«*m UPWIND WEIGHTING F AC T OR ,H  
DATA H/0 .0/
c*** p h y s i c a l  d a t a
DATA RCREF , ZMUREF/1 .0 ,0 .580 /
DATA E S X , E S Y / 0 .53,0.58/
DATA WP , AK/C . 10,0,0/
DATA P R / q * l .0/
G***FLCW AND TANX CATAICM-S EC ON OS  UNITS)
_ , DAT.A F LC W ,D E P T H , A L N T H / S 2 . a , 270 , ,1650,/... ........................
C*#$ GRID DATA ,
DATA IN , JN/99, 16/
DAT A IM IN/2 I *2/
DATA I MAX/S 1*132/
DATA RX , IMESH/1 . 10, 1/
DATA JD/10/ • . . •
DAT A D T / 0 ,020/ , ' ■ ■
DATA W/0 .0/
DATA * T / 1 .20/
DATA T IN J/ 2S ,/
DATA'N PP /2 0/  ' > ‘ .
END ' '
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SUBPOUTINE AC I X IN1 ,N 2 , N 3 ,A . J , IL . IH )
C$«* THIS SUSRCUTtNE SOLVES THE VÜRT. EON. USING C-OA UPWINO 
C*** F INITE-0IFFE=ENCE FORMULATION USING A.D.I. METHOD ALONG X-AXIS 
DI MENSION A ( M , n 2,N3)
CO.M.MON/CNUVGR/NW ,NF .NT .NPC'.NH'J . NL , N V 1 , NV 2 . I E*. IV 
CCM.MON/CGEC/ IN, I NM , Jn  , J N M , IM IN I 2 I ) , I MAX (2I),X1(99I,X2(21)
COMMCN/AREAI/INDEX,ja.HT ,M2 ,ENI ,EN2 - 
COMMON/AREAS/DT >
COMMON/AFE AE/KE,FP
COMMON/AREA I1/AAI99 I,36 (9 9) ,0 0 (9 9 ), 0( 9 9) ,A L P H A ! 991,5(99) 
C0MMCN/ASEA15/ST0(99,21 )
CO MM CN/APEA20/W,WT 
... CCM VQN/AAA A3 1/I EN , JEN , I EX , JEX 
.CaMMON/APEA72/H,HH 
C- lEN.JEN, lEX.JEX ARE USED TO DEFINE THE REGION WHERE
C NON-CONSERVATION FOR MU AL T I O.NS ARE TO BE USED
IEN = I 
JEN=I 
JE X = J N .
IEX = IN
0 Y N a x 2 ( J H l )-X2 (J )
OYS= X 2 (J )-X2(J-I I 
OYT=D YN-fDYS 
DYA=0.5«DYT 
H H = I ,-H . ,
DO 100 I=IL,IH 
OXE = X 1(1 + 1 )-Xl (I )
OXW= X 1 ( I )-X 1 ( t-1 )
OXT=DXE+DX'*
0XA=0XT/2.
UU = A ( I , J ,NV I ) ■
V V = A ( I ,J.NV2)
UE = A ( I + 1 , J , NVl )
U* = A ( I - 1 , J , NVI )
U N = A ( I ,J + 1 ,NV2)
US = 4(I ,J-1 ,NV2 ) , . - .
c a l l  CCEF ( M  ,N2,N3 , a , I , j ,CRI , CR2 , CL'I ,CL2‘, CT 1 ,CT2 ,
 i) CEI ,032 ,CRO I.,CR02,UR ,UL ,UT ,Ua )..........         ....
aTERV=-CT*( 1+ W )/( F P * D X A ) ♦(CROI *(A ( I ,J ,N R O )-A ( I- 1 ,J ,N R O ) ) +
3 CR02»(A(I + 1 , J , N R O )- A ( 1,J ,NRO ) ) )
I F ( I ,LE . lEN . a n d .J,LE,JEN ) GD TO 99 
IF( I . G E . I E X , AND,J,GE,JEX)G0 TO 99
AA ( I ) a:H*DT«UL*CL 1 /D XA+ 0 T /RE/DXw/DXA + H H *0 T *U W* 0 xE / < 2 . *DXA *DX* )
M B ( I ) = (WT - , £ ) +H*D T * U P * C R 1/OX A- H•O T *U L * C L 2 /0XA +HH*DT *UU* 
a ( DXE-DX'* )/CXE/DXW - +2 , *0T/( R£*DXE*OXW )
C C (I l=DT/(RE + DXE *0X A )- h *CT +JR *C R2/OXA-HH»D T * U E * 0 X W / 2 ./OXA/DXE 
0( I ) = 2 , « (WT-I , )* A ( I ,J,a )- S T O (I ,J )♦( +T-I ,S)+BTERM 
a + A ( T , J - l, A I* (H « DT * U3 *C 0 1/ D YA+D T/RE/ 0 YS/D YA +MM*DT * U S* OY N/ OY T/OY S 
3) +A(I,J+1,9)*( DT /( RE #D YN *D YA )- H* DT* UT *C T2 /0 YA -H H* 0T *U N 
3*0YS/(2.*CYA*DYN))
3 +A([,J,a)«(H*DT*J 0 * C S 2 /DYA-H«DT#UT*CTl/DYA 
3 -2 ,.*DT/(RE*DYN*DY3 )-HH*OT *VV* ( OYN-DYS )/O YN/DYS )
GO TO 1C I
c NCN-CCNSERVATION FORMULATIONS
99 A A ( I ) = CT«UU*OXE/OXT/DXW + DT/(PE*OX**OXA)
33( I )=(wT-C ,5) + D T F U U / O X T * (DXE/OXW-DXW/DXE ) +2 , * 0 T / (R E * D X E * O X W )
CC(I)=0T/(R5* 0X E* DX A) - DT*UU*0XW/(OXE«OXT) 
D (I ) =Z ,* ( VT - 1, )« A (I ,J .8 )- ST 0( I, J)* (W T- 1. SI +B TE RM 
3 - + A (I ,J + 1 ,3)*(- D T * O Y S * V V / (D Y N * D Y T )+DT/ (R E * D Y N F O Y A ))
3 + A (I,J ,3)*( -0 T FV V *(C Y N/ O YS -O Y S/ DY N )/ D YT -2,* 0 T / ( R E * D Y N * D Y S ))
a + A( I. J-1,S)*(0T«DYN*VV/(0YS*DYT) ,+DT/(R E * D Y S * O YA )) ,
10 1 CONTINUE
IF( I,EC.IL)D(IL)=D(IL)+AA(IL)> A(IL-I,J,3)
IF{ I ,e0 , IH )C( IH)= D ( I H )+CC( IH) * A ( I H + 1 ,J ,3)
100 CONTINUE . , -
ALPHA ( IL )•= QB ( IL ) . . . - , • • . . . . .
ILL*IL+I
DC 1 2S 1= ILL. IH   , ,
12S AL=>HA(I)= S3 ( I )-AA ( I ) «CC ( I-I )/ALRHA ( I-1 )
S(ILI=D(IL)
i l l ® i l + i
DO 130 I=ILL,IH .
130 S( I ) = 0 ( I )+ A A ( I )» S ( I-1 )/ A L P H A ( I-1 )
A ( I H , J , N W ) = S ( I H ) / A L P H A ( I H )
IHH— IH— I 
DO 135 KsIL.IHH 
I^ I H- 1— K+IL
135 A( I , J , NA ) = ( S (I)+CC ( I ),«A ( I + 1 , J , NL ).)/ALPHA ( I )
r e t u r n
END
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S U B R O U T I N E  . A G I X C (Nl , N 2 .N 3 .A ,J , IL, I H )
D I M E N S I O N  A { N l ,N 2 , N 3 )
C O M V C N / C N U V e P / N W  ,NF , N T ,N R O , N M U  , N L ,N V 1 ,NV2, IE, IV 
C C M M O N / C G E C / I N , I N M ,J N ,J N M , I M I N {21) , I M A X (21) ,X 1(99) , X 2 (21 ) 
C C M M 0 N / A R F A l / I N D E X , j a , H l , H 2 , E N l , E N 2  
C C M M C N / A R E A E / C T
C C M M O N / A R F A I 1 / A A t 99 ) ,QB (99) ,C C (99) ,0199 ) ,ALPHA! 99) ,S ( 9 9) 
C 0 M M 0 N / A P E A 1 S / S T 0 ( 9 9 , 2 1 )
C C M M C N / A P E A 2 0 / W .WT 
C C M M C N / A R E A 2  6 / S H X , S H Y , W P ,AX 
C C M M O N / A R E A l l / I E N T . J E N T . I E X I T . J E X I T  
C 0 M M C N / A C S A 7 2 / H , H H  
C ------ IcNT , J E N T , lEX I T , J E X I T  ABE U S E D  T O  B O U N D  R E G I O N S  «HERE
c n o n -c o n s e r v a t i o n  f o r m  i s  t o  b e  u s e d
IHN T = 2 
J E N T = J E  
J E X I T = J N - S  
I E X I T s I N- 5  
DYN = X 2 (J+I ) - X 2 (J )
0 Y S = X 2 (J )- X c (J - 1 )
D Y A = (D Y N + D Y S )/ 2 .
DO 1 JO I = IL,IH 
H = 0  • 0
I F ( I , G E , I E X I T . A N D , J . G E . J E X I T ) H = 1 . 0  
H H = 1 ,-H 
D X E  = X 1(1+1 )-Xl ( I )
D X W s X l (I )- X 1 ( I-1)
D X A = (D X E + O X W )/ 2 ,
U U = A ( I , J ,N V 1)
V V = A ( I , J , N V 2 )
UE = A( I + 1 ,J ,NV1 )
U « = A ( I - l ,J , N V I )
U N = A ( I , J + 1 , N V 2 )
U S = A ( I,J-1,NV2)
C A L L  C C F F (M  ,n 2 , N 3 ,A , I ,J , 
a OR 1 , C R 2 , C L I , C L 2 ,C T l ,C T 2, C B1  , 0 3 2 ,CR01 ,CR0 2 , U R , U L , U T  ,UB )
IF! 1 ,LE , l E N T , A N D , J , L E . J E N T  )GO TO 99
IF! I . G E. I E X I T . A N O ,  J . G E . J E X l T ) G O  TO 99 .......... .................
A A ( I ) = M H * D T * U W * O X E / 2 , / D  X A /O XW  + H * O T *U L * C L 1/ O X A + O T / ( S H X # D X « * D X A )
03 ( I ) ( WT-0 ,S ) + HF DT  * U R » C R  1 / 0 X A - H * D T  # U L * C L 2 / 0 X A
3 + H H * D T * U U * ( O X E - O X « ) / ( O X E * O X « )  + 2 . * O T / (S H X * D X E * 0 X « )
C C ( [ ) = 0 T / ( 5 H X * D X E * D X A l - H * C T * U R * C R 2 / D X A - H H « D T « U E * O X W / 2 . / O X A / D X E
M T =J +I
V B = J- l
D( I ) = 2. * | W T - 1 . ) * A (  I , J , 3 )- S TU ( I ,J)*(W T - 1, S )
3 +A(I,Mfj , 3 ) * ( H * O T * U 8 # C a i / D Y A  + O T / ( S H Y « O Y S * O Y A )
3 + H M « 0 T * U S * D Y N / ( 2 . * D Y A * 0 Y S )
a - H H « D T « L F * D Y N / ( 2 . * 0 Y A # 0 Y S ) - H * O T * « P # C B l / O Y A )
a + A( I , J , d ) x ( - H « O T * U T * C T l / D Y A + H X O T  + U S » C 3 2 / 0 Y  A - 2 , * O T / ( S H Y * O Y N * O Y S )  
a - H H * O T * V V * ( D Y N - O Y S ) / O Y N / D Y S
i + H H * D T « L P * ( O Y N - O Y S ) / D Y S / 0 Y N + H » 0 T * W P * ( C T 1 - C 3 2 ) / 0 Y A )
D + A ( l , v T , d ) w ( - H H * U T « U N * 0 Y S / 2 , / 0 Y A / 0 Y N - H * D T * U T # C T 2 / 0 Y A  
J + D T / O Y N / O Y A / S H Y
3 + M H * O T * W P * C Y S / 2 . / O Y A / D Y N + H # D T * « P « C T 2 / O Y A )
GO TO 101 
99 UU= A ( I , J ,NV1 )
V V =  A ( I ,J , N V 2 )
D X T jsO XE + DXW 
O Y T =  OYA +CYS
A A ( I ) - C T * U U * O X E / D X T / O X W  + O T / (S H X * O X W * O X A )
SB ( I )■= C«T-0 ,S ) + 0 T * U U / 0 X T # ( 0 X E / 0 X W - D X W / 0 X E ) + 2 , * D T / ( 5 H X * D X E * D X W )
CC! I I = n T / ( S H X * O X E * O X A ) -  O T * U U « O X W / ( D X E * O X T )  
0 ( I > = 2 , * ( W T - 1 . ) * A ( I , J , 8 ) - S T 0 ( I , J ) * ( « T - 1 . S )
3 + A ( I , J + l , a > * ( - D T * O Y S * V V / ( O Y N * O Y T ) + O T / ( S H Y « O Y N * O Y A )
a + W P * O T * O Y S / 2 . / D Y A / D Y N )
a + A ( I , J , a ) * ( - D T * V V # ( C Y N / D Y S - O Y S / O Y N ) / 0 Y T - 2 .* O T / ( S H Y * O Y N « D Y S )  
a + W P F O T * ( D Y N - O Y S )/ O Y N / O Y S )
a + A ( I ,J - I ,a ) * ( D T « 0 Y N * V V / ( D Y S * O Y T ) + O T / ( S H Y « D Y S « O Y A )
a - « P * O T * O Y N / D Y T / D Y S )
101 c o n t i n u e
IF! I . E C . 2 . A N D , J , G T . J D ) B 3 ( I  )=00( I )-AA( I )
I F ( I . E O , I N V ) e O ( I ) = U B ! I ) - C C ( I )
IF! I . E C , 2 , A N C , J . L E . J B ) 0 !  I)=0! I )+AA( I )*A| I-1,J,3)
I 00 C O N T I N U E
A L P HA  ! IL )-ae( IL)
ILL=1L+1
DO 12 5 I = I L L , IH 
I 25 A LP H A ( I )-=ES ! I )-AA ! I ) «CC ! I - I ) / ALPHA ( t-1 )
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St I L ) = 0 ( l U ) ' ■
1LL=IL+1 
00 130 1= ILL . IH
130 S( I ) = C(I) + A4(I)«3(I-1)/ALPHA(I-1)
A ( I H ,J , NT)= S ( I H ) / A L P H A { I H )
IHH = IH- 1 ' •
00 1-3 2 K=IL, IHH '
1 = IH-1-K + IL -
133 A( I .J ,A T )=(StI ) + C C ( I )* A { I + 1,J ,N T ) ) / A L P HA (I )
RETURN
ENO    - - '
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SUBROUTINE ACI Y( NT. N2 . N3 , A . I , JU .'JH »
C*«« . ALONG Y- DIRECTION
OI MENS ICN A (M  ,n 2 ,N 3 ) - . >
CCMMON/CNUVER/NV. , MF ,NT ,NPC .NMJ ,NL .NV 1 .NV 2 , I E, IV 
C C M M O N / C G E C / I N  , I NM. J>l , JN M , t M I N ( 2 1 ) . I M AX ( 2 1 ) . X 1 ( 9 9 ) , X2 t 2 1 ) 
C C M M C N / A K e A l / I N 0 E X t J B . H l . H 2 . E N l , E N 2
c o m m o n / a p e AS/CT ,
C CMM QN /A BE AS / PE . FR  ■
CO MM ON /A RE A 1 1/AA (99 ) ,25 I 99 J .CC{99 ) ,0{99 ) ,ALPHA( 99) , S (99) 
C 0 MM C N/ A REA 1S /S T0 (9 9, 21 I .
' C OVM CN /A RE A2 0 /W . WT  
C C M M C N / A A A A3 1/I E N .J E N .I E X .JEX.
; CC MM0 N/ AB E A7 2/ H .H H 
OXE = X 1 ( 1+ 1 )-X1 ( I )
' 0XW=X1 ( I )-Xl (T-1 I 
DXTsOXE+OXW 
OXA=OXT/2.
00 100 J=JL,JH
DYS = X 2 (J )-X 2(J-1 )
0YN = X 2 (J+ 1 1 - X 2 ( J )
o y t = o y n +d y s
DYA=0YT/2.
UU=A{I.J.NVl)
V V = A ( I ,J.AV2)
UE = A ( I + 1 , J ,NV1 )
UVC=A< I-l , J ,NV1 >
U N = A ( I . J + l, N V2 )
US = A( I , J-1 ,NV2>
CALL C C E F <M  , N2 . N3 ,A , I,J ,CR1 , C R 2 ,CL 1 , C L 2 , C T 1 , C T 2 ,
2 C B 1 .CB 2.C R O I .C °0 2 .UR .U L, UT  , U B )
DTEBM-=-(l . + *) *DT/ (FP*OXAI*( CR0 1*(A(I.J,NRO)-A( I-l.J, NRO)) 
a - + C R 0 2 * <A ( I + 1 .J ,N P O )- A ( I ,J ,NRO) ) )
I F ( I.LE.I EN. AN D. J. L£ .J EN )G C t o .99 
IF( I . GE .IEX .A ND .J .G E. JE X) GC  T O . 99
AA{J)=H*OT«U5*C3 1/ OY A+ OT /( PE * OY S* O YA ) +M H* 0 T *US*DYN 
2 /(2 . * O Y A * D Y S )
BBC J) = {V* T - .5 )+H*OT*UT*CT 1/C YA -H *0T *U 3* CB 2/ D YA
 .   .+,2 .,*OT/( RE *D YS *O YN  ) +HH*0T.«VV* ( OYN-OYS )/0YN/0YS. - .......
C C ( J ) = - H * 0 T * U T * C T 2 / C Y A +0 T/ R E/ D YN /0 Y A -H H* 0 T* U N# 0Y S /0 Y T/ 0Y N 
0<J) = 2.*(ViT-l.)*A(I,J,8)-3T0(t,J)*(wT-I.5)+BTER.M 
2 + A( I- l ,J .e ) *( M «D T* U L* C Ll /D X A + O T / ( P E * O X W * O X A ) + M H # O T * U « * O X E /
2 ( 2 . * 0 X A ♦ 0 X w ) )
.2 + A ( I + I . J . 8  ) ■* (-H *0T*UR ♦ CR2/OXA+OT/t RE*OXE*OX A )-HH*0T »U 6* 0X «
a / ( 2 , *C X A* D XE ))
O + A ( I , J , 8 ) * (M*DT*UL*CL2 /D X A-H * OT *UR * CP I/D XA-HH *0 T *UU * ( 0 XE-D X’* ) 
a/OXV»/OXE-2 . *0T/( P.E*OX£*OXW ) . )
GC TO 101 ' . . .
99 AA ( J)-=0T«VV*CYN/{ O YT *OY3 )>0T/.< RE*OYS*CYA )
80( J ) = < LT-C .£ ) +O T #V V /O YT *( DY N/ 0Y S- 0 Y S / O Y N ) +2.«0T/(RE*OYN*OYS)
C C ( J )=O T/ (R E* OY N* OY A) -D T* VV *O YS /( OY N«O YT )
0( J ) = 2 .♦ (WT - I , )* A ( I ,J .a )-STQ( I .J )*{wT-1 .5) +BTEPM 
a + A ( I + 1 .J , a )*(OT/tPE * O X E * O X A )- D T *O X W* UU / {O XE * OX T  ) )
35 + A ( I . J ,e ) * (-O T* UU * ( O X E / O X a- O X w /OXE )/0XT-2. *0T/( RE *O XE*DXW ) )
3 +4 ( I - 1 , J, .3) * ( DT*OXE*UU/OX W/ OX T+ DT /<  RE*OX 4<«0XA ) )
101 CONTI NU E
I F ( J .E C .J L ) 0 ( J L I = 0 ( J L ) + A A ( J L ) * A ( I . J L - l . a )  
I F ( J . E G . J H ) 0 ( J M ) = 0 ( J H ) + C G ( J h ) « A ( I , J M + 1 . 3 )
100 CONTIN UE
A L P H A  (JL)=eetJL)
J L L = J L + 1 
00 125 J=JLL.JH
12S ALPH A( J) = E G (J ) - A A (J ) * C C (J-1 ) / A L P H A (J - 1 )
S( JL)-=0< JL )
JLL = JL + 1 
DO 130 J=JLL,JH 
130 S (J )= 0( J) +A A( J) *S (J -1 )/ AL PH A( J- 1)
A ( I . J H , N W ) = S ( J H ) / A L P H A ( J H ) ,
JHH=JH-1 
DO I3S J L .JHH 
J = J H — I—K + JL
135 A(I,J,N'*)3(S(J)+CC(J)*A(I,J*1,N w ))/ALPHA(J)
RETURN
END ’ '
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S U B R O U T I N E  AC I Y C <NI . N 2 .N3 . A . I .J L .JH )
O I M E N S I C N  A ( M , N 2 . N 3 )
C C M M O N / C N U W R R / N W  ,N F . N T .N R C . N M U . N L . N V l  . N V 2 . IE. IV 
C C M M O N / C G E C / I N .I N M . J N .J N M . I M I N (21 ) . I M A X ( 21 ) .X 1 t 99) .X 2 ( 21 1 
C C M M q n /ARE A I/ I N D E X .J 0 .H 1 .H 2 .EN 1 .E N2  
COVMCN/APF.AS/OT 
C C M M O N / A R E A 6 / F L O W . D E P T H . A L N T H  '
C O M M O N / A  REA I 1 / A A (99) ,B B ( 9 9 ) ,CC <99) .0(99) .ALP HA (  99) , S ( 9 9 )
C C M M O N / A R E 4 1 5 / S T O (99.21 )
CCM.VQN/AREA2C/W .WT 
C O M M Q N / A R E A 2  5 / T I N J .N P R . E S X . E S Y  
C C M M U N / A R E A 2 6 / S H X .SHY .LP.AK  
C O M M O N / A R E A 3 1 / l E N T .J E N T , l E X I T. J E X I T  
C O m m C N / A R E A 7 0 / F T .FS 
C C M M Q N / A R E A 7 2 / H . H H  . -, ?
oxE=xi-( 1 + 1 )-XI ( n
OXV* = X 1 (I)-Xl(I-il 
O X A - ( O X E  + OXW )/2.
F T=  1 ./( 1 .+FLCW * W P * ( X2 (J N 1 - X 2 ( J N - 1  1 )/ E S Y ) ,
F B = I . / ( 1 . - F L C W * A K * W P * (X 2 ( 2) - X 2 ( 1 ) ) / E S Y )
DO 100 J a J L . J H
■ H= 0,0 '' ' - -
I F { I . G E .1 EX I T .A N D . J .GE . J E X I T )H = 1 .0 
H H =  1 .-H ' ■ ’ • • '
0 YN  = X 2 (J + 1 ) - X 2 ( J )
D Y S a X 2 (J )- X 2 (J - 1 )
O Y A  = (DVN + DYS )/2.
UU«A( I.J.NVl) • , , , ..
V V = A ( I . J . N V 2 )
UE=A( I + l.J.NVl). . •
U W = A ( T - I . J . N V l )
U N = A ( I . J + l . N V 2 )
U S = A ( [ . J - 1 , N V 2 )
I F( I .L E . T E N T . A N D . J . L E . J E NT  )G0 TO 99 
IF ( I .GE . I EX I T . A N D .J . GE . J E X I T )GO TO 99 
C A L L  C C E F (M  . N 2 . N 3 ,A. I .J .C R 1.C R 2 .CL 1 .C L 2 . C T 1 .CT2. .
a C E 1 . C B 2 . C P 0  1 . C R 0 2 . U R . U L . U T . U 8 )
. - - .AA(.J)=H*OT*UR*Cai/.DYA + O T / ( S H Y « D Y S * D Y A  )- H *0 T FW P ♦ C 3 1 /O  Y A . ......................
3 + H H * O T * U S « D Y N / ( 2 . # O Y A « D Y S ) - H H * O T * L P * O Y N / ( 2 . # O Y A * O Y S )
8 B ( J ) = ( W T - . S ) + H * O T * U T * C T 1 / C Y A - H * 0 T * U B * C R 2 / D Y A  
a +2 . * 0 T / ( SHY + D Y S * O Y N )-H* 0T * «p * (C T 1- C 8 2 )/ O Y A
J + H H * O T * V V * ( D Y N - O Y S )/ C Y S / O Y N  - H H # O T * L P « ( O Y N - O Y S ) / O Y S / D Y N  
C C ( J )=OT/( SHY y O Y N F O Y A )-H * 0 T * u r * C T 2 / D Y A + H * 0 T * * P # C T 2 / 0 Y A  
2 . - H H « D T * U N * O Y S / l 2 . * O Y N * O Y A ) + H H * O T * * P # O Y S / ( 2 . * O Y N * O Y A )
ML= I- l 
M R =I +1
0 ( J )=(A T - 1 . ) * 2 . » A ( I .J . 3 ) -STO(I .J ) *( WT-I .5)
0 + A ( M L . J . a i * ( H # O T * U L * C L l / O X A + O T / ( S H X * O X * # O X A )  
j) + M H * C T * U W * 0 X E / ( 2 . * 0 X A * C X L ) )
2+A ( I . J . S ) • { - H f OT*UP.*CR 1 / CX A+HAOT F U L F C L 2 / 0 X A - 2  . *0T/ ( S H X F O X E F O X W  )
2 - H H f O T + U U * ( D X E - O X W ) / O X S / O X W )
J) +A(I + l . J . S ) * ( O T / ( S H X « O x e * O X A  )-H *0 T *UR *CP 2 /O X A 
a - H H * 0 T * U E * 0 X W / ( 2 . * 0 X A * 0 X E ) )
GO TC 10 1 .
99 UUs A ( I. J . N V l )
VV=A( I . J . M V 2 )
O X T = O X E + O X W  
O Y T = O Y N + O Y S  ' '
A A ( J ) = O T » V V * O Y N / (O Y T * D Y S )+ D T / (S H Y + O Y S F O Y A ) - « P * O T F O Y N / O Y T / O Y 0  - 
88( J ) = (LT-C .S ) + 0 T * V V / O Y  T F (O Y N / O Y S - 0 Y S / D Y N ) + 2 . * 0 T / ( S H Y * 0 Y N * 0 Y S )
3 - W P « C T * (O Y N - O Y S )/ D Y N / O Y S
C C ( JI=DT/( SHY ♦ C Y N » O Y A )- 0 T * V V * 0 Y S / (O Y N * O Y T )+WP *0T *0 Y S / O Y T / O Y N  
0 ( J ) = 2 . * < A T - l . ) * A ( I . J . d l - S T O ( I . J ) * ( W T - l . S )
2 + A ( I + 1 . J . 8 ) * ( O T / ( S H X * O X E * O X A ) - O T * O X W * U U / ( O X E * O X T ) )
3 +A( I . J . a ) •* ( - O TF U U*  ( O X E / O X W - O X W / O X E  ) / 0 X T - 2 . # 0 T / ( S H X * 0 X E * 0 X W )  )
3 + A (I- 1 , J .8)F (O T F O X E F U U / O X W / O X T + O T / (S H X « 0 X W F 0 X A ))
101 C O N T I N U E
I = ( J . E C . 2 ) E E ( J ) = B B ( J ) - A A ( J ) f FB 
i F(j.ec.jNM)ea(j)=-3 0(j.)-cc(j)FFT 
100 C O N T I N U E
A L P H A ( J L ) = F F ( J L )
J L L = J L + 1  
00 125 J s J L L . J H
A L P H A ( J ) = B E ( J ) - A A ( J I * C C ( J - 1 )/ A L P H A (J-I)
125 c o n t i n u e
^ ( J L ) = D (J L )
J L L = J L + 1  
00 130 J a J L L. J H
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130 S( J )-=0 ( J )+AA< J )»S ( J-1 )/ A L P H A  ( J-1 )
A( I ,JH,NT)-=S(JHI/ALPHA( JH)
JHH =JH-l
00 135 K s JL . JH H
J = J H - 1 - K + J L
135 AC I ,J .N T ) = (S {J ) + C C (J ) F A ( I , J + 1 .N T ) )/ A L P H A (J )
R E T U R N
ENO
a OUNO OATS = 8 1 0 4 9 0 0/ 2 4 / 30  P A G E  000 1
S U B R O U T I N E  a C U N O (Nl .N2 .N3 , A)
D I M E N S I O N  A (N 1, N 2. N 3)
CCM'^ON/CNUHER/NW ,NF .NT . NPC .NMU .NL ,NV1 .NV2. I E, IV 
C C M M U N / C G E C / I N .I N M .J N .J N V , IMINI21) . I M A X (21 ) .X 1 t99 ) .X 2 ( 21 )
C C M M C N / A R E  A1 / INDEX . JB .H.l iH2 .ENl .EN2 ,
C F F F F * * * * » F * < F » * * * F » F * « « F F - » F F » * F F » » « * * * * * * F F * * « * F F * F « * * F F * F F F * « « * * + * « »
C S U B R O U T I N E  FCP I T E R A T I O N  ON B O U N D A R Y  NUDES
C F * * * F F * * * * * * * F * F * F * F F F F * F F * * F F * « F « * « F F * # F F F $ F « * F F F F F F * F $ F * F « F F * F F F F F F
il = imTn ( 1 )
I M s I M A X (1) \
DO 42 T =  IL . IH
O F F,  B ED  V C P T I C I T I E S - P A R T I A L  SLIP B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  
D X 3 = X 2 (Z I - X 2 { I ) J
CAL L FSL I F < M  .N2 .N3 . A . I . J )
42 C C N T  I NUE • . .
C F F F f f LEF T WALL V C F T ICI TIE S (IN L ET  BA FF L E)
DC 44 JsJE.JN
IL=IM I N(J ) . , ,
OX 1 = X 1 ( IL )- X l( IL-I )
A ( IL-1 .J.N# 1=3.*(A ( I L.J .NF)-A( IL-l.J.NF) )/ D X 1/ O X 1- . 5*A ( I L .J .N W )
44 C O N T I N U E
CF* * entrance TC TANK
A H H = X 2 ( J 8 ) - H l / ( l . + E N l ) - H 2 / ( l . + E N 2 )
U I = 1./AHH 
JB A=  JR-l 
Y L L = X Z (J G )-H2 
CO 49 J=2 . JEA .
IL= IM I N ( J )
0X2=( X 2 (J +I ) - X 2 ( J - 1 ) )/ 2 . 
n x i a X l ( I L )  -XI(IL-1)
Y =X2(JI
T F ( Y . L E . H 1 ) A ( I L - 1 . J . N W ) = U 1 F ( E N I / H 1 ) F ( ( H 1 - Y ) / H 1 ) F F ( E N 1 - 1 . )
I F ( Y . G T . H 1 . A N O . Y . L E . Y L L ) A ( I L - l . J . M W ) = O . C
I F ( Y . G T . Y L L )A( IL-1 ,J . NW ) = -UI * ( E N 2 / H 2 ) *( (Y - Y L L ) / H 2 )**(ÇN 2-1 . )
49 - C O N T I N U E
A ( I L - 1 , J E . N L ) = - U I F F N 2 / H 2
I F ( INDEX.EC.T)A( I L- 1 . Jq , NW )  = 2.F(A( I L . J B . N F ) - A ( I L - 1  .JB.NF) )/ 
F 0 X 1 / 0 X 1 - A ( I L - I . J 3 - 1 . N V 1 ) / D X 2 .  ..
CFF F R I GH T  WALL (END WALL)
00 45 J=2.JN.v
1 H = I M A X ( J )
□ X 1 = X 1 ( I H + 1 ) - X l (IH)
A ( I H+ 1 . J . N* )-=3 . F( A ( IH. J . NF )-A( IH+I.J.NF) )/O X 1 /D X 1- . 5* A ( IH.J.NW)
45 C O N T I N U E  
R E T U RN
ENO
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S U R R Q U T I N E  C N V ER T  ( a , AVF.CT , t , j  , l  I
P E A L  A ( 133 . 2 I , a » . AVEC;T( 27 9 3 ) ' .
K=l , ' ’ ■
DO  I JN = 1 ; J '
0 0  1 I.S=1 , I '
A V E C T {K) = A ( I N ,J N . L ) ‘ ’
K =K +1  - 6. . ' - • ■ • • S ' , - . '
END
; COEF ....  DATE = 81049 00/24/30 PAGE 000 1
. SUB ROUT INE CCEF( .N I .N2 .N3 . A , 1 , j'.CR 1 , CR2 . CLl . CL2 .CTl , CT2 .
3 C ei . C S 2 . C R 0 1 . C P 0 2 , UP.UL.UT.US)
S UBR OUTINE TC C ALCULATE COEFFICIENTS FOR U PW IN D FORM.
O I MEN SI CN  A(N1.N2.N3)
CC'M MON/CNUVER/NW . NF .NT.NRO .NMU.NL .NVl .NV2. IE. IV 
C O M M J N / C G E C / I N .I NM .J N. JN V. tM lN (2 1) .I MA X l2 l ). Xl { 9 9) . X2 (2 1 )
C C M M O N / A R E A 5 /OT 
• C CMMON/AREA 2 6/S H X ,SHY.WP .AK 
C CM Y0 N /A R FA 71 / IF L AG  
CR1-=1.0 
CL 1 “ 1 .^ ' ■
C T l — 1.0 
C 3 1 = l .0 ' -
C R O 1=1.0
UR-=O.S*(A( I.J.NVl )+A( I + l . J.NVl ) )
UL = 0.5F(A( I .J.NVl )+A( I-l .J.NVl ) )
U T = 3 .5 *IA(I.J.NV2)+A(I.J+1.NV2))
U 8 = 0 . S * ( A ( I . J . N V 2 ) + A < I . J - 1 . N V 2 ) )
.. IF ( IFLAG .EC .0 )G0 TO SO 
UT-=LT-WP 
US=UB-WP 
SO C ON TI NU E
IF(UR .LT.O .C)CR1 = 0 .0 
IF ( UL .LT .0 . O C L l  = 0 . 0 
. IF (U T. LT . O. C) C T1=0.0 
I F (UB .LT . 0 . C )C 31=0 . 0 
I F ( A ( I . J . N V l ) .LT.0.0)CR01=0.0 
CR2 = 1 .-CPI 
C L 2 = 1 .-CLI 
CT 2= 1.-CT1 •
C3 2 = I .-CEI ' • • , '
CRO 2=1 .-CCCl '
DX-= ( X 1 I I + 1 )-Xl I I-I ) )/2 .
0Y=(X2 I J+I )-X 2(J-1 1 )/ 2 .
U=OX/DT
V=OY/DT
IF(ABS lUfl) .GT.U)UR=U*UR/A3S(UR )
IFC ABStUL) .GT .U)UL=UFUL/A3S{UL) , . . . .
I F ( A8 S ( U T ) .GT . V ) U T = V * U T / 4 a S ( U T )
I F (AOS (UB) .GT . V)U3 = V * U B / A B S ( U S )
.RETURN 
END . .
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S U B K C U T I N E  E 0 N ( N 1 . N 2 . N 3 , A )
D I M E N S I O N  A ( N I ,N 2 , N 3 )  •
O I M E N S I C N  E P S I I 9 9 . 2 I )
C C M M C N / C N U M E B / N w  .NF . N T ,N RG  . N M U . N L . N V I . N V 2 . I E . I V  
C QM.MQN/CGEC/ i n , I NM . j n  . J NM  . IM I N ( 21 > . I MAX ( 2 1 ) . X 1 ( 9 9 ) . X 2 ( 2 1 )
C C M M O N / C G E N / B O R E P . Z mU R E F . N M A X . N P R I N T . I P .C C .P R (9) .R P (9) .R SOUI 9) 
C C M M C N / A R E A I / I N O E X . J B . H I .M 2 . E N l . E N 2  
C O M M O N / A R E A I S / S T O I 99.21 I
C . I T E R A T I O N  S U B R O U T I N E
c
c*** O B T A I N  V I S C O S I T Y
C A L L  V ISCCS(Nl . N 2 . N 3 .A )
C * « *  V Û R T I C I T Y  S U B - C Y C L E  
c******** A L C N G X- AXIS
C F F F  S T O ( . . ) = V C F T I C I T Y  a t  T I M E  L E V E L  N - 1 / 2  
C F F F  A( I . J . 9 ) = V C R T I C I T Y  AT T I M E  L E V E L  N
C F F F  A( I . J , NX) = V C F T I C I T Y  AT T I M E  L E V E L  N + I/2
00 3 1 J= 1 . JN 
I L = I M I N ( J ) - l  
IH= I MAX ( J ) + 1 
DO 3 1 I = IL . IH 
STO ( I . J »-=A ( I , J .3 )
31 A ( I .J .a ) =A ( t.J . N W )
DC 32 J = 2 .JNM ' , .
IL = I M I N ( J )
IH= IMAX(J)
c a l l  ADI X ( Nl ,N2.N3 . a . j . I L .IH)
32 c o n t i n u e
C F F F  S T O ( . . ) = V 0 P T I C I T Y  AT T I M E  L E V E L  N
C F F F  A ( I . J . 8 ) = V C R T I C I T Y - A T  T I M E  L E V E L  N + 1 / 2  
C FF F  A ( I .J . N W )S V C B T T C I T Y  AT  TIM E  L E V E L  N + 1 
A N U M 3 = 0 .0 
S U M V = C . C  
DC  34 J = 1, JN 
IL=I.MIN( J) -1
IH = IMAX ( J > + I . .......................
00 34 1= IL. IH
S T O ( I . J ) = A ( I , J , 8 )
ANUMfiF ANUiMe+1 .
S U M V = S L V V + A {I .J ,3) •
34 A ( I , J . a ) = A ( I .J ,NW )
VA V = S U M V / A N U M B  
C F F F F F F F F F ,  A L C N G Y- AXIS  
DC 32 I* = 2  . INM •
JL = 2 
J H= JN - l -
C A L L  AD I Y (M  . N 2 .N 3 .A . I .JL.JH )
00 8 1 J= JL . JH
C FF F  c a l c u l a t e  VOPT. R E S D U A L  C V E P  2.FOT R E L A T I V E  TO T HE  AVG. VORT.
9 S = ( S T C  ( I . J)-A( I ,J .NW ) l/VAV 
C F F « F F F F F FF F >F S T O R E  M A X I M U M  R E S I D U A L
IF .( AflS( RS ) .GT . A H S  ( R S O U  (NW) ) ) R S D U ( N W ) = R 5
81 C O N T I N U E  
92 C O N T I N U E  
C f f f  s t r e a m  FU NC TI O N-  SUB - C Y C L E
C f f f f f  e x p l i c i t  s u c c e s s i v e  O V E R  R E L A X A T I O N .  S . O . R. l  M E T H O D  
D O 99 J = 2 .JNM
IL=IM IN (J )
1H F I .1A X ( J )
00  99 I=IL.IH  
99 E PS  I ( I . J ) = A {I .J .N F  ) .
00 10 1 I JK = 1 .3
R S D U ( N F  ) = C .0 • - ■
00 21 J=2 . JNM -
IL= IMIN(J)
IH= IMAX(J).
DO 2 1 I-=IL. IH \
PQPssA (I.J.NRC)
B S E = ( A ( I + l , J . N R Q ) + R a P ) / ( X l ( I + l ) - X l ( I ) ) / ( X l ( I + l ) - X l ( I - l ) )
8 B W = ( 4 ( 1 - 1 , J . N R G ) + R Q P ) / ( X 1 ( I ) - X l ( l - l ) )/(X 1 ( 1 + 1 ) - X 1 ( I - l ) ) 
a B N = ( A ( l . J  + l.NRQ) + R C P ) / ( X 2 ( J  + l ) - X 2 ( J ) ) / ( X 2 ( J + l ) - X 2 ( J - l ) )
=>BS = ( A ( I . J - l . N P Q ) + R C P ) / ( X 2 ( J ) - X 2 ( J - l ) ) / ( X 2 ( J + l ) - X 2 ( J - l ) )
A N U M s H B E f A (I + l.J.NF)+e3-.vFA(I-l,J.NF)
3 + 3 S N F A ( I.J+l ,NF ) + 9 8 SF A ( I .J-1 . N F ) - P C P f A( I .J.Nw )
A O N m s B B E + R B w + B B N + B B S  
Z = A ( I .J . N F )
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I F ( A C NM  . E G .0 .) G O  TO 21 
A ( I . J . N F )= A N U M / A D N M  ' ' ■
At I .J .NF) = Z +C P (N F I* ( A(  I .J.NF l-ZI 
RS = 2.F(A( [ . J .NF)-E=SI (I. J) )
IF ( AESI PS ) .GT .A3S I RSOU (NF ) ) ) RSQU(NF): 
21 C O N T I N U E
101 c o n t i n u e
CF F F  U P D A T E  V E L CC I TI E S
C A L L  V E L O I S (N l . N 2 . N 3 . A )
C F F F  I T E RA T E ON E C U N D A R Y  N O DE S  
C A L L  B C U N O t M  .N2.N3 .A)
•F E T U F N  ' ■ . ’
END
RS
EGNC DATE 81 049 00/24/30 PAGE 000 1
C f f f
c f f f
31
32
Cfff
33
34
C f f f
81
82
C F F F
83
SUBPDUTINE e O N C t N 1 .N 2 .n 3 .A )
DIMENSION A ( M . N 2 . N 3 )
CO.MMON/CNUVSR/NW .NF .NT .NBC .NMU .NL .NVl .NV2. IE. IV 
CC.MMON/CGEC/ IN . I NM . JN . J NM  , IM IN ( 21 ) . I MAX( 21 ) , X I ( 09 ) . X2( 21 1 
CCM.MON/CGEN/BCREF . Z VU RE F . N M AX . NPR I NT . I P . CC . PR ( 9 » . R P ( 9 ) . R SDU ( 9 ) 
C O M M O N  /APE A 1 / I N D E X .J E .H 1 .H2.EN1 .EN2 
C C M M C N / A R E A 1 S / S T 0 ( 9 9 . 2 1  )'
CCMVON/AREA2 7/NITER 
COVMCN /A FE A7 0/ FT .F 3 
TRACER -CONCENTRATION PPCFILES 
R S D U I N T 1=0.C 
a l o n g  X-AXIS 
DU 2 1 J= 1.JN
IL= t V I N ( J ) -I 
IM=I M A X (J ) + 1 
00 21 I=IL.IH
S T O ( I . J )=A( I , J , 8  >
I F ( M T E R . E C . l ) S T n ( I . J )  = A(I,J,NT)
A (I .J .3)= A ( I.J.NT I
( F ( M T E R . E C . l , A N O . t . E O . l ) A ( I . J . 8 ) = 0.0
CONTINUE
DO 22 J = 2 .JNM
I L = I M I N (J )
I M = ( MA X (JI
c a l l  AO I X C ( M . N 2 .N 3 .A.j . I L.I H )
CCNTINUE
URD ATE SOUNDARY VALUESS 
DC 33 J = 2 .JNV 
A ( I N .J . NT )=A ( INM.J . NT )
I F ( J.G T . J E )A (1 ,J . NT) = A (2.J.NT)
00 34 J = 1,JN 
I L = I M I N (J )-1
1 H = I V A X ( J ) + 1 
DO 34 I = I L .IH
. J ) = A ( I .J ,
.8 )= A ( I . J ,
Y-AX 1 S 
L= 2 . INM .
3 ) 
NT )
STO ( I 
A( I . J 
ALONG 
.00 .3 2 
JL = 2 
J H = J N M
CALL A D I Y C (M  . N 2 .N 3 . A . I .J L .JH)
DO 81 Jf JL . JH
P S = A ( I .J.NT)-STO(I.J)
I F (A 8 S (R S ) . G T . A B S( R SO U (N T) ))R5DU(NT)=R5 
CONTINUE ■
CONTINUE
UPDATE BOUNDARY VALUES 
DO 33 1 =2 . INM
A ( I .1 .NT)=A( I .2.NT)FFB 
A ( I .J N .N T )= A (I ,JNM.NT)FFT 
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE F L Q W C ( I N I .NCCL .Nl , N 2 . N 3 ,A )
O I ME NS IC N A ( M. N2. N3 ).  ,
OI ME NS I CN  I M <6 ) . F L C W T (Ô 5 '
CaMMON/CNUMEP/Nw .NF .NT .NRO.NMU . NL .NVl .NV2 . I S'. IV 
CCMMON/CGEC/TN. I N M .j n  .J N M . IMIN{21 ) , IMAXI 21) .XI(99) .X2( 21 )
C O M M O N / A R E AéC/FLQWT .
•OO 490. I JK=1 .NCOL
F L O W T ( I J K )=0.0 .............
' INTG=INI( I JK )   - , ■ ■ . . . . .
no 499 K C = Z .JNM
499 F L O W T ( U K  )=FLCwT(IJK)+ A( IN TG .K C. NV 1)*( X2( KC  + 1)-X2(KC-1))*0.S 
F L O w T ( U K ) = F L O W T ( I JK ) +( X 2 (J N )- X 2 I J N M ) ) F C. S * A ( I N T G . J N . N V l )
F L O W T ( I J K )=FLCwT( I J K ) +(X 2 (2)- X 2 (1 ) )FO ,4FA( INTG. 2 . N V 1 )
WRITE ( 6 .777) INTG.FLCWT( U K )
777 F O R M A T ( 1 OX .13 .lOX.FI 0 .3./)
490 CONTINUE,
R E T U R N
END
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C 
C
c 
c 
C '
c
CFFF
ICC
I 48 
1480
’ i 49 cfff 
C
ISO
c f f f
151
■Cfff
C
1 52
153
c f f f
154
999
352CFFF
S U 3 R C U T I N E  GRID
C O M w o n / C N U M E R / N W .N F , N T ,N R G . N M U . N L . N V l . N V 2 . I E . I V  
COMMDN/CGF.C / IN . I N M . J N . J N V , i m I N ( 2 1 ) . I M A X ( 2 1 ) . X 1 ( 9 9 ) . X 2 { 2 1 )  
C C M M C N / A R E A 6 / F L O W . D E P T H .A LN TH  
■C C V M C N / A R E A 7 / A L N  
C C M M O N / A R E A S O / B X ,  I ME SH  - 
D A T A  A L 1 . A 1 , A L 4 . A 4 / . S . 1 . . 1 .. 2 .5 /
i F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F i
S U B R O U T I N E  PCR M E S H  G E N E R A T I O N
IMESH. ... INDEX FOR M E S H  T YP E
.......  =0 UNI F O R M  S I Z E  M E S H
= 1 VAR I AELE S I Z E  M E S H
i F k F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F '
C O M P U T E  GRID C G - O R D I N A T E S
A L N = A L N T H / D E P T H
0 Y= 1  .0 / F L C A T (JN-I )
DtJ ICO J=1 . JN 
X 2 ( J ) = (J - 1 1 FCY 
I F ( I M ES H . E C  . 1 )GQTO I 49 
I N = A L N / D Y  .
I N,M= I N-1 
O X = A L N / I N  
O O 148 I= 1 . IN 
X 1 ( I )=(I - 1)FOX 
O O  1 480 J= 1 . JN 
I MA X( J )= INM 
G O T O  352
..VAR IA B LE  MES H S IZ E  IN X I - 0 I R E C T IO N  
C O N T I N U E
REG ION-I I B A F F L E  R E G I O N  I . U N IF O RM  M E SH ,
A S P E C T  RAT I O = A 1 . L E N G T H = A L 1
X 1 (1 1 = 0 .0  
N1 = A L 1 F (J N - 1 )/A I 
OX 1= A L 1 / N 1 
N 1E = N 1+1 
00 ISO 1 = 1 . Nl
XI (. i>i.),= xi ( I )+nxi.............. ........  ......................
P E G  I O N - 2 . E X P A N D I N G  SIZE M E S H , G S O M E T R I C  S E R I E S ' R X * .
A L 2 = ( A L N - ( A L 1 + A L 4 ) J f O.S
A = A L 2 / 0 X 1
N 2 = A L C G ( I . + (P x-1 . )F A )/ A L C G ( P X  I 
A=( l . - C X F F N 2 ) / ( l . - R X )
0 X 2 = A L 2 / A  
00 15 1 1 = 1 .NZ
D X 2 V = 0 X 2 f ( p x f f ( I -  I ) )
Xl< I + N 1 E ) = X 1 (I + N 1 I + 0 X 2 V  
N4 = AL4 F (JN-1 )/A4 
0 X 4 = A L 4 / N 4  
0 X4A = D X4
PEG I O N - 3 . C O N T R A C T  ING SI ZE  M E S H . D X  C H A N G E S  F R O M  0 X 2 (LEFT ) 
TC 0 X 4 ( 9 I G H T ) W I T H  R A T E  OF C H A N G E = I / R X
A L 3 = A L Z
A = A L 3 / D X 4
FXR = ( A - 1 , ) / ( A - 0 X 2 V / 0 X 4 ) '
N 3 = A L C G ( I . + ( P X O - I . ) f a > /A L C G (R X R)
A = ( I .- R X P F f n 3 )/( 1 .- R X R )
0 X 4 = A L 3 / A
N 2 E = N 1 +N2+I
N 2N = N 1 + N2
DO 1 3 2 1  = 1.N3
D X 3 V  = 0 X 2 V / ( R X R f f ( I-I I )
K K = I t N  2E 
K K 1 = I + N 2 N
X 1 (K K )=X1 (K K 1 > +DX3V 
I N = N 1 + N 2 + N 3 + N 4 + 1  
r NM= t N - 1 
00 153 J=l .JN
I M A X ( J ) = I N - I
P E G  I O N - 4 . E F F L U E N T  W E I R . U N I F O R M  M E S H I A 4 . AL4 I 
N 3 E = N 1 + N 2 + N 3 + 1  
DO 154 I = N'3E . INM 
XI ( 1+ I ) = Xl ( I 1+0X4A
P R I N T  9 99 . M  .N 2 .N 3 .N 4  .0X1 . D X 2 . 0 X 4 . A L N  
FUP.MA T ( 4 I 6 . e (F 10 .5 . 2X ) 1
C C N T I N U E  "
OR I NT CUT C C - C P D I N A T E S  
C A L L  v e S HP L
R E T L P a
END
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SU3 ROUT INS INFLOW t Nl '.N2 .N3 . A.T IMS I 
O I .MENS I CN A ( M  ,n 2 , N3 ) , . ■
CCMMCN/AREA 1/INDSX . JB .H I .1-2, ENl ,EN2 . .
CCMVON/AREAS/OT .-
CC.M.VCN/AREA6/FL0W.DEPTH . ALNTH ■
CCMVQN/ARFA2S/TINJ.NPR .ESX ,ESY.
C OM MO N /A RE A 71 / IFLAG 
CFFF TOET=DIMENStCNLESS DETENTION TIME 
TDET=ALNTH/CEPTH 
CFFF IN0£XS=SIVLLATI0N INDEX......
C = 0 (TRACER WITH ZERO SLIP VELOCITY.DYE)
C = 1  (SS WITH SETTLING VELOCITY WO)
INDEXS = IFLAG - ■ ■ - .   ......
IF( INCEXS.EC . 1 )GO TO SO 
CO = T OE T/ (2 . F OT FT I NJ )
I F(TIME.GT .TINJF2.f DT/TDET)C0 = 0 .0 
GO TO SI
50 • CONTI NUE , ■ ,
cr=i.cc
51 CONTINUE
D O ’500 J= 1. JB 
SCO A ( I . J . 3 I=CC
A ( 1 .JB.3)=1.OFCO 
. RETURN •
ENO
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29
30 
C ***
SO 
C **F
c*** 
c * **
c**#CFFF
Z''
Cfff
45
5002
SUBROUTINE INlT(Nl .N 2 ,N3 ,A )
D IM ENS IO N A{N1,N2.N3)
CCM.mQN/CNUVEP/NW , NF ,NT .N RC .N MU .N L.N Vl  ,NV2. IE. IV 
COM.VON/CGEC/ IN . I NM . UN .JNM . IM IN (21 I . IMAX ( 21 I . X 1 ( 99 ) . X2( 2 1 ) 
C CM M ON /C GH N/ FO RE F . 2.MUPSF .NMAX . NPR INT . IP.CC . OR (9 I . RP ( 9) . RSDU ( 9 > 
C C M M O N / A R E A l / I N O S X .J3.M1.H2.EN1.EN2 
CQMMCN/ARE A 6 /FLOW . DEPTH . ALNTH _ . . . .
CO MM ON /A RE A7 /A LN
C CM MO N/ AR EA H/ BE .F P
C C M M C N / A B E A 1 S / S T 0 ( R 9 . 2 1 )
S UB ROUTINE FCP CA LC UL A TI O N CF INITIAL V ALUES AND FIXED BOUNDARY 
CONOITICNS
I F :
STORE TO , ZERO
.2 F T/ SEC/SEC
9 10
SET r e s i d u a l  IN ST ORAGE TC ZERO 
DC 21 K=1.N3
RSOUIK 1 = 0.0 
SET VALUES IN 
DO 30 K=1 . N3 
no 30 J= 1 , JN . ,
DC 30 1 = 1 . IN ;
I F (K .'NE. 2  . and . NE .4 ) CCTQ 29 . .
I F ( I .EC . 1 . A N C .J . L E .JBIGCTO 30 
A(I.J.K)=0.Q
CONTINUE , . .
SET DENSITY IN FIELD 
DO SO 1= I . IN 
00 50 J=1 . JN
A( I .J .NBC 1=RCREF 
SUPPLY ECUNDARY COND IT IO NS 
U1 =F LCw/DEPTH 
FB= F P C U D E •S NUMBER ■ ■
G= ACCELERATION QF GRAVITY = 32 
G= 3 2.3
F B= UOF UO /G /C EP TH  . . .
TI v =F=ALNTH/L0 .
INITIAL CCN CI TI OM S FOB STREAM F UN CT ION 
ALONG SOUNCARIE5 
AH M= X2 (J P) -H 1/ ( EN 1+ 1 .1 - H2 /( E N2 + 1 .0 )
U [ = I./AHH
00 20 J = J H ,JN 
I V N = I M I N (J )
A ( I M N - 1 .J . N P ) = 1 .0'
1H = I M A X ( J )
A ( IH+ I . J . NF)=0.0 * -
CONTINUE.
YLL=X2(JF)-H2
e n t r a n c e  v e l o c i t y ■DISTR I EUT i o n ...........
I F ( i n d e x . E C .1IGOTQ 5002 
DO 45 J= I . JB 
' I .VN= I M I N ( J )
Y=X2(JI
IF(Y.LE.H1 I A ( IMN- 1 . J.NV 1 ) = U I F (1 .-( 1 .-Y/Hl )F FENl )
IF( Y .GT .HI .AND.Y.LE . Y L L )A { IMN-I .J .N V 1 J = UI
IF( Y .GT .YLL)A( IMN-1 . J . NV 1 ) =UI F ( 1 ,-( ( Y- YL L)/ M 2 1f f £ N 2 )
CONTINUE
CCNTINUE
IF( INDEX.EC. I I GOTO 50 01 ' .
E NT RA NC E STREAM FUNCT IO N D IS R I8 UT I0 N 
D X 2 = X 2 (2)- X 2 (1)
4 ( I . 1 iNF)=C .0 
IMN=IM IN (2 )
AN 1-=M I F ( JN- 1 . 1 -
NN I = IFIX(AN I 1+I
IF(NNl .EQ. I )A( IMN-1 .2 . N F )=UIF(DX2-H 1/( 1 .+EN 1 ) )
DO 9 11 J = 2 .JO
Y=X2(J>
IF(X2( J) .G T. Hl IG OT O 910
D A = ( 1 . / ( 1 . + E M > ) F ( ( H 1 - X 2 ( J - 1 1 ) f (u I-A(1.J-1.NV11)
Î - ( H I - Y )F IUI-A( 1 .J .N V 1) II 
DSI=U IFD X2 -0 A 
A ( 1 ,J ,N F := A ( I ,J- 1 .N F )+ÛS I 
GOTO 911 
CCNTINUE
1 F ( X 2 ( J ) .GT . YLLIGOTO 9C9
A( 1 . J . NF ) = Y F U I - U I F H 1/(1 .+EN1 I 
GQT C 9 11
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909
9 t 1 
5CC 1
23
24 
C * FF
3S
C FF »
500 
60 0 0
501 Cfff Cfff
31Cfff
Cfff
C f f f
C O N T I N U E
I F ( Y . L T . Y L L  + C X 2 ) 4 ( l , J . N F ) = A ( l  ,J-1 , NF )+ U IF Q X 2 
0 - ( Y-YLLI F (u t-A( I .J.NVl ) 1/(1 .+EN2I 
I F ( Y . L T . Y L L + n X 2 ) 0 0 T 0  911 
All . J .NF ) =A I 1 . J-1 .NF) +U I F0X2 
« - J I F( (Y - Y L L I F F ( E N 2 + 1 ) - ( X 2 ( J - 1  )- Y L L )F f ( E N 2 + 1 ) )/( 1 . + E N 2 )/H 2F F E N 2 
C O N T I N U E  
C C N T I N L E  
00 23 1 =2 . INN
A ( I . J N . N F ) = 1 . 0  
00 24 1= 1 . IN
A{ I .1 .NF ) = C .0 
AT INTER ICF P O IN T S 
DC 35 J = 2 .JN N 
I L=IM IN(J)
I H = I N A X (JI 
DU 35 1 = IL . Ih
A E = 2 ./ tX 1( IN )-Xl ( I ) )/Xl < I N )
A W = 2 , / X l ( I )/ X I ( I N )
A N = 2 . /( X 2 (J N )- X 2 (J ))/ X 2 (J N »
A S = 2 . / X Z ( J )/ X 2 (J N ) .
A I I .J ,N F ) = A S F A ( I H + 1 ,J .NF ) +A* F A ( I L - 1 .J . N F )+A N F 1 .0 
A ( I , J . N F )= A ( I .J . N F ) /{ AE + AW+AN + A S )
C O N T I N U E  .
I F P C T A T I U N A L  FLOW AS AN INITIAL SCLU T I O N (S .C .P . METHOD)
N I N T = ! 0 , ,
DO SOI J K L= 1 .N I NT  
DC ,500. J=2 , JN.M 
IL= I M IN ( J )
IH=I.M4X{'J)
DO = 0 0 . 1 = I L . IH
8BE = 2 . / ( X 1(1+1 I-XI ( I) ) /( X 1 (I+1 I - X 1 ( I-l) )
0.9 X-=2 . / ( X 1 ( I )-Xl ( I -1 ) ) / { X 1 (1+1 ) -X 1 ( r-1 ) )
0 9 N  = 2 . / ( X 2 {J + 1 1 - X 2 (J ) )/(X 2 (J + I )- X 2 (J-I ) ) 
9 0 S = 2 . / ( X 2 ( J ) - X 2 ( J - 1 ) ) / ( X 2 ( J + 1 ) - X 2 ( J - 1 ) )  
a n u .m = b 5 E f a ( I + 1, J , n f  ) + g aw F A ( i-i . j . n f  ) 
a + B 9 N F A ( I .J +I ,NF ) + 8 B S F A ( I .J-I , N F )
..A0N,y=S9E + 5ew + E 9N + 9 nS  ..........................       • ........
IF( AON-Y .EC .0 .0 )<3Q TO SCO 
2 = A(I .J .NF )
4 ( 1 . J .N F )=A N U M /A O NM  
P S= 2 . F (A ( I .J .NF)-Z)
C P = 1.5
A ( ( .J.NFI=Z + = BF(A(I .J.NFl-Z)
I F ( A B S ( R S ) .G T . A 8 S (R S O U (N F ) ) )R S O U (NF ) = RS 
C C N T I N U E
wR I T E ( 6 .6CC0 ) J K L . R S O U (N F )
FCR.M4T ( 1 OX ,ei-JKL = . I 3 . 5X . 1 1 H R S O U  ( N F  ) = .F10.S1
R S D U ( N F ) = C . C  
C C N T I N L E
I N ITIAL C C N 0 I T I D N 5  FOR V E L OC I TY  
AT ITER(CP NCDES 
C AL L  V E L D I S (M . N 2 . N 3 .A)
DO SI J = 2 .JNY 
I M=IM I N (J )
I X = I MAX ( J )
0 0 5 1 1  = 1 M.IX 
IF (ASS(At I.J.NVl 11.L T . O . 001 )A(I.J.NVl 1=0.001 
IF( ABS(A( I .J.NV2) ) . L T .0.001 IA( I ,J . NV 2  ) = 0 .00 1 
IN IT IA L  C O N D I T I O N S  FOR V C P T I C I T I E S  
CN 2 CU N 0 4P  lES 
C A L L  0 C U N C (N I . N 2 .N 3 .A )
AT I NTEPIP NCDES 
DO 20C J = 2 .JNM 
I L = I M I N ( J )
I H = I M A X ( J I 
00 20C 1 = I L .IH
0 X 1 £ = X I ( 1 + 1 ) - X l ( l )
D X l * = X 1 ( I I - X 1 ( I - 1 )
CR O X 1 E = {A ( I + I . J . N F ) -4(1 ,J , N F ) )/OX IE 
GOQ X I w = (A( I.J.NF) -4 ( I - l . J . N F ) ) / O X  1W 
V 0 P X = (G P D X 1E - G P D X 1w)F 2 . / ( OX 1E + O X I W )
D X 2 N = X 2 (J + 1)- X 2 ( J )
D X 2 S = X 2 (J )- X 2 (J - 1 )
G P DX 2 N = ( A (  I .J + 1. NF ) -A ( I .J .NFI )/ D X 2 N  
G R0 X2 S = (A t  I . J . N F ) - A ( I . J - l . N F I ) / D X  25 
V C P Y = ( G R C X 2 N - G R D X 2 S ) f 2 ./ ( 0X 2 N + 0 X 2 S )
A ( I . J . n *)= V Q P X + V C R Y
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INIT DATE = 81049 00/24/30 PAGE 0003
200 CONT I NUE
00 21 1 J=l . JN 
IL=IMIN(J)-l 
I H = I M A X (J )+J 
DO 211 1=IL,IM 
S T O ( I . J ) = A ( t . J . N W ) 
211 A( I . J . d )=A ( I’. J .NW ) 
P E T UP N 
END
MAXVIN . DATE = 81049 00/24/30 PAGE 0001
SUBROUTINE VAXWt N (A .K )
PEAL A <31 . I S ) .MINMAXI I 1 ) ,MNMX(2.1 1 )
C OMMON / A RE A Ç 3 / N F L A G C 2)
CCMMON/A PE ASP/MINMAX
CCM.MON/CGEC/ IN . I NM. JN . JNM . r.M INI 2 1 ) . I MAXI 21 ) . X 1 I 99 ) . X2( 21 )
KK = K
IF < K .E Q .3)KK =2 
IF(NFLAGCKK ) .NE.1 IGOTQ 10 
DO 1 1= 1 . I N
DO 1 J = 1 . JN 
IF I IF J .E C. I IGOTO 2 
4,m a x =A,v a x 1(AMAX.A< I .J) I 
AMI N=A.M INI (AMIN.AI I . J J I 
GO TO 1
2 AMAX=A I I ,JI 
A M I N= A I I . J )
I CONTINUE
A INC=<AMAX-AMIN)/IO.
00 3 1=1.11
3 M INM AX ( I )-=A.M IN+ ( I -1 )«AINC 
RETURN
IP DO II 1= 1 . 1 1  ; '
11 M INMAX ( I ) = MN.MX (KK . I I 
RETURN 
ENO
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VESHPL. OATE'= 31049 OC/24/30 PAGE OOOl
SUBROUTINE NESMPL
INTEGER RTPfSO ). 5 T P *2(1321.L I N E # 2 ( 5 0 , 1 32 1 ,< 1 *2 .K 2 F 2 . 81*2 
REAL XI,X2
C C M M O N / C G E O / I N .1N M .J N .J N V . IMINI21 ) . IM AX (21 ) .X I (99 ) .X 2 ( 2 I )
OATA K1/2H /,K2/2HI I/ , □ 1/2H /
' I = 132/ IN ‘ ' ■ ■   • ■........
GCTCI IC.20 .20) . I 
, 1 = 1 
K=IN 
GOTO 30 
10 [=3
KK = 0
I F (VCC ( IN .3 ) .GE . I ) KK= I 
• K-= IN/3 + KK 
GOTO 30 
20 1 = 2
K =t N /a +V C O ( I N . 2 )
30 DOMXl-s X I ( I N )-Xl ( I )
X 1 INC = O C M X I / ( I 3 1- K >
00 SO 11 = 1 .K
00 SO I I 1 = 1 .132 ' . • . •
SO L IME( I I. I I I )=K1 
IL= 1 •
DO 3C It= I .K
L X = (X 1 { (L)- X 1( I ) )/X I T N C + 1 '
LI NF (II .LX ) =K2 - - . : - - - ..........
IL=IL+I 
00 CCNTINUE
DC 99 I I = 1 .L X 
99 S T O ( I I ) = B 1 
IL= I + 1 
X2 IN C= X1 IN C 
V.P I TE( e . 130 )
WR I TE( 6 . 1 1 0 ) ( STR ( MNI 1 ..MN 1 = 1 .LXI 
DO ICO V=IL.JN.I 
M M = ( X 2 ( V 1 - X 2 ( M - I I )/X2INC+1 
30 90 KK= 1 . ,v,v
SS'ÎS'îîOT  • ■
90 WPI T E ( 6 . 12 C ) (L I NE ( I I .KIK ) .KIK= 1 . 132 )
.VP I TE ( 6 . 1 1 C ) ( STR ( MN I I ..MNI = I .LX )
100 CONTINUE
W R I T E (6 .140)
« F I TE ( 6  . 150 ) ( I I ,X1 ( II ) . I 1=1 . IN. I )
140 F O R M A T (////•1<///• ',10(' I X l ( I ) M )
ISO r CR.MAT ( 1 4 ( • C ' . 10 ( 2X . I 3. 2X . F5 .2 )/) )
RETURN
ICS f o r m a t (• •)
I 10 FOR,MAT( • • . 132A1 )
120 FCR.MAT ( • + • . I 32A1 I
130 format (////• 1 ■//)
END
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PRNT DATE = a ^ 0 49 0 0/24/3 3 _ PAGE OOOl
SUBROUTINE ? R N T ( N 1 .N2 .N 3 .A ,A N A M E . I N,J N. NB EG IN .N TO TA L J 
0 I MENS ION A(Nl .N2.N3 ) .A N A V E (9 .N 3 )
C OUTPUT SUBROUTINE
C FFFFF*««*J1F*FF#F.
JX=JN/10
IF (JX . GT . 1 ) J X = 1 ■ ' • ' ' '
IX=IN/lE+1 
INE=IN-1
IF ( IX .LT . 1 ) IX= 1 ■ ■    ' '
K = N B E G I N ' ,
' NS=IN/2 + 1  ■ . . . .  - ... -
NSL=NS-2 
N£U=NS+3 
00 13 V = 1 .NTOTAL
PRINT ICO . (A N A V E (L .K ) .L= 1 . 6  )
DO 2 L= 1 .J N .JX 
J = J N + 1-L 
INC=IN-3
2 PRINT 101 .J .(AI I .J.K) .1=1. IN.IX)
K=K + I
10 PRINT 102 . (I . I=I . IN, I X )
RETURN
100 FCPMAT ( IHl .30X.21HTHE D IS TR I BU TI O N OF . 8 A 4 ,/,
231 X .56H------------------------------------------------------------------------- ./.
aiH0. 12 7X .l HJ / 1 27 X. 3H--- //)
m i  FORMAT ( IHO . I 2 . 3X . 1 5 (F6.2 . 2X ) )
102 FURMATI IH0//3H I .4X . 14( 12 .6 X ) . I 2 / 4 M --- )
®ND
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PRNTF DATE = 31049 00/24/30 PAGE OOOl
SUBROUTINE F BN T F(Nl ,N2.N3 , A ,A N A M E . IN,JN .N BE GI N, NT OT AL >
REAL AVECTI2793)
D I M E N S I O N  A (N I ,N2 , N3 ) . AN AM£( 9 ,N3 ).
' GO TC aooo 
CALL C N V E R T (A . A V E C T ,IN,JN .NSEGIN>
1
CALL VA LMA PIAV E CT ,N B EG X N) 
aooo CONTINUE
f i n a l  Cl
JX=JN/IC 
IF ( JX .GT. U J X = l  
IX=IN/lS+l 
INE = IN-1
IF ( IX .LT . 1 ) IX = l , .
K = NBEG IN 
NS= IN/2 + I 
N3L=NS-2 ;
NSU=NS+2 
DO 11 N=1.NTOTAL
00 1C JI=1.TX 
opINT 100. (A N A M E( L .K ) .L=I . 6 )
00 2 L=1 .JN. JX
J =JN+ 1-L ■
INC= I N-3
2 PRINT 101 . J . (A ( I .J , K) . 1 = J I . IN. IX)
10 P RI NT  1 C2 . ( I .T=J I .IN. I X I 
< = K+1 
1 I C O N T I N U E  ■
R E T U R N  ' ,
ICO f o r m a t <IHl.EOX.2IHTHË DISTRIBUTION CF .3A4./.
aiH0.127X.lHJ/ 127X.3H---//) ’
101 f o r m a t t IHN , I 2 ,3X. 1 3 (F6.2 .2X) )
102 F U P M A T ( IHÇ//3H I.4X,14( 12,6X1. I 2 / 4 H --- )
END . .-
t r a c e r  d a t e  = 31049 00/24/30 PAGE OOOl
SUBROUTINE TRACER (INI.NCCL.N1.N2.N3 , A ,.CUM . CCC . CC T . D YE )
OIMENSICN AIN1.N2.N3) .
0 I MENS I CN I M  ( 6 ) . FLCW T ( 6 ) . CUM (too ) .CCCI 6 ) .CCT tfa ) .C ( 600 )
CCMMON/CNUMER/NW . NF ,NT-; NPC .NMU .NL .NV 1 .NV2 . I E . IV 
C O M MO M /C GE C /I N .I NM .J N .J N M , IMIN(21 ) . IMAX(21) .XI(99 I . X2(HI )
CCMMCN/AREAS/CT 
CCMMON/AREA27/NI TEP 
: CCMMUN/APEA60/FLOWT
C U M M C N / A P E A e C / T D E T . .
C0LP=IN-I
on SOS KCK= 1 .NCOL
INTG= IN I (KCK )
C0N = 0 . 0
DO S04 KC=2.JNM 
504 CCN=CON + A ( INTG.KCINVl )* A ( INTG.KC.NT )
CnN=CGN+0.S»A(INTG.JN.NV1I*A(INTG.JN.NT)
CCN=CCN/(JN-1)
IF(A B S ( C C N ) .LT .0 .00 1 )CCN = 0 .0 
IF(NITER.EG.COLP)C(NITER)=CON 
IF(NITER.EG.I)CCT(XCK)=CCN*1C3.«OT/TDET
IF(NITER.N E . I ICCT( KC K) = C C T ( K C K ) + (C O N + C C C (K C K ) )* 100 .FDT/TDET 
C C C (KCK )=CCN
I F( INTG.EO.CCLP)CUM(N ITEP ) = CC T( KC K)
IF( INTO .NE .CCLP)GO TO SOS 
0Y=X2(2)-X2(l)
INTGl F INTG-1 
OYS =0 .0
OVL =0 . 5 F (X 1 (2)-XI ( 1 ) I *0Y 
00 S6 5 JJ=2,JNM 
565 OYS=OYE+4(1.JJ.NTI#OVL
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20 4
0Ye*0YE + 9 .SF OV L* (A (1 .JN . NT )>At I ,I .NT ) )
00 567 1 1 = 2 . INTGl 
00 566 JJ = 2 .JNM
OVI=0 .5*(X I( II+ I)- < 1 < I I - I ) )FOY 
5 6 6 0YF=0YE +0V I FA( I I ,J J ,NT ) •
567 OY E= O Ye + OV lF ( AC I t.JN.NTI+A(II.1,NT)I*0.5 
OVR=0 . 5*(X 1 ( I N T O - X I ( INTGI ) )*DY 
00 568 JJ=2.JNN 
563 OYE-=Oy E +A ( I NTG. j j . NT ) f OVB 
SOS CONTINUE
RETURN ■ -
END
VALMAP DATE = 81049 00/24/33 PAGE OOOl
SUBROUTINE VA LM AP (A . J K L )
INTEGEFF2 L I N E (132 1 .L(101 
REAL A ( 133 . 2 1 ) .M INMAX(1 1 )
C0MM0N/APEA99/ MINMAX
C C M M O N / C G E C / I N . I N M . J N . J N M .  IMIN{21 ) . IMAX(21> .XI(99) .X2(21 )
DATA L / 0 . 1,2.3.4.5. 6 .7.3.9/
CALL MAXMIN(A.JKL)
INN=IN -
I F( IN .EC.123) INN=132 
w R I T E ( 6 . ICO )
IF( INN .LE .44)K IK=1
IF(INN.GT.44.AN0.INN.LE.66)KIK=2
IF (I NN .G T .6 6 )K IK = 3.
•DC I J= 1 .JN 
JJ=JN-J+1 
00 2 1=1.INN
DC 3 K=1 . I 0
IF ( A ( I . J J ) .GT .M IN.M AX (K ) . ANO. A( I . JJ ) .L5 .M INMAX (K + 1 ) ) GOTO 4 
GOTO 3 
4 LINE(I)=L(K)
3 ■ CCNTINUE
2 CONTINUE . - 
GOTO(6.7 1.KIK
WR ITE ( 6 .1C3 ) (L I N E ( I I ) . I 1 = 1 . INN)
GOTO 8 . . . .
6 WPITE (6 . I C2 ) (L INE( I I ). I 1 =I .INN)
GOTO a- ,
7 W R I T E ( 6 . 101 ) (L I NE ( I I ) . I 1 = 1 . I NN ) 
à CONTINUE. -
1 CONTINUE
NR I TE ( 6 . 104 ) (L (K ) . .M INMAX ( K ) .MINMAX ( K+ 1 ) . K=l . I C)
RETURN
100 f o r m a t (/////• 1 •///)
101 FOR MA T( 'C '. 6 6 (II.IX))
102 f o r m a t ( '0' .44 ( 11 . 2 X ) )
103 f o r m a t (' O'.122111
IC4 F O R M A T ( / / / ' I '///.' '.'SYMBCL'.2X.'MINIMUM'.2 X . 'MAXIMUM'//
F 10( ' '.2X.I2.4X.F7.3.2X.F7.3/)) _ .
, .ENO . "
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VELCIS CATE = 810*9 00/24/30 PAGE OOOl
S U S R U U T I N E  V E L D t S (Nl .N2 .N3 .A)
D I M E N S I O N  A(N1,N2.N3)
C C M M O N / C N U N E P / N W .N F , N T , N P C . N M U . N L . N V I , N V 2 . I E . I V  
COM MQN/CGEC/ i n . I NM. j n  , JNM . I.MIN t 21 ) . IMAX ( 2 1 ) . X 1 ( 99 ) . X2C 2 1 )
C C M M C N / A K E A4 0/RSQF******#****»*#**#####***#****......
S U B R O U T I N E  FCR C A L C U L A T I C N  OF
AT INTERIOR NODES 
DO 50 J=2.JNM
M 9 2 = ( X 2 ( J : - X 2 ( J - 1 ) ) / t X 2 ( J + l ) - X 2 ( J ) )
R X 2 = X 2 (J+1)-X2(J-1)
IL=IMIN(J)
IH=IMAX(J)
DO SO lalL.IH
M81 = ( X1 ( I-1I-XI(I) )/(Xl( I + l l - X K  I»»
Rx i= x i( i  + n - x i c i - i )  .
» R= A( I + 1, J ,N R C)
R L= A( I - 1 .J , NR C )
RT = A( I.J+l .NRO)
R B= A( I . J- 1 .N R O)
R0=4{ I . J . N R C )
A ( I . J . N V 1 ) = ( R T * A ( I . J + 1 , N F ) - R 0 * A ( I . J , N F ) ) * m 8 2 
3 + ( P O * A ( I ,J .N F )-RB*AI I , J- 1 .NF ) )/H82
A ( I . J . N V l ) = A ( I . J . N V l ) / P X 2 / R 0
A( I , J ,NV2)=(FR#A( I + l .J,N F) -R O *A (  I .J .NF) )*HB 1 
a + ( R O * A ( I , J . N F )- RL*AII-l . J .NF ) )/H3 I
SO A( I . J . NV2 ) = A ( I . J. n V 2 ) /RXl/ PO 
C«$F ON WATER SURFACE
0 E L X 2 = X 2 (J N ) - X 2 ( J N M  )
I M= I M AX(JN)+1 
DO 20 1 = 2. Ih
20 A( I ,JN . N V 1 ) = (At I ,JN . N F ) ♦ A ( I .J N . N R O )-A I I , JNM .NF)*A(I .JNM.NRO) )/
3 DELX2/AI I .JN.NRO)
R ET U R N  
= NO
' VISCOS DATE = 8 1 04 9  0 0 / 2 4 / 3 0  PAG E 0001
S U B R O U T I N E  V I S C O S (Nl .N2 . N 3 . A )
O I M E N S I C N  AIN1.N2.N3)
C C M M O N / C N U M B R / N W . n f  .NT,NRC .NMU.NL .NV 1 ,NV2. IE. IV 
C C M M O N / C G E C / I N .INM.JN . J N M . I M I N (21 ) . I M A X (21) . XI (99 ) .X 2 ( 21 )
C O M M O N / C G F N / R O R E F . ZMUREF . N M A X .N P R I N T . IP ,CC . P R (9) ,R 0 ( 9 ) .R 3 D U ( 9 )
C S U B R O U T I N E  FOP C A L C U L A T I C N  OF THE E F F E C T I V E  V I S C O S I T Y
DO 10 J=1 , JN
OO 10 1 = 1 . IN
A ( I . J . NM U) =Z M UP E F 
10 C O N T I NU E  
RFTU PN  
END
PSLIP DATE = 8 10 4 9 0 0 / 2 4 / 3 0  P A G E  OOOl
S U B R O U T I N E  P S L I P ( M  .N2 .N3.A. 1 .J )
D I M E N S I O N  A(N 1, N 2, N 3I
C  .......THIS S UB R OU T I N E C A L C U L A T E S  V Q R T I C I T Y B.C. B A S E D ON
C ........ P A R T I A L  SLIP C O N D I T I O N S
C C M M O N / C N U M F R / N W  .NF , N T .N R C . N M U .NL .NV 1 .N V 2. I E . IV 
C O M M Q N / C G E C / I N .I N M .J N .JNM . I M I N (21) . I M A X {2 1 ) .X1(99) .X2( 2 1 )
C C M M O N / C G E N / P C R E F .Z M U R E F . N M A X .N P R I N T . I P .C C .PR 19) .R P (9) .R S O U (9) 
C 0 M M C N / A R E A 6 / F L 0 W .d e p t h  .ALNTH 
U A V = F L C W / C E P T H  
A N U L = C. 0  1 
XO =0 . 5 
U F =0 .0  
JNV=JN-1
00 ICO JJ=2.JNM
I F ( A ( I . J J . N V I ) . G T . U F ) U F = A ( I . J J . N V 1 )
100 C O N T I N U E  
UF =UF FLAV
XX = (X 1 ( I )+ X 0 ) f d e p t h
P X = U F F X X / A N L L
T = C . 3 J 2 F U F F U F / S G R T ( R X )
A( I . 1 . NW ) = T/ZMURFF
A ( I . 1 ,NW ) JSA (I . 1 . NW ) F DE P TM / UA V
R ET UR N
END
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SET INITIAL CONDITIONS AS IRROTATIONAL FLOW
no
Ves
STEADY STATE CONVERGENCE REACHED
CONVERGENCE 
REACHED FOR 
. v(p-EQ
LAYOUT FINITE DIFFERENCE MESH
Calculate new boundary values of w using new 
(1) and i(i values at interior points_____
UPDATE VELOCITY VECTOR V
" "If- ’
Using new w at interior points 
CS.O.R. Method)
Calculate new values 
at all points to satisfy
sweeping the domain hori­
zontally (A.D.I. Method 
along x) at t = t + at
Calculate new w at interior 
nodes from
-V.(vw) + ~
sweeping the domain verti­
cally (A.D.I. Method along
Calculate new w at interior 
nodes from
•V. (vu) + ~
Figure 3.4 Flow Diagram for Solving $-u Equations
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TABLE 5.1 
EQUIPMENT DETAILS
Equipment
Model/
Type
Range and/or 
, . Comments . .
Manufacturer/ 
... Supplier
* 15 mW He—Ne 124A = 632.8 nm Thermo-Systems Inc.
Laser
* Polarization 
Rotator
* Beam Splitter
* Acous to-optU-C 
Cell and 
Frequency 
Shifter
9101-2
915
985
W = 50 mm
CSpecifications and 
operation procedures 
are found in litera­
ture supplied by tdie 
manufacturer, 2500 
North Cleveland Ave., 
St. Paul, Minnesota, 
55113, U.S.A.)
* Focusing 
Lens 9117 = 102 .1 mm II t
* Photo
Multiplier
System
962 -
* Frequency 
Tracke r 1051-2 2KHZ-50 MHZ If
* High Pass 
Filter . 10095 0-10 MHZ If
* Photodetector 
Aperature 9161-11
Aperature 
Diam.=0.28 mm ft
* Oscilloscope 5103N - Tectronics Inc.
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NOMENCLATURE
A Concentration at tank bottom as the time
limit, t, approaches infinity (t “ ) ,
Eq. 2.27
Ag, A^, A^, Ag Coefficients in Eq-. 3.14
a Mesh aspect ratio
a, b Positive coefficients in Eq. 2.41
a ^, b ^ , c^ , Coefficients in Eq. 3.28
aj, bj, Cj, dj Coefficients in Eq. 3.29
C Concentration
C_^ Influent depth-averaged solids concentra­
tion, Eq. 2.36
C N^ Influent and Effluent Suspended Solids
concentrations respectively
C Cross-sectional averaged concentration,
Eq. 2.40
C^ Dye concentration measured at tank's outlet
CRl, CR2
CLl, CL2 Coefficients in upwind formulations,
CTl, CT2 Eq. 3.23
CBl, CB2
Cp A coefficient, E q . 3.45
C^ Courant number (=uAt/Ax)
Co Reference concentration, E q . 5.9
CO Convergence criterion
E Output voltage of frequency tracker
262
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E Output voltage of frequency tracker at
® zero velocity
Froude number (= u//gH) .
F(X) Probability that all particles will
settle between distances o and X or 
removal ratio
F , F , F Components of external body force onX y z element per unit mass
f ' Function
f^ Frequency
F e n( ) Function of
g Acceleration of gravity
H Effective depth of flow in clarifier
Hg Normalized "gate" opening
H Normalized eddy height
h - / h_, n , , n_ Characteristics of entrance velocity
distribution. F ig. 3.3
h^ Head over end weir, cm
I Index
IN Number of nodes (columns) along the tank
length
INM IN-1
i Class of suspended solids having same
settling velocity
J Index
JN Number of nodes (rows) along depth of
the tank
JNM JN-1
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K Scour parameter or Gouda parameter,
Eq. 2.2 4
K Half the intersection angle of Laser beams
K Turbulence kinetic energy
K' Dynamic parameter (= (l-K)p)
k Von-Karman's universal constant
L Effective length of clarifier
L^ / L^, L g , L^ Mesh characteristics. Fig. 4.5
L Normalized eddy or reattachment length
R
t  Prandtl's mixing length
M Mass of dye
NC Number of iterations
n Manning's coefficient
P. A distributed source of class-i
^ suspended particles
p Pressure
»
p Hazen number, V^/v^
p(X) Probability density function that all
inflowing particles settle at a certain 
settling length X, E q . 2.3 3
P(X/Yq) Probability density function of particles
released at height Yo from bottom to settle 
at a distance X
p(Yo) Probability density function representing
the initial particle distribution
q Flowrate per unit width
A characteristic Reynolds number
  *
R^^ Characteristic Reynolds number (= UH/e^^)
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_ *
Characteristic Reynolds number (=
* * *
R Grid or cell Reynolds number (= U Ax /e_)ec m
R^ Reynolds number, based on the distance X
from the leading edge of the boundary
R , R Geometric rates of change of mesh spacing
in Regions II and III respectively
R,r Removal ratio
Energy slope
Schmidt number (= 1/S)
S Tracker range switch setting, VOLTS/MHZ
T Temperature
T Convective time scale
T^ Theoretical detention time
T . Measured time period of dye injection,
seconds
TS Normalized dye injection period
t Time
tg Settling time
t Normalized elapsed time using Tj as a
^ characteristic time
U Depth-averaged velocity, q/H
Uj Normalized jet-core velocity, Eq. 3.37
U_, U Longitudinal velocities right and left
of node to be used in upwind formulations
Uo Dimensional free stream velocity
U Shear velocity*
u, V, w Velocity components
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Vg Suspension settling rate, Eq. 2.1
Terminal or fall or settling velocity of 
suspended solids in a turbulent field at 
infinite dilution
So s
Vg Mean settling velocity, Eq. 2.2 9
V  , V  Vertical velocities top and bottom of
node to be used in upwind formulations
V  Overflow rate 
0
X Longitudinal coordinate
y Vertical coordinate
z Lateral coordinate
a A constant (depends on sludge properties),
Eq. 2.1
a Over-relaxation parameter
a A coefficient in the unsteady term, Eq. 3.21
^optimum Optimum over-relaxation parameter
B A coefficient in Eq. 2.22. (Depends on
mixing lengths of fluid and sediment, par­
ticle size, curvature of particle path 
lines)
A Increment
Am Normal distance between points m and m+1
Ax, Ay Mesh spacings in x - , y- directions
respectively
Ax , Ay Components of particle movement.
Eqs. 2.31, 2.32
Ax , Ax^  ^ Mesh spacings in the x-direction east and
west of node respectively
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Ay^, Ay„ Mesh spacings in the Y-direction, north
and south of node respectively
At Time increment
e Turbulence dissipation rate
e Momentum eddy diffusivity or momentum
transfer coefficient or apparent kinematic 
eddy viscosity
^mx' ^ my x - , y- momentum eddy diffusivities
E„ / e X-, y- components of turbulent transport
coefficient or eddy diffusivity of sus­
pended solids
Ç A coefficient in E q . 5.6
n A coefficient in E q . 5.7
0 Upwind weighting factor
X Laser light wave length, nm
V Molecular kinematic viscosity
p Density
T Wall shear stressw
Y Stream function
Eddy strength
Y_ Representative stream function, Eq. 4.10
w Vorticity
ü)„ Average vorticity value over the compu-R tational domain, E q . 4.9
*
m Dimensional wall vorticity
w
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Superscripts
' denotes a turbulent fluctuating quantity
- denotes a statistical average quantity
* . denotes a dimensional quantity
k iteration index for Y-sub-cycle
n time index
Subscripts
m,m+l quantities evaluated at the wall and one 
point in from the wall
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